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Preface

The brain is an organ that has sparked interest for more than 4000 years. Since the
discovery and translation of the Smith papyrus (Breasted, 1930), it became clear that
already the Egyptians realized that brain injuries can cause symptoms like paralysis.
It was the Greek physician Hippocrates, who for the ﬁrst time speculated that human
behavior, experience and mental diseases are rooted in the brain. In his book ’On the
sacred disease’ he writes: “Men ought to know that from nothing else but the brain
come joys, delights, laughter and sports, and sorrows, griefs, despondency, and lamentations...And by the same organ we become mad and delirious, and fears and terrors
assail us...In these ways I am of the opinion that the brain excercises the greatest power
in man. This is the interpreter to us of those things which emanate from the air, when
the brain happens to be in a sound state.”
For the 2000 years to come after Hippocrates, fundamental advances in the understanding of the brain were mainly provided by outstanding anatomists like Galen and
Vesalius, who investigated the principal structure of the human central nervous system.
An important conceptual breakthrough came only at the beginning of the 19th century, when the Austrian physician Franz Joseph Gall (Gall and Spurzheim, 1810-1819)
suggested the existence of distinct brain area that represent diﬀerent mental functions
and personality traits. The notion of localized brain function was later experimentally supported by the discovery of brain regions that are specialized for speech (Broca,
1863), motor action (Fritsch and Hitzig, 1870; Ferrier, 1875) and vision (Munk, 1879).
The tradition of cortical localization initiated by these pioneers is carried on by a large
number of contemporary neuroscientist, who attempt to delineate functionally diﬀerent
regions in the cortex through advanced imaging techniques like fMRI.
Despite the appeal of localization theory, several scientists already argued at the end
of the 19th century that brain function is in general distributed across the cortex and
only motor and sensory functions are localized in distinct cortical areas. They opposed
the view that intellectual function reside in association cortices and rather believed
that interactions between diﬀerent brain areas (Munk, 1890) and the brain as a whole
(Loeb, 1902) generate intelligence and associative memory. This holistic approach was
extended by the Gestalt movement (Ehrenfels, 1890), which emphasized the premise of
the whole (the “Gestalt”) over its parts in mental and brain function (Goldstein, 1942).
In the meantime, neuroscience had established the existence of neurons (Ramon y Cajal, 1906) and electrical signals in the form of action potentials as the basic currency of
communication in neuronal networks (Du Bois-Reymond, 1848-1884). Both concepts
were combined by Donald Hebb (1949) to develop a novel framework for distributed
cortical functioning and communication based on groups of neurons (“cell assemblies”),
9

Statue of Episteme (“knowledge”), Celsus library, Ephesus (Turkey).
which cascade through brain as “phase sequences”. The notion of cell assemblies pervades neuroscience up to today and has found expression in many theories of brain
communication like synﬁre chains (Abeles, 1991), gamma oscillations (Fries, 2005) and
neuronal avalanches (Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007).
During my PhD, I came across all these theories and developed a fascination for the
concept of cascading activity as the main agent of cortical processing. While I was
studying the existence of neuronal avalanches in cortical activity of living animals,
I made it a habit to think about brain activity as a collection of many avalanches
spreading through cortical areas and more importantly interacting. I started to think
about basic rules of cascade formation based on excitation and inhibition and believed
that the secret to brain function lies in the principles that govern the interaction between
avalanches. This in mind, I wondered how diﬀerent theories of brain communication
may be understood by avalanches and their interactions and pondered about a common
framework. The results of this thinking process together with experimental ﬁndings and
modeling studies are presented in this thesis. Throughout these years of my doctoral
work, I recognized that neuroscience has acquired an enormous body of knowledge about
the brain during the past decades. However, despite these eﬀorts, I came to realize that
general principles that organize all this knowledge into an intuitive framework of brain
function are still missing, just like the head of the statue of knowledge in the ancient
library of Celsus in Ephesus (Turkey). Finding these principles will remain a challenge
for future generations of neuroscientists.
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Summary

The brain is thought to be a highly complex and adaptive system that transforms
sensory input into meaningful behavior. Processing of environmental information takes
place in a highly distributed network of specialized areas that are believed to coordinate
their dynamics into coherent spatiotemporal patterns of activity. This coordination
requires eﬃcient communication between brain areas and has been hypothesized to be
accomplished by diﬀerent mechanisms. In this doctoral work, we experimentally test in
detail the presence of neuronal avalanches, a candidate mechanism for communication,
in cortical activity of anesthetized and awake animals. Moreover, we suggest a novel
theoretical framework to bridge the conceptual gap between synﬁre chains and gamma
oscillations, two other putative hypotheses for neuronal communication, and test its
validity in numerical simulations of neuronal networks.
In a ﬁrst study, we recorded spontaneous activity with multi-electrode arrays (16 electrodes) in the primary visual cortex of (halothane) anesthetized cats and searched for
power laws and long-range correlations in local-ﬁeld potentials (LFP) as well as spiking
activity. These two statistics can be a signature of critical dynamics, which is referred
to as neuronal avalanches in neural networks. In spiking activity, we found power laws
in avalanche size distributions in four out of seven recordings and a consistent power law
exponent of -1.8. In the same recordings, lifetime distributions and inter-spike interval
distribution of population spike trains were better ﬁt by a power law than an exponential distribution. In the other three datasets, these distributions were rather curved
and were equally well described by power law and exponential statistics. Average correlation as measured by average pairwise cross-correlation across all units was stronger
and extended over a longer period of time in datasets with power laws than in those
where power laws were absent. Finally, we sub-sampled the spiking data by randomly
removing spikes and thereby transformed power laws into curved distributions. Surprisingly, power laws were present in the LFP in six out of seven datasets, even though the
underlying spiking activity did not show evidence for power law scaling. In summary,
we showed that spiking activity can sometimes have features of critical dynamics, while
at other times evidence for neuronal avalanches is absent. Our sub-sampling analysis
demonstrated that insuﬃcient recording of spikes can indeed destroy power law statistics. However, we alternatively propose the existence of diﬀerent cortical states with a
varying correlation structure as a potential cause for critical statistics in some, but not
in other recordings.
In a second study, we further pursued the cortical state hypothesis and recorded multielectrode array data from the primary visual cortex of (isoﬂurane) anesthetized cats (32
electrodes) and one awake monkey (96 electrodes) in the dark. We developed a novel
13

method to separate diﬀerent cortical states within short time windows based on LFP
power spectra using principal component analysis and k-means clustering. We thus
identiﬁed up to ﬁve diﬀerent states with diﬀerent spectral proﬁles. In spiking activity,
these states showed marked diﬀerences in their collective dynamics with synchronized
states displaying population bursts followed by periods of silence and desynchronized
states exhibiting continuous and asynchronous population activity. Neuronal avalanche
analysis of these diﬀerent spiking dynamics indeed revealed that desynchronized activity
is associated with more curved distribution, while synchronized activity shifts avalanche
distributions closer to power laws, as measured by higher values of the scale parameter
of ﬁtted lognormal distributions. The same result was found for inter-spike interval
statistics of the population spike train. In contrast, neuronal avalanche analysis of
the LFP always approached power law distributions, even though the size of the tail
was slightly modulated by the cortical state. In addition, we showed that correlations
between electrodes in the LFP recordings were much higher than in spiking activity.
Finally, these results were similar across diﬀerent datasets within a species and did
not diﬀer between the anesthetized and awake recordings. An important diﬀerence
was an increase of population ﬁring rate in monkey recordings with desynchronization
as opposed to a decrease in the anesthetized cat cortex during desynchronized states.
In conclusion, we demonstrated a modulation of tails in neuronal avalanche statistics
by the cortical state in spiking activity of both anesthetized and awake preparations.
These ﬁndings suggest the presence of both critical and non-critical ﬂuctuation regimes
in neuronal network. The modulation of tails was in general much weaker for LFP, which
was on average more correlated than unit activity. The origin of this high correlation
in the LFP is unclear and might be partly due to volume conduction. Sub-sampling
may not explain the absence of power law in the monkey recordings, as the ﬁring rate
increases with further desynchronization of population spiking activity.
In a third study, we study two other prominent theoretical frameworks for neuronal communication, the synﬁre chain model and the communication through coherence (CTC)
hypothesis. In these models, communication between remote brain areas is established
through two diﬀerent types of synchrony, which have hitherto believed to be distinct
from each other. In the synﬁre chain, synchrony is generated through common drive
from previously ﬁring neurons, while synchrony in the CTC model is generated through
oscillations of local neuronal populations. In this work, we suggest a novel framework,
in which coherent oscillation are a manifestation of synchrony spreading across a diluted
synﬁre chain architecture which does not have strong enough connections to transmit
synchrony across its layers. These weak connections are compensated for by ampliﬁcation and synchronization of excitation during repeated cycles of an oscillation. The
ampliﬁcation is caused by progressive synchronization of inhibition within the oscillation, which in turn increases the gain of excitatory input. We introduce the concept of
oscillation chains which represents the spread of a coherent oscillation across layers of a
14

weakly connected synﬁre chain. We hypothesize that these oscillations trigger synaptic
potentiation and transform the oscillation chain into a synﬁre chain, once the synaptic weights are suﬃciently strong. Synﬁre chains may thus be regarded as a special
case of oscillation chains. We tested this framework in layered networks of integrate
and ﬁre neurons and indeed found the presence of oscillation chains that supported
the spread of synchrony with connections, whose strength was insuﬃcient for synﬁre
chain transmission. Further analysis revealed that oscillation chains can be converted
to synﬁre chains by increasing synaptic weights and the emergence of oscillation chains
depends on resonance properties of the network. Taken together, these results propose
a new interpretation of communication through synchrony in neuronal networks and
link coherent oscillations with synﬁre chains and synaptic plasticity.
In summary, we used experimental techniques and modeling to study diﬀerent modes of
communication in neuronal networks. Experimentally, we found that neuronal networks
display both critically synchronized population activity and desynchronized dynamics
indicating that communication based on criticality may change as a function of cortical
state. Furthermore, we show in a modeling study that synchrony created in synﬁre
chains may be equivalent to synchronization created within coherent oscillations. Each
of these two modes of communication is used for diﬀerent strengths of synaptic weights
and synaptic plasticity may be the key to convert oscillation dynamics into synﬁre
chains.

15
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Resumé
Le cerveau est un système complexe, qui transforme les signaux d’entrée sensoriels en
un comportement. Le traitement de l’information issue de l’environnement se distribue
au niveau cortical dans un réseau d’aires spécialisées qui coordonnent leurs dynamiques
à travers une activité neuronale spatio-temporelle cohérente. Cette coordination requiert une communication eﬃcace entre les aires du cerveau et plusieurs hypothèses
théoriques, souvent présentées comme alternatives, ont été proposées. Dans cette thèse,
nous testons expérimentalement la présence d’avalanches neuronales, un mécanisme potentiel pour contrôler la communication neuronale, dans l’activité corticale des animaux
anesthésiés et éveillés. A partir de ces observations expérimentales, nous proposons un
nouveau cadre théorique qui réunit le concept de chaîne de synchronie (“synﬁre chain”)
et des oscillations gamma, deux autres hypothèses élémentaires dans la propagation de
l’activité neuronale. Des simulations numériques sont présentées pour tester la validité
du modèle présenté.
Dans une première étude, nous avons enregistré de l’activité spontanée avec un peigne
d’électrodes (16 électrodes) dans le cortex visuel primaire des chats anesthésiés (halothane)
et recherché des lois de puissance et des corrélations à longue distance dans les potentiels de champs (LFP) ainsi que les potentiels d’action. Ces deux mesures peuvent
être considérées comme une signature de la criticalité de la dynamique de l’activité
neuronale, et caractérisent le processus d’avalanche dans les réseaux neuronaux.
L’analyse des patterns de potentiels d’action, a permis d’extraire des lois de puissance
dans les distributions d’avalanches - dans quatre des sept enregistrements - avec un
exposant fractal de -1,8. Dans les mêmes enregistrements, les distributions de durée
des avalanches ont été mieux expliquées par une loi de puissance que par une distribution exponentielle. Dans les trois autres expériences, ces distributions ont présenté
une asymétrie (“skewness”) expliquée par une loi de puissance et de distribution exponentielle. La corrélation moyenne a été plus forte et longue dans l’ensemble de données
avec des lois de puissance que dans celles ou la loi de puissance a été absente.
Étonnamment, à un niveau plus mésoscopique, des lois de puissance étaient présentes
dans le LFP de six des sept enregistrements, même si des lois de puissance étaient
absentes dans l’activité des potentiels d’action. En résumé, nous avons montré que
l’activité de potentiels d’action peut parfois avoir des caractéristiques d’un état critique,
tandis qu’à d’autres instants ou pour d’autres assemblées, le comportement d’avalanche
était absent. Nous discutons la possibilité que le sous-échantillonnage puisse expliquer
l’absence des lois puissance, mais nous proposons une autre hypothèse selon laquelle
l’hétérogénéité des états dynamiques corticaux et la diversité des corrélations observées
rendent chacun des comportements (critique vs non critique) à leur tour plus dominant.
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Dans une deuxième étude, nous avons poursuivi notre étude de la dynamique spontanée corticale et enregistré des données avec des peignes d’électrodes dans le cortex visuel primaire (32 électrodes chez le chat anesthésié avec de l’isoﬂuorane, et 96
électrodes chez le singe éveillé) en l’absence de stimulations visuelles. Nous avons
développé une nouvelle méthode permettant de séparer les diﬀérents états corticaux
basés sur les spectres de puissance LFP. Nous avons donc identiﬁé jusqu’à cinq états
diﬀérents. Dans l’activité des potentiels d’action, ces états ont montré des diﬀérences
dans leur dynamique collective avec des états synchronisés et désynchronisés. Une analyse d’avalanche neuronale a révélé que l’activité désynchronisée est associée avec une
distribution plus asymétrique (“skewed“), tandis que l’activité synchronisée montre des
distributions d’avalanche proches d’une loi de puissance. Le même résultat a été trouvé
pour les statistiques établies à partir des intervalles entre potentiels d’actions. Par contre, les distributions dans le LFP ont été toujours proches d’une loi de puissance, même
si la taille de la queue des distributions était légèrement modulée par l’état cortical. En
outre, nous avons montré que les corrélations entre les électrodes pour le LFP étaient
beaucoup plus élevées que dans l’activité des potentiels d’action. Enﬁn, ces résultats
étaient similaires entre les diﬀérentes espèces et ne diﬀérait pas entre les enregistrements
anesthésiés et éveillés.
En conclusion, nous avons montré chez les animaux anesthésiés et éveillés que les
statistiques dans l’activité des potentiels d’action peuvent révéler des avalanches neuronales conditionnelles de l’état cortical. Ces conclusions suggèrent la coexistence de
dynamiques à la fois critiques et non critiques dans le cortex. La modulation des distributions est en général beaucoup plus faible pour le LFP, qui est en moyenne plus
corrélé et tend à révéler un régime dynamique proche de la criticalité. L’origine de
cette forte corrélation nest pas complètement élucidée, mais la conduction de volume
pourrait jouer un rôle.
Dans une troisième étude, nous étudions deux autres cadres théoriques pour la communication neuronale, l’un s’appuyant sur l’existence de chaînes de propagation de
synchronie (“synﬁre chain”) et l’autre s’appuyant sur le rôle des oscillations dans la cohérence d’activité au sein des réseaux corticaux (CCT). Dans la chaîne de synchronie,
la synchronisation est générée grâce à un entraînement des autres neurones, tandis que
la synchronisation dans CCT est creée par des oscillations neuronales. Dans ce travail,
nous proposons un nouveau cadre réuniﬁcateur, dans laquelle les oscillations cohérentes
sont une manifestation de la synchronisation dans une chaîne synchronie dont la propagation directe (“feedforward”) n’est pas de force initiale suﬃsante pour transmettre
de l’activité synchronisée. Ces connections faibles sont compensées par l’ampliﬁcation
et la synchronisation de l’excitation s’établissant au cours des cycles successifs d’une
oscillation résonnante. Nous introduisons le concept de chaînes d’oscillation, ce qui
représente la propagation d’une oscillation cohérente au travers d’une hiérarchie de
couches faiblement connectées soumise au bombardement direct d’une chaîne de syn18

chronie. Nous introduisons l’hypothèse supplémentaire d’un processus de plasticité
synaptique dépendant des oscillations. Ce processus adaptatif permet de transformer
le processus oscillatoire en une chaine de synchronie, une fois que les poids synaptiques
excitateurs ont dépassé une eﬃcacité seuil. Notre théorie propose donc que les chaînes
de synchronie peuvent être vues comme un cas particulier de chaînes oscillatoires. Cette
hypothèse a été testée par des simulations numériques des réseaux neuronaux faiblement
connectés, qui permettent de détecter la présence de chaînes d’oscillation liées à la propagation de la synchronisation. Les simulations montrent que les chaînes d’oscillation
peuvent être converties en chaînes de synchronie en augmentant les poids synaptiques
et que l’émergence de chaînes d’oscillation dépend des propriétés de résonance du réseau
neuronal. Ces résultats proposent une nouvelle interprétation de la communication à
travers la synchronisation dans les réseaux neuronaux et établissent un lien original
entre les oscillations cohérentes, les chaînes de synchronie et la plasticité synaptique
associative.
En résumé, nous avons utilisé des techniques expérimentales et de modélisation pour
étudier diﬀérents modes de communication dans les réseaux neuronaux. Expérimentalement, nous avons montré que les réseaux neuronaux aﬃchent à la fois une dynamique
désynchronisée et une activité synchronisée avec des signes d’un état critique, indiquant
que l’expression de “criticalité” dans la dynamique corticale peut changer en fonction
de l’état collectif du réseau. Nous montrons par ailleurs par une approche théorique
que les chaines de synchronisation pourraient provenir d’un renforcement adaptatif de
la synchronisation crée dans les oscillations cohérentes. Chacun de ces deux modes de
communication est utilisé pour diﬀérents valeurs de poids synaptiques et la plasticité
synaptique associative peut être la clé pour transformer la dynamique des oscillations
en des chaines de synchronie.
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1
1.1

Complexity and Criticality
The Science of Complexity

What is complexity? At the moment, there is no unanimous answer to this question
and an exact deﬁnition of complexity is still under debate (Ziemelis, 2001). In general,
complexity is a feature of a system, a concept that evolved out of thermodynamics of
steam engines in the 19th century (Carnot, 1824) and was later formalized in general
systems theory (Bertalanﬀy, 1968) and by the cybernetics movement (Wiener, 1948).
All systems are composed of a number of elements or components with connections
between them. These connections enable the components to interact with each other
and separate a system from its environment by boundaries. A system is closed, if the
interactions are restricted to the components within the system or open, if elements of a
system interact with its environment. The brain can be considered as an open system,
since it receives energy and information from its surroundings and the body through
sensory organs and transfers energy and information back to the environment through
behavior and to the body through chemical and neuronal signals.
Traditionally, science attempted to reduce systems to its elementary components and
understand a systems’ behavior in terms of component properties and their interactions. The reigning paradigm was an additive approach which claimed that adding up
the features of individual components can explain and predict macroscopic variables
of a system. Failure to predict behavior was regarded as a problem of measurement
through insuﬃcient knowledge of system parameters or components and not a fundamental property of nature (Nicolis and Nicolis, 2007). Classical physics was indeed
very successful in mathematically capturing and predicting the macroscopic behavior of
simple mechanic (Newtons laws of motion) and thermodynamical systems (Boltzmann
equation) by this reductionist approach. A similar strategy was adopted in biology,
where it was attempted to explain the behavior of biological systems by lower level
rules established by molecular biology.
However, it was later realized that a certain class of systems cannot be successfully
understood by this reductionist paradigm. These systems are not additive in the sense
that understanding the properties of individual components cannot explain the systems
macroscopic dynamics. This lack of applicability of the linear superposition principle
and predictability is an important property of complex systems and has been summarized in the concept of emergence (“The sum is more than its parts”, Simon, 1981).
Nonlinear interactions between non-linear components of a system are indeed regarded
as essential for complexity (Frégnac et al., 2006; Chialvo, 2010). Moreover, as pointed
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Figure 1.1: Complex systems lie in between order and disorder. Taken from Sporns
(2007).
out by Hermann Haken (2004), these interactions endow complex systems with a peculiar circular causation. In one direction, interactions of local components cause novel
dynamics at the macroscopic level. In the other direction, cooperative dynamics and
emerging macroscopic variables (i.e. the system as a whole) inﬂuence and constrain the
interactions of components through downward causation. The cybernetics movement
also pointed out that complex systems often include feedback loops between components with highly recurrent interactions (Ashby, 1947). Moreover, there is a balance
between positive and negative feedback which allows for development and stabilization of the system. As a consequence of these interactions, complex systems generate
coherent spatiotemporal patterns and move away from thermodynamical equilibrium,
thereby reducing statistical entropy. Ilya Prigogine referred to these patterns as dissipative structures (Prigogine and Nicolis, 1967). This emergence of order puts complex
systems in between random, disordered (e.g. gases) and highly ordered systems (e.g.
crystals) at equilibrium (see Fig. 1.1). Complex systems are also said to be metastable
and at the edge of chaos, as they generate a large number of patterns in response to
external perturbation and yet remain stable (Kauﬀman, 1993). This variety of patterns
also makes complex systems adaptive, i.e. they are able to react to perturbations and
act on their environment. Finally, systems with complex properties often display a hierarchical organization with nested subsystems and diﬀerent levels of order and structure
(Simon, 1962).

1.2

Measures of Complexity

Apart from deﬁning complexity qualitatively, attempts have been made during the last
decades to quantify complexity in order to compare the behavior of diﬀerent systems
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(Sporns, 2007). In general, there is no generally accepted metric and several diﬀerent
approaches have been employed depending on the studied system.

1.2.1

Complexity as Randomness

In a ﬁrst approach, complexity was equated with randomness and systems with the most
random behavior were considered as the most complex. Kolmogorov (1965) deﬁned
complexity as the length of the shortest description necessary to specify a string of
symbols. Accordingly, random strings display the highest degree of complexity. The
logical depth concept of Bennet (1988) regards the time needed for an algorithm to
compute a string as indication of complexity. Another metric views complexity as the
information contained in the history of a thermodynamical process before it reaches its
ﬁnal state (thermodynamical depth; Lloyd and Pagels, 1988; Crutchﬁeld and Shalizi,
1999).

1.2.2

Complexity as Spatiotemporal Order

In another approach, complexity is seen as the amount of spatiotemporal structure
and information expressed by a system. These measures separate structured parts of
a system from random elements and attempt to quantify this structure. One example
is eﬀective complexity (Gell-Mann, 1995) which uses the minimal length of description analogous to algorithmic complexity (see above) in order to quantify only ordered
features of a system. Another measure quantiﬁes the overlap between the symbol sequence of a system and the sequence of its environment through Kolmogorov complexity
(physical complexity; Adami and Cerf, 2000).

1.2.3

Complexity as Correlations

A third approach looks at complexity from the perspective of correlations. These correlations are expressed in diﬀerent measures and are a result of the formation of large-scale
spatiotemporal patterns after external perturbation of a system. Typically, complex systems display long-range correlations that can span the entire system and the correlation
length diverges (Chialvo, 2010). A consequence of these long-range correlations is the
presence of power laws in a variety of measures, which is a hallmark of complex systems
(Nicolis and Nicolis, 2007). Power laws are mathematically deﬁned as P (s) = sα , where
α is the exponent of the power law. When the logarithm is taken on both sides, the
power law relationship turns into the equation for a straight line with slope α. This is
the reason, why power laws appear as straight lines in a double logarithmic plot.
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1.3
1.3.1

Complexity and Fractals
Definition of a Fractal

Power laws have been reported in statistics collected from a variety of natural and
man-made systems. In addition, they are found in static as well as dynamical systems.
Mandelbrot coined the term fractal to describe geometrical structures that show power
laws and self-similarity (1982). Self-similarity refers to the fact that fractals contain
copies of themselves, when the scale of observation is changed. This means that a
structure viewed from a smaller scale is similar to the pattern observed at larger scales.
This self-similarity is quantitatively captured by power laws and their exponent which
is also called the fractal dimension. An example is shown in Figure 1.2A which illustrates the coastline of Norway with its numerous fjords and smaller copies of fjords
embedded within larger ones. The length of the coast as a function of the box size used
to measure it follows a power law with fractal dimension D (Fig. 1.2B). Even though
initially regarded as purely mathematical constructs (e.g. Cantor set, Koch curve),
Mandelbrot made the observation that many structures in nature are fractal. Natural
objects like clouds, river networks, mountain ranges, snowﬂakes, blood and pulmonary
vessels have fractal features. He used simple iterative equations and computer simulations to generate patterns with a self-similar structure. Fractals are not restricted to
static structures, but also occur in time. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as
1/f noise, as the power spectrum of this dynamics decays as a power law (Ward and
Greenwood, 2007).

1.3.2

Examples of Fractals

Fractals are found in many scientiﬁc ﬁelds including physics (Feder, 1988; Sornette,
2004), geology (Turcotte, 1997), biology (Havlin et al., 1995) and behavior (Werner,
2010). In addition, the frequency of words used in books (Zipf, 1949), stock market
ﬂuctuations (Mandelbrot and Hudson, 2006), water level ﬂuctuations of the river Nile
(Hurst, 1951) and solar ﬂares (Lu and Hamilton, 1991) have fractal power law statistics
(for more examples see Newman, 2006). It is also noteworthy that many physical
laws like Newton’s law of gravitation and the Coulomb law for electrostatic potentials
are power laws. In these cases the power law takes on the form r12 with an exponent
α = 2. Fractals are also abundant in the brain and include the morphology of dendritic
branching patterns of neurons (Kniﬀki et al., 1994), dynamics of ion channel opening
and closing (Liebovitch et al., 2001), secretion of neurotransmitters (Lowen et al., 1997),
spike trains of individual neurons in the auditory nerve (Teich et al., 1990) as well as
the visual cortex of the cat (Teich et al., 1997) and awake monkeys (Baddeley et al.,
1997), and the power spectrum of membrane potential ﬂuctuation in neurons of the
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Figure 1.2: A: Coast of Norway with fractal geometry. B: The length of the coast
measured by covering the coast with boxes, like the ones shown in A, of various lengths
8. The straight line indicates that the coast is a fractal. The slope of the line yields
the “fractal dimension” of the coast of Norway, D = 1.52. Taken from Bak (1996).
cat visual cortex (El Boustani et al., 2009). Fractals and power law at the neuronal
network level will be reviewed below.

1.3.3

Features of Natural Fractals

Unlike mathematical fractals, natural fractals are limited to minimum and maximum
values. A coast cannot be larger than a country or smaller than a grain of sand. These
power laws show upper and lower cut oﬀs as a consequence of the conﬁned size of natural
objects. In addition, the restricted resolution of measurement devices imposes cut oﬀs
to the range of fractal features. Moreover, several fractals with diﬀerent exponents
α may occur at diﬀerent scales, which is called a multifractal (Sornette, 2004). The
presence of only one power law is referred to as monofractal (Lowen and Teich, 2005).
Fractals can be deterministic, i.e. smaller copies ﬁt the whole exactly, while in random
fractals structure at smaller scales resembles the whole only in a statistical sense.

1.4

Mechanism of Complexity

The deﬁnitions of complexity and examples of fractal structures given so far are phenomenological and agnostic about the mechanisms creating complex structures and
behavior in nature. The question to be answered is how interactions between components render a system complex.
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1.4.1

Complexity and Second-Order Phase Transitions

First evidence for a candidate mechanism that can create complexity came out of statistical physics. In 1822, the French engineer Charles Cagniard de la Tour studied phase
transitions between liquid and gas phases in his cannon barrel experiments (see Berche
et al., 2009). He discovered that at a certain temperature a distinction between gas and
liquid phase cannot be made anymore, as parts of the substance continuously ﬂuctuate between both phases. This phenomenon was further studied by the Irish physicist
Thomas Andrews (1869), who introduced the terms critical temperature and critical
pressure. Later, Paul Ehrenfest (see Jaeger, 1998) summarized all types of phase transitions with critical parameters as second order (or continuous). It was observed that this
type of phase transition is characterized by inﬁnite correlation length and power law
statistics near the critical point (Beggs and Timme, 2012). Importantly, criticality and
complex behavior in these thermodynamical systems are achieved through ﬁne tuning
of parameters.

1.4.2

Ising Model

A classic example of a second-order phase transition is the ferromagnetic phase transition which has been elegantly explained by the Ising model (see Brush, 1967) (Fig.
1.3). This mathematical model contains a lattice of iron, in which each square is ﬁlled
by an electron. Each electron has a spin which can assume two diﬀerent directions
and inﬂuence the spin of its nearest neighbor. The temperature T of the iron can be
modiﬁed externally by adding heat and the behavior of the spins can be examined as a
function of T. At low temperature, all the spins are aligned in one direction due to local
interactions resulting in magnetization of the iron. In contrast, at high temperature
the additional energy applied to the system prevents eﬀective spin interaction and spins
remain aligned randomly with no net magnetization. However, at the critical temperature, where the system undergoes a phase transition between order and disorder, local
groups of electrons with the same spin orientation and diﬀerent sizes emerge at varying
locations of the lattice, while electron spins in other parts of the system remain randomly aligned. The system is a mixed state of order and disorder. The macroscopic
variable that describes the order in the Ising model is generally called the order parameter. It is zero for complete disorder and approaches a maximum value for complete
order. For the Ising model the order parameter would be the magnetization of the system. The variable that controls the order in a system is denoted the control variable.
In the Ising framework, temperature regulates the net magnetization and thus serves as
the control parameter. The amplitude of the order parameter ﬂuctuations grows with
increasing control parameter until it reaches a maximum at the critical point.
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Figure 1.3: Ising model. Three snapshots of the spin conﬁgurations at one moment
in time for three temperatures (subcritical, critical and supercritical) from numerical
simulations of the Ising model. Only at the critical temperature systems exhibiting a
second-order phase transition show the highly heterogeneous correlated domains commonly seen as complex, while both sub- and supercritical conditions result in homogeneous states. Taken from Chialvo (2010).
1.4.3

Self-Organized Criticality

As illustrated in the Ising model, tuning of a control parameter to a critical value is
crucial to establish criticality and complex ﬂuctuations of order parameters. However,
as pointed out by Bak (1996), nature in general exhibits complex dynamics and behavior
without precise ﬁne tuning of parameters. He and his colleagues proposed a diﬀerent
mechanism that is employed by nature to reach criticality. According to their view,
self-organization without external inﬂuence is at work in many natural and man-made
systems and drives these systems to the critical point (Bak et al., 1987). The theory
of self-organized criticality combines the concepts of self-organization, criticality and
complexity into one common framework to explain the widespread existence of fractals
and 1/f noise in nature. Self-organized systems consist of a number of components
which interact through internal interaction forces. In addition, the system is subject
to an external driving force serving as the principle source of self-organization. After
a suﬃcient amount of time the system will be driven to a critical point through the
slow input, at which the accumulated energy dissipates through the fast internal forces
by way of cascading dynamics. Bak illustrated the working principles of self-organized
criticality in his well-known sandpile model (Bak et al., 1987; see Bak et al., 1996 for
a historic account; Turcotte, 1999). In this model, sand is continuously added to an
initially small pile of sand corresponding to an externally applied slow driving force. As
the sandpile grows, small avalanches start to slide down the slopes of the pile caused
by fast interactions between sand grains (Fig. 1.4). Importantly, the sandpile will
eventually reach a maximum height, at which the average number of grains added
is on average equal to the amount of sand leaving the pile through sand slides. As
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Figure 1.4: Self-organized criticality in sandpile avalanches. Snapshot of propagating
avalanche in the sandpile model. The colors gray, green, blue and red indicate heights
of 0,1,2, and 3, respectively. The light blue show the columns that have toppled at least
once. As the avalanche grows, the light blue area increases. Taken from Bak (1996).
shown in Bak’s model (1987), this steady state is critical with long-range spatiotemporal
correlations (Jensen, 1998) and avalanche sizes following power law distribution. Selforganized criticality has been regarded as “Newton’s law of complexity” (Bak, 1996) and
provided a mechanism that could generate complex global behavior through simple local
interaction. This concept has been used to satisfactorily explain a variety of complex
phenomena such as forest ﬁres (Drossel and and Schwabl, 1992), earthquakes (Bak and
Tang, 1989), landslides (Malamud and Turcotte, 1999), solar ﬂares (Lu and Hamilton,
1991), evolution of species (Bak and Sneppen, 1993), and epidemics (Gisiger, 2001).
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1.5

Critical Brain Dynamics

Alain Turing was the ﬁrst to suggest that the brain might be critical in order to overcome the highly correlated subcritical and supercritical states which are detrimental
for all information processing (Turing, 1950). After Bak’s seminal discovery of selforganized criticality (1987), a number of studies addressed the question of SOC in
neuronal networks (Chen et al., 1995; Corral et al., 1995; Herz and Hopﬁeld, 1995).
Later, Bak devoted a whole chapter to the brain in his famous book ’how nature works’
(1996) and sparked further interest among physicists and neuroscientists about critical brain dynamics. He argued that criticality in neuronal networks is necessary for
neuronal communication allowing input to sensory areas to easily access remote brain
areas. This is in contrast to subcritical dynamics which remain local and supercritical
activity which activates the entire brain. Furthermore, he suggested that criticality allows the brain to switch quickly between diﬀerent patterns reﬂecting the representation
and processing of diﬀerent stimuli. More modeling studies followed trying to implement
critical dynamics in neuronal networks and test Bak’s original ideas about the brain
(Chialvo and Bak, 1999; Bak and Chialvo, 2001).

1.5.1

The Discovery of Neuronal Avalanches

It was not until the landmark paper by Beggs and Plenz (2003) that experimental
brain research picked up the criticality hypothesis and tested its validity in neuronal
networks of the brain. The authors recorded local ﬁeld potentials (LFP) from organotypic cultures and acute slices of rat somatosensory cortex with 60 channel electrode
arrays. These preparations were spontaneously active after appropriate treatment with
neuroactive substances (NMDA and dopamin agonists). This spontaneous activity was
characterized by intermittent bursts of neuronal activity (~100-200ms) that were interrupted by periods of silence (~several seconds) (Fig. 1.5A). The new conceptual step
forward in this study was to consider these burst as cascades of neuronal activity analogous to the sand avalanches in Bak’s sand pile model. If the activity in the cortical
preparation was indeed critical, it should display power laws and long range correlations as predicted from theory. In order to analyze the data, the authors converted
the continuous LFP signal into a point process by applying a threshold and deﬁning
discrete events (so called nLFPs), whenever the signal crossed this threshold. To search
for signs of criticality the authors counted the number of events from all electrodes in
each burst and deﬁned the sum of event counts as the size of a neuronal avalanche.
First, this study showed that the extracted events indeed show long-range correlations
as predicted by criticality (Fig. 1.5B). More importantly, however, was the ﬁnding that
the avalanche size distributions decayed as a power law with exponent -1.5 (Fig. 1.5C),
closely matching theoretical predictions (Eurich et al., 2002). In addition, the initial
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Figure 1.5: Activity within synchronized periods in neuronal cultures is composed of
neuronal avalanches. A: Raster of spontaneous activity (top) shows correlated periods
containing spatiotemporal patterns (middle) and an avalanche of three frames in the
original coordinates of the multielectrode array (bottom). Avalanches were deﬁned as
sequences of continuous activity that were preceded and terminated by a bin width of t
with no activity. B: Population cross-correlograms shows correlation falls to zero within
+- 100-200 msec. red, average; black, individual cultures. C: Probability distribution
of avalanche sizes (number of electrodes activated) in loglog coordinates at diﬀerent
t (average for n = 7 cultures). The linear part of each function indicates power law.
Cutoﬀ given by maximal number of electrodes. Adapted from Beggs and Plenz (2003).
part of avalanche lifetime distributions displayed power laws with exponent -2. Moreover, changing the spatial arrangement of the electrode array did not alter the power law
properties of the data, but only shifted the power law cut-oﬀ to diﬀerent values. This
property, also known as ﬁnite size scaling in critical systems (Bak, 1996; Klaus et al.,
2011), provided further support for critical dynamics in these preparations. These results were further corroborated by the application of disinhibiting GABAa antagonists,
which destroyed the power laws and rendered the avalanche size distributions bimodal,
as expected from a supercritical state. The study concluded that critical dynamics in
the form of neuronal avalanches represent a diﬀerent mode of neuronal network activity
distinct from oscillations and wave-like propagation of neuronal activity.

1.5.2

Neuronal Avalanches as a Critical Branching Process

The speciﬁc exponents found for avalanche size and lifetime distributions by Beggs and
Plenz (2003) lead to the hypothesis that a critical branching process is the underlying
principle of neuronal dynamics in their in vitro preparations. Branching processes were
studied in detail by Harris (1963) and describe cascading dynamics, in which a unit
active at time t causes a number of other units (sigma) to be active at time t+t. This
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Figure 1.6: A: Network dynamics in cultured networks are characterized by a critical
branching sigma = 1, suggesting a state of optimal information transmission. A: Estimate of branching parameter sigma from individual avalanches. Sigma = the ratio of
descendant electrodes to ancestor electrodes. B: Sketch depicting the critical behavior
of a branching process over time. If sigma = 1, the size of the avalanche will grow over
time, taking over the network (epilepsy), whereas at sigma = 1, the avalanche will diminish quickly in size. Only at sigma = 1 (critical) can avalanches persist at all scales.
C: Phase plot of (sigma, alpha) as a function of t. Note that the trajectory passes
through critical point (1,-1.5) at the average population IEI of 4.2 msec. Adapted from
Beggs and Plenz (2003).
number is denoted as branching parameter and can be intuitively understood as the
ratio between descendants (# of active units at time t+t) and ancestors (# active
units at time) in a branching process. Importantly, the value of sigma determines the
behavior of the network and constrains the network dynamics to three diﬀerent states.
When sigma<1, the dynamics is subcritical and generates mainly small cascades that
fade away quickly. At sigma>1, activity becomes supercritical and leads to cascade
explosion. Only with sigma precisely tuned to a value of 1, each unit activates on
average one other unit and the dynamics has critical properties with cascade sizes that
decay according to a power law. Figure 1.6A illustrates the branching properties of
cascades with diﬀerent values of sigma. Critical branching processes were investigated
in models of neuronal networks (Haldeman and Beggs, 2005) and produced exponents
that matched those found by Beggs and Plenz (Zapperi et al., 1995). Notably, Beggs
and Plenz also estimated the branching parameter of their in vitro networks based on
the thresholded events (Fig. 1.6B) and found a value of sigma close to 1 as predicted
from a critical branching process (Fig. 1.6C).

1.5.3

Further Evidence for Neuronal Avalanches In Vitro and In Vivo

After the seminal study of Beggs and Plenz (2003), the same authors published another
report (2004), in which they show that the previously discovered neuronal avalanches
embed a large number of spatiotemporal patterns which repeatedly recur during 10
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hours of recording from organotypic cultures of rat somatsosensory cortex. These
patterns were organized as distinct families and occurred with millisecond precision.
Another study (Stewart and Plenz, 2006) investigated the role of dopamine in the formation of neuronal avalanches in acute prefrontal slices of adult rats. It found that the
slope of the power law is a function of dopamine concentration and peaks at medium
dopamine levels with a value of -1.5. Higher or lower dopamine levels reduced the
slope and spatial correlation in the recorded nLFP activity, thereby deﬁning an optimal dopamine concentration for occurrence of critical dynamics. Another important
ﬁnding was that neuronal avalanches appear mainly in superﬁcial layers. Stewart and
Plenz (2008) also demonstrated that neuronal avalanche with a slope of -1.5 and a
branching parameter of 1 characterize the dynamics of the maturing cortex of newborn
rats despite large changes in neuronal activity levels during development. Plenz and
Chialvo (2009) uncovered more features of cortical slice activity that are consistent with
critical dynamics. They found that power laws were independent of slow external drive
to the slices, avalanche distributions remained stationary over time, avalanche distributions before and after large avalanches were described by Omori’s law for earthquakes
and decayed as a power law, and the spatial patterns of avalanches were fractal.
In parallel to in vitro studies of neuronal avalanches in LFP, attempts were made to
also show their existence in intact animals. Gireesh and Plenz (2008) recorded spontaneous LFP in the somatosensory cortex of urethane anesthetized rats during cortical
development. They showed that neuronal dynamics during development evolves into
a state of nested oscillations in the theta, beta and gamma range that are coherent
across electrodes. Notably, neuronal avalanche analysis of these coherent oscillations
revealed a power law with slope -1.5. The authors applied a range of substances to
pharmacologically characterize the origin of the power law. They found that neuronal
avalanche formation in the immature rat cortex is dependent on GABAa and NMDA
mediated synaptic transmission and does not require AMPA receptors. In 2009, Petermann et al. recorded LFPs in the primary and premotor cortex of quietly sitting
monkeys and reported the presence of power laws and long-range correlations demonstrating that neuronal avalanches are not only conﬁned to anesthetized preparations
(Fig. 1.7). Moreover, Yu et al. (2011) demonstrated that power laws in the LFP rely
on higher order statistics and cannot be explained by pairwise correlations.
Several studies also extended the search for neuronal avalanche from LFP to spiking
activity. Mazzoni et al. (2007) recorded spikes from dissociated cultures of hippocampal rat neurons and intact leech ganglia. Their preparations exhibited population burst
behavior similar to the study of Beggs and Plenz (2003) with spike correlations lasting
up to several 100 milliseconds. Burst sizes and lifetimes followed a power law, suggesting critical dynamics even when spikes were used as an indicator of neuronal activity.
Importantly, neuronal avalanche statistics were destroyed by either blocking NMDA
or GABAa receptors. Similar results were obtained in dissociated cultures of embry34

Figure 1.7: nLFP peaks cluster as neuronal avalanches that are invariant to temporal
scale. A: Raster of nLFP peak occurrences (dots) extracted at -2SD (M1left; monkey A) B: Mean cross-correlation function for nLFPs between electrodes (t = 2 ms).
Peak at around time 0 reveals strong correlation between simultaneous and successive
nLFPs. (C) Cluster sizes distribute according to a power law (straight line in log-log
coordinates) up to a cut-oﬀ determined by the total number of electrodes. Slope varies
systematically with t. Broken lines, squares: Exponentially decaying size distributions
from corresponding time-shuﬄed rasters (R=0.999). Adapted from Petermann et al.
(2009).
onic rat brain with population burst dynamics and power laws in neuronal avalanche
distributions (Pasquale et al., 2008). An important additional ﬁnding was the loss of
power law and a shift towards subcritical distributions and desynchronized activity after application of the neuromodulator acetylcholine. Friedman et al. (2012) reported
not only power laws in avalanche sizes and duration in cultured neuronal networks, but
also a single scaling function for the temporal characteristics of avalanches and scaling
relationships between diﬀerent exponents providing further evidence of critical network
dynamics in in vitro preparations. Reports on power laws in recordings of spiking activity in vivo are rare. Ribeiro et al. (2010) described power laws in population burst
dynamics in various cortical areas of anesthetized rats (ketamin and xylazin). These
power laws were replaced by subcritical lognormal distribution in the awake and sleep
condition. Notably, despite the absence of power law, the activity was still governed by
a universal scaling function in the temporal domain. This ﬁnding lead to the conclusion that a lack of power laws is not suﬃcient to disprove critical dynamics. Petermann
et al. (2009) found heavy-tailed distributions instead of power laws in neuronal ﬁring
statistics of awake monkeys, when analysis was restricted to activity epochs with locally
synchronized spiking activity.

1.5.4

Evidence against Neuronal Avalanches

Despite the growing evidence for critical brain dynamics, a number of experimental
studies cast doubt on the applicability of criticality theory to neuronal network activity.
First data arguing against criticality were published by Bédard et al. (2006), who
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Figure 1.8: Avalanche analysis realized by taking into account the statistics from all
simultaneously-recorded cells in Wake. The distribution of avalanche sizes scales exponentially (black curves), similar to the same analysis performed on a Poisson process
with same statistics (gray curves). Taken from Bédard et al. (2006).
recorded spikes from parietal cortex of awake and sleeping cats and found strongly
curved avalanche size and inter-spike interval distributions (Fig. 1.8). Priesemann
et al. (2010) analyzed LFP data from awake monkey prefrontal cortex and reported
either curved distributions or distributions with clear peaks. As mentioned above,
Ribeiro et al. (2010) found curved statistics in spiking activity of awake and sleeping
rats. Touboul and Destexhe (2010) found power law like distributions in the LFP of the
same recordings as in Bédard et al. (2006), but discarded the power law hypothesis by
using sophisticated statistical tests. An extensive neuronal avalanche study based on
LFP and spiking data from humans, monkeys and cats did not ﬁnd evidence for power
laws, when the same tests were applied (Dehghani et al., 2012).

1.5.5

The Sub-Sampling Hypothesis

The presence of distributions diﬀerent from power laws in neuronal data sparked a debate on whether the brain is truly critical. While some studies rejected the criticality
hypothesis altogether (Bédard et al., 2006; Touboul and Destexhe, 2010; Dehghani al.,
2012), attempts were made to reconcile the apparently negative results with critical
brain activity. The main approach was ﬁrst put forward by Priesemann et al. (2009)
and became subsequently known as the sub-sampling hypothesis of critical dynamics.
The principal idea was that neuronal activity recorded with current micro-electrode
technology is fundamentally sub-sampled as each electrode picks up the signal of a few
neurons only, while the majority of neuronal activity remains undetected. Consequently,
avalanches and concomitant correlations are insuﬃciently captured to be reﬂected as
power law distributions in the data. In models of critical dynamics, it was indeed shown
that power law statistics are lost, when only a subset of the activity was used for analy36

Figure 1.9: Size distributions for model (red triangles: undersampling; circles: full
sampling) and data from freely behaving animals (blue triangles). Lines are lognormal
and power law ﬁts. Inset: model lattice (black dots) and sampled sub-lattice that
mimics the conﬁguration of the neurons recorded by the multi-electrode array (red
triangles). Adapted from Ribeiro et al. (2010).
sis, mimicking sparse sampling by electrode arrays (Priesemann et al., 2009; Ribeiro et
al., 2010) (Fig. 1.9). As the LFP samples larger populations of neurons, it was argued
that sub-sampling mainly aﬀects power law distributions in spiking activity and critical
properties are more readily found in LFP recordings (Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007).
However, as pointed out by Dehghani et al. (2012), the LFP may also contain artifacts
due to volume conduction and measure spurious correlations along with those produced
by the underlying neuronal network dynamics.

1.6

Putative Functions of Critical Neuronal Network Dynamics

Already in 1950, Alain Turing speculated that the brain may exhibit critical behavior to
avoid highly correlated subcritical activity and supercritical explosions. Bak (1996) also
believed in a critical brain as its complexity may be ideal to process the abundance of
complex structures and dynamics in its environment. Many neuronal network models
and also experimental studies followed to demonstrate how brain functions are optimized during critical neuronal activity (see Beggs (2008) and Shew and Plenz (2012)
for comprehensive reviews).
The ﬁrst function found to be optimized in neuronal networks tuned to criticality was
information transmission. Beggs and Plenz (2003) simulated a feedforward network and
found that input to the ﬁrst layer was best decoded at output layers (i.e. the mutual
information between input and output was maximal), when the branching parameter
between the layers was close to one, indicating criticality (Fig. 1.10A). Likewise, it was
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shown that learning rules that maximize mutual information between neurons lead to
dynamics with critical features (Tanaka et al., 2009). These theoretical claims were
recently tested by Shew et al. (2011) in slice cultures of rat cortex. In this study, the
balance of excitation and inhibition was altered by administering drugs that either decreased inhibition by blocking GABAa receptors or reduced excitation through NMDA
and AMPA antagonists. The authors found that these pharmacological manipulations
either lead to supercritical or subcritical dynamics. Electric pulses with diﬀerent current amplitudes were applied at one site of the recording area and responses in LFPs
were recorded with multi-electrode arrays. It was subsequently shown that the mutual
information between a set of electric inputs and output patterns was maximized, when
the neuronal network was tuned to criticality and decreased during pharmacologically
induced super- and subcritical states.
Another theoretical prediction was made by Haldeman and Beggs (2005), who proposed
that the capacity to store information in neuronal networks is optimized during critical
activity. This means that critical networks can generate a large number of complex
spatiotemporal patterns that can be used to represent and store information. In a
study by Stewart and Plenz (2006) the number of patterns generated in LFP signals of
acute cortical slices was the highest, when the dopamine concentration was at a level
that favored criticality. Shew et al (2011) quantiﬁed the information content of LFP
patterns in cortical cultures using entropy and again found peak entropy values during
critical dynamics and reduced values after pharmacological intervention.
Another notable theoretical ﬁnding was that the dynamical range of input responses is
maximized at criticality (Kinouchi and Copelli, 2006). Dynamical range is referred to as
a network’s ability to create distinct responses for both small and large inputs. In this
study, the ﬁring rate of an external drive to a neural network was consistently varied and
the network’s response to varying input rates was studied. The authors found that the
range of input rates at which responses were still distinguishable was highest, when the
network was tuned to criticality (Fig. 1.10B). In a subcritical state, small stimuli were
not separable anymore, while supercritical states were not sensitive to large stimuli due
to response saturation. The validity of these modeling results was tested by Shew et
al. (2009), who measured the response amplitude of LFPs recorded by multi-electrode
arrays in neuronal cultures during electric stimulation with varying current amplitude
and various pharmacological manipulations (Fig. 1.10C). As predicted theoretically,
the dynamical range of network responses was maximized during critical states and
lower for pharmacologically induced super- and subcritical dynamics (Fig. 1.10D).
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Figure 1.10: A: Transmitted information (Info) peaks near sigma=1. Adapted from
Beggs and Plenz (2003). B: Dynamic range versus branching ratio is optimized at
the critical point =1. Taken from Kinouchi and Copelli (2006). C: PDFs of spontaneous cluster sizes for normal (no-drug, black), disinhibited (PTX,red), and hypoexcitable(AP5/DNQX, blue) cultures. Broken line, 3/2 power law. Cluster sizes is the
sum of nLFP peak amplitudes within the cluster; P(s) is the probability of observing a
cluster of sizes. D: Network tuning curve for dynamic range near criticality. C and D
taken from Shew et al. (2009).

1.7

Conclusion

In summary, the joint eﬀort of theoretical and experimental studies provided evidence
that criticality may be an ideal dynamical substrate for implementing a variety of functions relating to processing of external stimuli and transmission of neuronal activity. In
addition, these studies clearly demonstrated the importance of an excitatory-inhibitory
balance for criticality suggesting that neuronal networks are tuned to a critical point.
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2

Cortical States

Ever since the work of Adrian (1928), neurophysiology was concerned with measuring
the response of neurons to external input and attempted to extract information about
the environment from neuronal activity. This approach successfully attributed ﬁring
rate changes of neurons to stimulus features (e.g. Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Barlow, 1972)
or argued that synchronization between diﬀerent neurons is pivotal in the processing of
stimuli (von der Malsburg, 1981; Singer, 1999). However, it recently became clear that
the brain is highly active even in the absence of stimuli and spontaneous activity is an
important variable in shaping cortical responses to external input. This spontaneous
activity changes its characteristics depending on the phase of the sleep-wake cycle.

2.1

Synchronous vs. Desynchronized Cortical States

Classically, EEG signals recorded during slow wave sleep display slow and large amplitude ﬂuctuations which are caused by strong synchronization of the underlying activity.
Accordingly, this dynamics has been termed as ’synchronized’ state. In contrast, the
same type of signals recorded during waking and rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep are
fundamentally diﬀerent showing fast and low amplitude deﬂections. This phenomenon
has been referred to as the ’desynchronized’ state. Recent studies point to a more complicated scenario, in which the traditional synchronized and desynchronized states are
just the extremes of a continuum with a number of states having intermediate degrees
of synchronization in between them (see Harris and Thiele, 2011, for review) (Fig. 2.1).
Cortical state in these studies was assessed by the amount of ﬂuctuations shared by
multiple recorded neurons as measured by for instance the mean pairwise correlation
coeﬃcient across the neuronal population. Alternatively, cortical state was deﬁned by
the slow frequency power in local ﬁeld potentials (LFP). Synchronized states are characterized by up phases, in which neurons ﬁre, followed by down phases, where neurons
are silent. These phases can last up to several 100ms, in cortical slices even up to several seconds. Thus, during the synchronized state, neuronal ﬁring is clustered in time,
which is quantiﬁed as positive mean correlation coeﬃcient (Renart et al., 2010) between
neurons and the rhythmic nature of these events at a timescale of a few 100ms gives rise
to an increase in low frequency power (1-5 Hz) of the LFP. Strong membrane potential
ﬂuctuations that are in phase with the LFP can also be seen in intracellular recordings
during synchronized population activity (Okun et al., 2010). Moreover, synchronized
states have been associated with intermittent traveling waves that can be observed in
a variety of cortical areas in the LFP (Nauhaus et al., 2009) and voltage-sensitive dye
(VSD) signals (Ferezou et al., 2006). In desynchronized states, ﬂuctuations in the LFP
and intracellular signals are largely reduced, which is reﬂected in much smaller low
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frequency power. Spiking activity lacks the typical bursting character of the synchronized state and rather displays continuous and irregular ﬁring of individual neurons
without synchronization at the population level. As a consequence, mean correlation of
the population spiking activity is close to zero, even though individual pairs can show
signiﬁcant positive or negative correlations (Renart et al., 2010). Moreover, desynchronization has been linked to an increase of LFP power in the gamma frequency range
(Niell et al., 2010), especially during active stimulation of subcortical structures (Munk
et al., 1996) and attention (Fries et al., 2001). However, recent studies show that the
inverse may also be true and decorrelation reduces gamma power (Chalk et al., 2010;
Puig et al., 2010). Aside from the discovery that cortical activity moves along a continuum between the two ends of synchronized and desynchronized states (Curto et al.,
2009), evidence has been found that synchronized states are not only present during
slow wave sleep and certain types of anesthesia (Clement et al., 2008; Renart et al.
2010, Ribeiro et al., 2010), but are also expressed during waking which has been traditionally associated with desynchronization. More speciﬁcally, desynchronization is seen
in active, behaving rodents (Okun et al., 2010; Poulet et al., 2012), while immobility
and quiescence favor synchronized cortical activity (Crochet et al., 2006; Poulet and
Petersen, 2008), albeit with smaller amplitude than during slow wave sleep.

2.2

Mechanism for Cortical Synchronization and Decorrelation

A number of theoretical studies have investigated the mechanisms underlying synchronization and decorrelation in diﬀerent cortical states and the transition between them.
As shown by Reyes (2003), feedforward networks with divergent-convergent connections, similar to those observed in the brain (Braitenberg and Schütz, 1998), quickly
synchronize neuronal activity while propagating across the network. Thus, it was concluded that synchronization is an inherent property of neuronal network dynamics due
to shared presynaptic input and common drive. However, mechanisms that counteract
synchrony and enforce decorrelated dynamics were discovered recently (Renart et al.,
2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012). It was shown that suﬃciently strong and fast inhibitory
feedback can eﬀectively prevent the building up of synchronous excitation. As a consequence, neuronal population activity remains decorrelated and the mean pairwise
correlation coeﬃcient in these networks is close to zero. The dominance of inhibition in
decorrelated cortical activity was also noted in an experimental study by Rudolph et al.
(2007), in which excitation was only predominant during synchronized cortical activity.
In order to prevent runaway excitation during synchronized states, the cortex employs
a number of strategies (see Harris and Thiele, 2011 for review). In general, while excitatory activity builds up and spreads like a wave across the cortex, neuronal adaptation
mechanisms start to act in order to conﬁne excitation (e.g. synaptic depression, ATP
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Figure 2.1: Population activity patterns vary with cortical state. Illustrations of two
extremes of a continuum of states seen in awake rodents. A: In synchronized states, cortical populations show spontaneous common ﬂuctuations in ﬁring rate. During the up
phase, all neuronal classes show a propensity to ﬁre (shown by the colored raster plots),
whereas during the down phase spiking is reduced or absent. These phases are accompanied by corresponding depolarization and hyperpolarization in intracellular potentials
(shown by the red trace). The deep-layer cortical local ﬁeld potential (LFP) (shown
by the black trace) shows slow negative waves accompanied by high-frequency activity in the up phase and smooth dome-shaped positive waves in the down phase. This
type of activity is seen in drowsy or quiescent animals. B: In the desynchronized state,
coordinated slow ﬂuctuations in population activity are not seen, and low-frequency
ﬂuctuations in the LFP and membrane potentials are suppressed. This type of activity
is seen in actively behaving, alert animals. Note that this ﬁgure does not show actual
recordings from the neurons whose morphology is illustrated to the left, but is a drawing
integrating the results of multiple studies. Taken from Harris and Thiele (2011).
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depletion, and increase in K+ conductance with hyperpolarization). As a result, neuronal activity fades away completely and is followed by a period of silence, during which
the network is not excitable enough to sustain excitation. When the network recovers
from adaptation, the process starts again, thereby creating a sequence of alternating
up (activity) and down (silence) phases which can appear as a regular oscillation especially in reduced and anesthetized preparations. A new up-state may be spontaneously
generated by miniature EPSPs as a result of spontaneous transmitter vesicle release
(Bazhenov et al., 2002) or originate in layer 5 pyramidal neurons (Sanchez-Vives and
McCormick, 2000; Sakata and Harris, 2009). The role of these mechanisms in creating
this up-down dynamics has been also conﬁrmed in computational studies (Bazhenov et
al., 2002; Compte et al., 2003). In contrast, during desynchronized cortical states, adaptation is less strong and neurons display more continuous ﬁring without the bursting
behavior typically seen in synchronized states. In addition, tonic glutamatergic input
from subcortical structures like the thalamus may also drive the cortex into a more
desynchronized regime as suggested by a recent study (Poulet et al., 2012). Transitions
between synchronized and desynchronized cortical dynamics are mediated by a variety
of neuromodulators including acetylcholine, noradrenaline and serotonine, which aﬀect
neuronal adaptation and excitability (see Harris and Thiele, 2011).

2.3

Response Modulation by Cortical States

Neuromodulation allows the cortex to swiftly switch between diﬀerent cortical states
and modulate the processing of incoming stimuli, which has been shown to be highly
inﬂuenced by the cortical state (Harris and Thiele, 2011). However, this modulation
is a function of stimulus properties and has been studied mostly in rodents for simple
and brief stimuli as well as longer lasting and more realistic natural stimuli. For point
stimuli like a whisker deﬂection, the initial response (<50ms) is typically stronger during quiescence displaying synchronized activity than in actively behaving animals with
desynchronized cortical dynamics (Fanselow and Nicolelis, 1999; Castro-Alamancos,
2004). In the later phase of the response (>50ms), there are more profound diﬀerences across states. Stimuli presented during the synchronized can evoke a long lasting
spread of activity (Ferezou et al., 2006; Haider et al., 2013), while responses during the
desynchronized state remain more localized and are accompanied by strong inhibition
(Haider et al., 2013). The coding of natural scenes in the rat visual cortex is enhanced
during cortical desynchronization following basal forebrain stimulation and resulting
release of acetycholine (Goard and Dan, 2009). In addition, natural stimuli desynchronize cortical activity and evoke sparse and temporally precise spiking activity (Haider
et al., 2010).
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2.4

Conclusion

The cortex can assume diﬀerent dynamical states ranging from synchronized to desynchronized activity and has evolved mechanisms to dynamically control these states
according to the computational needs for the representation and processing of external
stimuli.
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3

Synfire Chains

A synﬁre chain is a type of neuronal network model, in which excitatory neurons are
grouped in distinct pools. The neurons of each pool are connected to neurons of a subsequent pool in a feedforward fashion through divergent/convergent connections such
that multiple pools form an anatomical chain of interconnected groups of neurons. From
a dynamical point of view, these chains support the stable propagation of synchronous
(“synﬁre”) activity across the diﬀerent pools and thus have attracted widespread attention as a substrate for reliable information transmission in the brain. A synﬁre chain is
characterized by its width (w) which indicates the number of neurons per pool, and the
multiplicity (m) denoting the average number of synapses that a neuron receives from
a previous pool. A scheme of a synﬁre chain is shown in Figure 3.1. The synﬁre chain
concept was introduced by Moshe Abeles (1982; 1991) and later studied extensively
in numerical simulations as soon as the required computer technology was available.
Some experimentalists also adopted the synﬁre chain hypothesis and searched for their
signature in neuronal data with limited success.

3.1

The Synfire Chain Concept

The origins of the synﬁre chain hypothesis rooted in the necessity to explain peculiar
experimental ﬁndings reported by Abeles (1982). While studying the timing relationship of three neurons through cross-correlation histograms, he found that the ﬁring of
these neurons followed characteristic sequences. First, neuron A would ﬁre and after
some delay T1 neuron B would respond with a discharge. After a further delay T2,
neuron C would eventually ﬁre, thereby creating a repeatable sequence of discharge
patterns between these three neurons. Importantly, these ﬁring delays could reach up
to 450ms. To explain these results, Abeles introduced the concept of a synﬁre chain,
which generates precise spatiotemporal ﬁring relationships between diﬀerent neurons.
In a synﬁre chain neuronal activity cascades across diﬀerent pools of neurons, which
are connected in a feedforward fashion through divergent-convergent connections. He
hypothesized that these pools either reside in cortical columns and layers or are spatially distributed across the cortex. Importantly, when neurons within each pool ﬁre
synchronously (synchronous mode), activity can spread reliably across the chain, while
asynchronous activation through increasing the ﬁring rate (asynchronous mode) alone
does not generate reliable propagation. In the synchronous mode, neurons of diﬀerent
pools ﬁre sequentially as activity spreads along the chain and thus produces precise spatiotemporal ﬁring sequences with ﬁring delays between neurons being dependent on the
transmission delays between diﬀerent pools. The proper functioning of a synﬁre chain is
a function of w, m and also the synaptic strength of neuronal connections between pools.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a synﬁre chain: Every neuron in pool i projects to m
neurons in pool i + 1. The width of the chain is the number of neurons in a pool (eight
in this example), and the multiplicity (m) of a chain is the average number of cells in
pool Pi+1 to which a cell in pool Pi is connected (four in this example). Taken from
Abeles et al. (2004).
In general, complete chains (Griﬃth, 1963) with fully connected pools require only a
small number of neurons per pool to operate in the synchronous mode, if the synaptic
weights are suﬃciently strong. In contrast, w needs to be higher in not fully connected
chains with weaker synapses to enable reliable synchronous transmission. Thus, synﬁre
chains only occur, when the strength and density of inter-pool connections as well as
the number of neurons per pool crosses a threshold above which synchronous neuronal
activity is transmitted faithfully through a number of pools. Abeles put forward the
idea that the sequential neuronal activation in synﬁre chains may be the dynamical
backbone of information transmission and processing through successive steps. Quantitative analysis revealed that even random networks can implement a large number of
synﬁre chains given that synaptic weights are suﬃciently strong.

3.2

Computational Studies

After the publication of Abeles’ ideas, the synﬁre chain hypothesis was extended, extensively studied in computer simulations and tested in experiments. First, it was realized
that the time delays between neurons of diﬀerent pools do not need to be equal as long
as neuronal discharges arrive synchronously at a subset of neurons in the next pool.
This insight led to the concepts of synﬁre braids (Bienenstock, 1994) and polychrony
(Izhikievich, 2006). Next, a number of models tested relevant parameters for the propagation of synchrony in isolated synﬁre chains driven by external Poisson noise and chains
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that were embedded in a background network. Aertsen et al. (1996) simulated synﬁre
chains and studied the propagation of synchronous activity (pulse packets) as a function
of the input to the ﬁrst layer of a chain. To this end they stimulated their network
with synchronous activity, whose properties where determined by the number of spikes
(alpha) and their temporal dispersion (sigma) which indicates the degree of synchrony
between the input spikes. This approach was used by subsequent studies (Diesmann et
al., 1999; Gewaltig et al., 2001) to comprehensively investigate the propagation of an
input pulse packet with varying alpha and sigma along the chain network (Fig. 3.2A).
They found that the evolution of a pulse packet was characterized by a dynamical attractor. If alpha of the input pulse packet was suﬃciently high and sigma suﬃciently
small, the number of spikes and their dispersion ended up in a ﬁxed point leading to
stable transmission of activity along the chain. However, when these two dynamical
variables were outside the basin of attraction, the number of spikes generated in each
layer and spike time precision rapidly decreased resulting in pulse packet transmission
failure. These two dynamical regimes were delineated by a so called separatrix in the
alpha-sigma state space which was deﬁned by the mean propagation behavior of a pulse
packet (Diesmann et al., 1999) (Fig. 3.2B). As shown by Gewaltig et al. (2001), trial
to trial variability of pulse packet transmission can be very high due to synaptic background noise and blurs the separatrix. Cateau and Fukai (2001) modeled pulse packets
with the Fokker Planck formalism and were able to reproduce the results of Diesmann
et al. (1999). Further studies examined biologically more realistic scenarios, in which
synﬁre chains were embedded in a background network displaying asynchronous irregular (AI) activity and replacing the previously applied stationary Poisson drive. The
results were discouraging as the synchronous activity generated by the synﬁre chain
strongly interfered with the background such that the AI activity was replaced by an
oscillation synchronized across the whole network (Mehring et al., 2003). This scenario
was called a synﬁre explosion as the pulse packet did not remain conﬁned to the synﬁre
chain, but also spread to the surrounding network, in contrast to predictions by Abeles
(1991). Another study (Aviel et al., 2003) tried to solve this problem by introducing
lateral inhibition to the network. In this case, the spread of a pulse packet not only
activated excitatory neurons, but also recruited inhibition which was fed back into the
background network. As a consequence, the background activity remained stable and
synchrony only spread along the synﬁre chain. A diﬀerent solution was provided by
another study (Kumar, 2008) which realized that the synaptic model used in previous
simulations is responsible for synﬁre explosions. According to this paper, biologically
unrealistic current-based synapses produce very large compound EPSPs in response to
synchronous input and are thus prone to destabilize the surrounding activity. However,
when biologically plausible conductance-based synapses were used for the simulations,
joint EPSPs generated by a pulse packet remained small and allowed for selective synﬁre chain dynamics without the aid of lateral inhibition. Thus, this paper was the
ﬁrst to show the general possibility of synﬁre chains in a biologically realistic setting.
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Figure 3.2: A: Raster displays of propagating spike volley along fully connected synﬁre
chain. Panels show the spikes in 10 successive groups of 100 neurons each (synaptic
delays arbitrarily set to 5ms). Initial spike volley (not shown) was fully synchronized
(sigma=0ms), containing a = 50 (left) or a = 48 (right) spikes; background activity
identical in both cases. B: State space portrait of dynamic variables a and sigma. The
stable (upper) and unstable (lower) regimes are separated by the separatrix. Colored
curves, evolution of a synchronous spike volley along a synﬁre chain for diﬀerent input
conﬁguration. Arrows, group to group transformation. Adapted from Diesmann et al.
(1999).
A number of other studies investigated the asynchronous propagation of ﬁring rates
along the synﬁre chain network (van Rossum et al., 2002; Litvak et al., 2003; Vogels
and Abbott, 2005; Kumar et al., 2008). They showed that feedforward networks with
synﬁre chain architecture can in principle support this mode of propagation. However,
ﬁring rates are only faithfully transmitted, when the connections between pools are
sparse and strong, as denser connectivity creates more shared input, which in turn synchronizes activity and shifts propagation towards the synchronous mode (Kumar et al.,
2010). Finally, it should be noted that networks other than synﬁre chains can produce
precise spatiotemporal ﬁring patterns (Abeles, 2009). Attractor networks (Hopﬁeld,
1982; Amit, 1989; Wills et al., 2005) have sparked widespread theoretical attention as
a mechanism for pattern generation and completion in neuronal networks. In addition,
liquid state machines (Maass et al., 2002) generate spatiotemporal patterns in neuronal
activity. Also, a recent study pointed out the importance of input statistics and similarity between input patterns and patterns of ongoing activity for the transmission of
neuronal activity (Marre et al., 2009).

3.3

Synfire Chains and Cortical Computations

Synﬁre chains have been considered as a potential candidate for information transmission and precise communication between brain areas (Vogels and al., 2005; Kumar et
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al., 2010), but may also be used for computational purposes (Abeles, 2009; Kumar et
al., 2010). More speciﬁcally, the interaction and gating between several synﬁre chains
can be used to construct compositional systems and solve the binding problem (Bienenstock, 1995; Frégnac and Bienenstock, 1998). Synﬁre chains can be routed ﬂexibly
through diﬀerent brain areas depending on the presence of other chains, thereby implementing basic computational operations. In the context of the binding problem, each
synﬁre chain may represent diﬀerent features of an input which can be bound together
by dynamically linking separate synﬁre chains into a larger chain. This chain then
would represent a whole object composed of several distinct features. It has indeed
been shown in modeling studies that several chains can interact and synchronize their
activity such that larger and more stable synﬁre chains emerge (Arnoldi and Brauer,
1996; Abeles et al., 2004; Hayon et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2008). In addition, inhibition may play a pivotal role in gating synﬁre chains (Kremkov et al., 2010) and
implement a winner-take-all mechanism for competing chains (Chang and Jin, 2009).
Taken together, these studies suggest the principal possibility of computing and binding with synﬁre chains. Other applications of synﬁre chains include pattern recognition
(Arnoldi et al., 1999; Jin, 2004), language processing (Pulvermüller, 2002; Wennekers
et al., 2006), the representation of internal clocks to build a time frame for external
events (Kitano et al., 2003; Hass et al., 2008), bird song generation (Hahnloser et al.,
2002; Jin, 2007; 2009) and the execution of complex motor plans (Schrader et al., 2011;
Hanuschkin et al., 2011).

3.4

Learning Synfire Chains

Even though synﬁre connectivity may exist in abundance even in random networks
(Abeles, 1991; 2009), the connection strength may be too small to reliably transmit
synchrony across the network. This raised the question how synﬁre chains can be
learned in a neuronal network through neuronal plasticity mechanisms. In 1981, von
der Malsburg already proposed that mental objects are represented in the correlated
ﬁring of groups of neurons and are stabilized through Hebbian type plasticity. In his
PhD thesis, Doursat obtained spatiotemporal activity patterns and synﬁre chains in an
initially random network by implementing rules for (Hebbian) plasticity and competition to stabilize global network activity (Doursat, 1991). Hertz and Prügel-Bennett
(1996) used a Hebbian learning rule to learn synﬁre chains in networks with sustained
chaotic activity. However, the resulting synﬁre chains were typically short and had a
tendency to build closed loops. A study using spike-time dependent plasticity (STDP)
found similar results (Levy et al., 2001). Izhikievich (2006) simulated a random network and applied an STDP rule. The result was the emergence of gamma oscillations,
in which polychronous groups (see above) were embedded. Kunkel et al. (2011) argued
that previous studies on learning synﬁre chains were based on too simpliﬁed network
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models and unrealistic assumptions. In contrast, this study showed that large random
networks do not support the implementation of feedforward structures through STDP.
The authors suggest that synﬁre chains may still emerge in non-randomly connected
networks, using realistic neuron models, diﬀerent input statistics and more sophisticated STDP rules. Indeed, subsequent studies demonstrated that synﬁre chains can be
successfully embedded with biologically plausible conductance based neurons (Trengove
et al., 2011) or triphasic STDP rules (Waddington et al., 2012). Finally, experimental
results from cultured neuronal networks showed that temporal correlations due to welltimed transmission delays in networks with divergent-convergent connections play an
important role in inducing LTP or LTD (Bi and Poo, 1999), and change the eﬃcacy of
neuronal pathways and information ﬂow through neuronal networks.

3.5

Experimental Evidence

In parallel to theoretical studies, a number of experiments have been conducted to ﬁnd
evidence for synﬁre chains in living neuronal networks. Most studies concentrated on
ﬁnding precise spatiotemporal ﬁring sequences of neurons as predicted from the sequential activation of neurons within a synﬁre wave. Abeles et al. (1993) recorded from up
to 10 neurons in parallel from the frontal cortex in behaving monkeys and interpreted
the existence of ﬁring patterns within the spike trains of single units and between two
single units as evidence of reverberating synﬁre chains. A subsequent study (Prut et
al., 1998) also found precise ﬁring sequences in spike triplets in the prefrontal and premotor cortex of awake and behaving monkeys. Spikes within these triplets were on
average 200ms apart. Notably, it was shown that diﬀerent clusters of spike patterns
were associated with diﬀerent tasks, suggesting a link between precise spike timing and
behavior. Two following papers (Oram et al., 1999; Baker and Lemon, 2000) reported
spike patterns in the LGN and V1 as well as primary and supplementary motor cortex
of monkeys. However, the authors disputed the signiﬁcance of these patterns with novel
statistical measures and explained their task dependence as a consequence of ﬁring rate
modulations. Yet, Shmiel et al. (2005, 2006) deﬁned a new null hypothesis for detecting precise ﬁring sequences and indeed found statistically signiﬁcant patterns between
spikes from one or two neurons. Despite the presence of ﬁring patterns in a number
of other reports from evoked and spontaneous activity (see Luszak and Maclean, 2012
for review), it was argued that precise ﬁring statistics are not suﬃcient to prove the
existence of synﬁre chains as other mechanisms may also generate spatiotemporal spike
patterns (Shmiel et al., 2006; Abeles, 2009; Gerstein et al., 2012). To further establish
the presence of synﬁre chains in neuronal data, novel methods were developed that go
beyond the classical search for spike patterns (Schrader et al., 2008; Gerstein et al.,
2012). These methods rely on the recent advent of massively parallel recording techniques and require activity from more than 100 neurons in parallel to detect synﬁre
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chains. However, these new statistics did not yet reveal any evidence for synﬁre chains
in large scale spiking data despite the presence of spatiotemporal ﬁring patterns (Gerstein et al., 2012). Another approach to ﬁnd synﬁre chains was pioneered by Ikegaya
et al. (2004), who looked at motives in the membrane potential and calcium transients
obtained through intracellular and calcium imaging in vitro as well as in vivo. Indeed,
this study found repeating activity patterns, which were organized in even larger motives, and interpreted these ﬁndings as caused by spreading synﬁre chains. Similar to
the spiking data before (see above), these results were questioned by a follow-up study
which disputed the statistical signiﬁcance of these patterns (Mokeichev et al., 2007).
Ikeagaya et al. (2008) reanalyzed the data with new statistical test and concluded that
the results remain statistically signiﬁcant. Another study ﬁtted a Poisson process generated by the activity of an unconnected neuronal network to the same data and was
able to explain most of the found patterns by uncorrelated neuronal activity without
the presence of synﬁre chains. Only a small subset of the patterns could be explained
by neuronal interactions after incorporating connections in the network (Roxin et al.,
2008).

3.6

Conclusion

In summary, the synﬁre chain hypothesis represents a simple and attractive model for
neuronal processing and communication, and was studied in detail theoretically and in
numerical simulations. So far unresolved problems comprise learning of synﬁre chains
and ﬁnding the right criteria to detect their presence in neuronal data.
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4

Gamma Oscillations

Ever since the discovery of the alpha rhythm in the EEG of humans (Berger, 1929),
it was realized that brain activity can display a variety of diﬀerent rhythms. Oscillations with diﬀerent frequencies are observed at diﬀerent levels of neuronal organization
(Buszaki, 2006), from macroscopic recordings (EEG, MEG) down to the level of local
neuronal populations (LFP) and single cell activity. Typically, neuronal oscillations do
not resemble classical harmonic oscillators as extensively studied in physics, but are
rather deﬁned as periodic changes in neuronal excitability with time-varying amplitude
and frequency (Traub and Whittington, 2010; Nikolic et al., 2013) as a function of
cortical state (Harris and Thiele, 2011) and stimulus properties (Feng et al., 2010).

4.1

Types of Thalamocortical Oscillations

Oscillations in diﬀerent frequency bands have been associated with diﬀerent behavioral
states (Bazhenov and Timofeev, 2006) and found to be altered during mental diseases
like schizophrenia (Uhlhass and Singer, 2010), autism (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006; 2012)
and anxiety disorders (Sohal, 2012). Slow oscillations (0.3-1 Hz, Steriade et al., 1993)
and delta oscillations (1-4 Hz, Ball et al., 1977; McCormick and Pape, 1990) occur
during anesthesia and are typically observed during slow-wave sleep, where they may
help to consolidate plastic changes of neuronal connections acquired during wakefulness
(Steriade and Timofeev, 2003). Recent studies revealed that delta activity can also
occur in awake animals during drowsiness and immobility (Harris and Thiele, 2011).
Theta rhythms in the hippocampus are linked to memory functions (Hasselmo, 2005)
and locomotion in rodents (Vanderwolf, 1969), while the role of cortical theta is less well
understood. Oscillations in the alpha band (8-12Hz) are mainly found during relaxed
wakefulness and closed eyes in the occipital cortex of humans (or as mu rhythm in the
motor cortex) and have been either regarded as idling cortical activity or as playing an
important role in neuronal communication (Palva and Palva, 2007). Fast oscillations
in the beta range (15-30 Hz) have been implicated in cognitive processes that require
working memory and occur in motor cortex during the preparation of movements (Engel
and Fries, 2010). Much attention has been paid to gamma oscillations (30-70 Hz), as
synchronization in this frequency band between neurons across diﬀerent brain areas
has been hypothesized to serve the formation of large-scale cell assemblies and thus a
variety of cognitive functions (Singer, 1999; Varela et al., 2001).
Precise timing relationships and synchronization between neurons were ﬁrst proposed
by von der Malsburg (1981) to serve as a neuronal mechanism for the representation
of mental objects. More speciﬁcally, the main hypothesis was that this synchronization
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may be the physiological solution to functionally bind diﬀerent components of a perceptual scene into an integrated whole (also known as the binding problem) and thus
allow the perception of Gestalt. It was subsequently suggested that synchronization
and binding may be implemented by phase locking of oscillations (von der Malsburg
and Schneider, 1986; Stryker, 1989). This framework received increased attention with
the discovery of synchronized gamma oscillations in the cat visual cortex (see below)
and was later summarized in the binding by synchrony hypothesis (BBS; Singer, 1999;
Engel and Singer, 2001). Later, synchronization of gamma oscillations has been described in more general and mechanistic terms as a means of neuronal communication
between diﬀerent brain areas, a concept, which has become known as the communication through coherence hypothesis (CTC; Fries, 2005; 2009). This hypothesis states
that synchronization is an eﬃcient way to communicate neuronal information to downstream neurons and communication is optimized, when separate neuronal groups transmit synchrony through coherent oscillations (Fig. 4.1). Experimental and theoretical
evidence indeed suggest that transmission of information between two groups of neurons is highest when they oscillate coherently such that the output of one group arrives
at the other group during the susceptible phase of the oscillation cycle (Womelsdorf et
al., 2007; Buehlmann et al., 2010; Deco et al., 2011). Thus, information can be ﬂexibly
routed across the cortex by synchronizing locally oscillating populations of neurons in
diﬀerent brain areas.

4.2

Phenomenology of Gamma Oscillations

First evidence for the existence of gamma oscillations and their role in synchronizing the activity of local neuronal population came from two studies published almost
simultaneously (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Gray and Singer, 1989). These studies in the
visual cortex of anesthetized cats not only reported that neurons increase their ﬁring
rate during stimulation with a moving bar, but also start to oscillate and synchronize
at frequencies in the gamma frequency range. This oscillation was seen both in the
spiking activity and in the local ﬁeld potentials. Importantly, these oscillations were
not phase locked to the stimulus and occurred with latencies between 10 and several
100ms (’induced oscillations’). Synchronized oscillatory responses were later also found
during the awake state in cats (Gray and Viana di Prisco, 1997) and monkeys (Kreiter
and Singer, 1996; Frien et al., 2000), showing that the initial results are not restricted
to anesthetized animals. An important ingredient of the BBS or CTC hypotheses is the
presence of not only local synchronization of neuronal activity but also longer-range
phase-locking of induced oscillations. Indeed, Gray et al. (1989) demonstrated synchronization between neurons recorded from diﬀerent cortical columns in the visual
cortex of anesthetized cats, when a long and continuous bar was presented. However,
when the bar’s center piece was left out (i.e. two smaller and separate bars were shown
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Figure 4.1: The communication-through-coherence concept and direct physiological
evidence for it. a: Three neuronal groups (A, B, and C). The neurons inside group A
are rhythmically synchronized as indicated by the undulating lines with spikes around
the peaks. The same holds for the neurons inside groups B and C. However, C is inphase synchronized exclusively to A and not to B. b: Each vector corresponds to the
relative gamma-band phase in a 250-ms-long epoch between gamma-band rhythms in
two separate neuronal groups recorded in awake cat visual cortex (Womelsdorf et al.
2007). The thick red arrow indicates the mean relative phase across all epochs. The
outer ring segments illustrate the sorting of epochs according to their relative phases.
c: After epochs have been sorted into six bins, each bin contains many epochs of a
deﬁned relative phase among gamma rhythms. For each relative gamma-phase bin, the
interaction strength between neuronal groups was then estimated by calculating the
correlation of gamma-band power between groups and across epochs in the respective
bin. Taken from Fries (2009).
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to the animal) synchronization between the two diﬀerent recording sites was considerably reduced. Synchronization was also found between the same areas in two diﬀerent
hemispheres (Engel et al., 1991), and was abolished, when corticocortical connections
were cut in the corpus callosum. A similar synchronization was seen between widely
distributed brain areas (Engel et al., 1991; Roelfsema et al., 1997; Brecht et al., 1998).
Another study (Yu et al., 2008) reconstructed functional networks based on neuronal
synchronization in the gamma range and found small world properties in the uncovered networks indicating cortical optimization for local (feature detection) and global
computation (binding). Moreover, gamma oscillations were also seen in the retina and
the LGN (Neuenschwander and Singer, 1996; Neuenschwander et al., 1999), and can be
synchronized with the primary visual cortex (Castelo-Branco et al., 1998). Even though
oscillatory synchronization has been initially thought to have on average zero-phase lag
(Gray et al., 1989; Roelfsema et al., 1997), later studies reported variable phase delays
(Schneider et al., 2006) and stimulus dependent sequences of neuronal ﬁring within
oscillation cycles (Havenith et al., 2011). A similar long-range synchronization and
coherence in the gamma range has been observed in studies using EEG (Rodriguez et
al., 1999) and ECoG (Tallon-Baudry et al., 2003), However, despite the evidence for
the role of synchrony in binding of perceptual components, contradictory results have
also been reported (Lamme and Spekreijse, 1998; Stoner and Thiele, 2003; Roelfsema
et al., 2004; Lima et al., 2010) doubting the role of synchronization in Gestalt grouping
within visual scenes.

4.3

Cellular Mechanisms of Gamma Oscillations

In parallel to studying the phenomenology and functions of gamma oscillations, mechanisms of oscillatory activity and its synchronization across widespread brain areas were
also investigated theoretically and experimentally. In general, two diﬀerent scenarios
were considered to be responsible for the generation of gamma oscillations. First, it
was believed that pacemaker cells, which intrinsically generate gamma frequency discharges, can entrain other cells to ﬁre at the same frequency. The discovery of so called
chattering cells (fast rhythmic bursting cells) in vitro (Llinas et al., 1991) and in vivo
(Gray and McCormick, 1996), which exhibit rhythmic gamma bursts in response to
tonic depolarization, supported this hypothesis. The alternative view postulated that
gamma rhythms arise from network mechanism as a consequence of synaptic interaction between neurons. Intracellular studies in vivo (Frégnac et al., 1994; Bringuier et
al., 1997) provided evidence for a synaptic origin of cortical gamma oscillations and
questioned the importance of chattering cells for the generation of gamma oscillations
(Cardin et al., 2005). The detailed cellular mechanisms of gamma oscillations have
been mostly studied in hippocampal and neocortical slices by either tetanic electrical
stimulation (Traub et al., 1996; Whittington et al., 1997) or application of chemicals
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like carbachol or kainate (Buhl et al., 1998; Fisahn et al., 1998). While electrical currents induce transient epochs of gamma oscillations (lasting hundreds of milliseconds)
similar to the in vivo condition, drug application leads to persistent gamma activity
with a duration of up to several hours (Traub and Whittington, 2010). These studies
pointed to a pivotal role of inhibitory neurons for the generation of gamma oscillations
(Whittington et al., 2000). In particular, locally connected inhibitory basket cells were
thought to be responsible for oscillatory activity in the gamma range (see Bartos et al.,
2007; Buzsaki and Wang, 2012 for review), a hypothesis that was conﬁrmed by recent
optogenetic studies in vivo (Cardin et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009). Furthermore, it
was shown that even interneuron network in isolation without the presence of excitatory
neurons can sustain gamma oscillations (Traub, 1995; Wang and Buzsaki, 1996). Theoretical studies further identiﬁed the necessary cellular mechanisms for oscillations in the
gamma range (see Wang, 2010 for review) and described a number of diﬀerent scenarios. As shown by in vitro experiments, simulations of reciprocally coupled inhibitory
neurons driven by suﬃciently strong external input display synchronized oscillations
whose frequency is determined by the time constant of GABAa currents (Brunel and
Hakim, 1999; Brunel, 2000). This mechanism has been denoted as ING (inhibitory
neuron gamma), as it is independent of excitatory neurons. The other mechanism is
based on the interaction between excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons in a local
network and has been called PING (pyramidal interneuron gamma). In this scenario,
inhibitory neurons are driven by excitatory neurons and in turn temporarily shut down
the excitatory neuronal population. After the decay of inhibition, pyramidal cells become excitable again and the whole cycle restarts. As a consequence, the local network
undergoes rhythmic changes of excitability with neuronal ﬁring occurring only during
the phase with reduced inhibition (Wilson and Cowan, 1972; Freeman, 1975; Brunel
and Wang, 2003). Very recently, another mechanism that can promote gamma oscillations was described (Moca et al., 2012). It emphasizes the role of resonance properties
of inhibitory neurons to create stable oscillations in the gamma range and was called
resonance induced gamma (RING). Moreover, it became clear that cortical gamma oscillations are diﬀerent from classical (Huygens) oscillations, where oscillators ﬁre at each
cycle of the oscillations. While interneurons ﬁre quite regularly at each cycle, pyramidal
neurons usually skip cycles and ﬁre only irregularly and stochastically without showing
signs of an oscillation, when measured individually. Thus, oscillations in the cortex are
visible only at the population level (e.g. when multi-unit or LFP activity is analyzed)
and this phenomenon has been summarized in the framework of sparsely synchronized
oscillations (Brunel and Hakim, 2008; Wang, 2010). Finally, gamma oscillation seem
to be primarily associated with superﬁcial layers 2/3 (Buhl et al., 1998; Roopun et al.,
2006) in the cortex, while slower rhythms in the alpha/beta range dominate in deeper
layers (Roopun et al., 2006; Buﬀalo et al., 2011).
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4.4

Long-Range Synchronization in the Gamma Band

Another ﬁeld of research concerned the mechanisms by which locally oscillating groups
of neurons can synchronize their activity across large distances. A prominent candidate is the spike-doublet mechanism (Kopell et al., 2000), through which long-range
axon collaterals of pyramidal cells reset the inhibitory neurons of distant neuronal networks. This leads to a characteristic doublet ﬁring of inhibitory neurons, as observed
experimentally in hippocampal slices (Traub et al., 1996). However, synchronization in
the gamma range is restricted to short conduction delays and synchronization across
more distant areas can only be achieved by reducing the oscillation frequency to the
beta range. Moreover, long-range interneurons were proposed to synchronize spatially
separated oscillators (Buzsaki et al., 2004). A third candidate mechanism involves
synchronization of two cortical areas through reciprocal thalamocortical connections
(Llinas and Pare, 1998), a hypothesis that was later supported by a theoretical study
(Vicente et al., 2008).

4.5

Gamma Oscillations and Cortical State

Another line of research examined the link between the occurrence of gamma oscillations
and the level of cortical activation. It was shown that gamma oscillation responses
to visual stimuli were preferentially seen during the activated cortical state with little
power in low frequency ranges of EEG recordings. This eﬀect was mediated by artiﬁcial
stimulation of cholinergic brainstem structures through muscarinic receptors (Munk et
al., 1996; Herculano-Houzel, 1999; Rodriguez et al., 2010). These results lead to the
hypothesis that attention may enhance gamma band synchronization during the awake
state, an idea that was supported by experiments on awake monkeys (Fries et al.,
2001; Jensen et al., 2007; Lima et al., 2011). The role of gamma band synchronization
was pushed even further and hypothesized to be the neuronal correlate of conscious
perception. Studies using binocular rivalry (Fries et al., 1997) and masked stimuli
(Melloni et al., 2007) found evidence for this idea.

4.6

Gamma beyond the Visual System

Finally, gamma oscillations have not only been reported in the visual system, but were
also discovered in the auditory cortex in response to auditory stimuli (Palva et al.,
2002), the somatosensory system after median nerve stimulation (Chen and Herrmann,
2001), the olfactory system (Freemann, 1975; Laurent, 2002) and the hippocampus
(Buzsaki, 2006). They also occur in the motor cortex during movement execution (see
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van Wijk et al., 2012 for review). In addition, gamma oscillations were observed in a
number of non-cortical structures like the amygdala (Halgren et al., 1977), the striatum
(Berke et al., 2004), the thalamus (Pinault and Deschénes, 1992) and the cerebellum
(Middleton et al., 2008).

4.7

Conclusion

Gamma oscillations are a ubiquitous phenomenon in brain activity and are associated
with a variety of cognitive processes. Their intrinsic ability to synchronize activity
has been proposed to serve as a tag for relations between diﬀerent aspects of sensory
inputs and bind these aspects into an integrated whole. Moreover, local and longrange synchronization in the gamma band may be suitable for eﬀective communication
between spatially separated brain areas. However, the detailed mechanisms of the
generation of gamma oscillations and their long-range synchronization remain elusive.
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5

Electrophysiological Measurement Techniques

Neurons generate electromagnetic signals and use them to process and transmit information to other neurons. Electrophysiology studies the origin of these signals and
attempts to understand their role in the overall functioning of individual neurons, neuronal networks and the entire brain. To this end, electrophysiologists have devised
a variety of tools to measure electromagnetic signals of single neurons and neuronal
populations which allow investigating neurons at work during controlled external stimulation, behavior or spontaneous activity. In general, electric signals are picked up by
electrodes placed in the vicinity of neurons (extracellular recording) or inserted into
individual cells (intracellular recording). These methods allow the recording of spiking
activity of individual neurons and in the case of intracellular recordings also membrane
potential ﬂuctuations. Extracellular recording methods are also sensitive to the activity of neuronal populations, which is reﬂected by the synchronous input to a group of
neurons near the electrode and referred to as local ﬁeld potential (LFP). Non-invasive
extracellular techniques like EEG or ECoG solely record this type of signal or its magnetic counterpart (MEG).

5.1
5.1.1

Spiking Activity
Recording of Spike Signals

Neurons integrate synaptic activity coming from the dendrites and generate an all-or
none signal, the action potential or spike which propagates along the axon and triggers
neurotransmitter release at synaptic contacts with other neurons. The key mechanism
for spike generation is the successive opening and closing of sodium and potassium
channels, which produces transmembrane currents and characteristic changes of the
membrane potential with a depolarization, repolarization and hyperpolarization phase.
These voltage changes aﬀect the extracellular medium in the vicinity of a cell and also
create currents in electrodes placed near the neuron (Buszaki, 2004). These currents are
then ampliﬁed and further processed by specialized recording devices. Electrode types
comprise single microwires, stereotrodes, tetrodes, and multi-electrode arrays with a
variety of diﬀerent shapes and number of electrodes (up to several 100). Prominent
examples include the silicon probes (Neuronexus Technologies, Ann Arbor, USA) and
the Utah array (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) (Fig. 5.1). As
spikes are very fast processes with a duration in the millisecond range, the recorded
signal is high-pass ﬁltered between 500 and 5 kHz to extract spiking activity. However,
the ﬁltered signal not only contains spikes from closeby neurons, but also a considerable
amount of (thermal) noise. Thus, as a next step a threshold is applied to separate
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Figure 5.1: Multi-electrode arrays. A: Utah array with 96 electrodes. B: Example of a
silicon probe (Michigan array) with four shanks and 32 electrode contacts.
spikes with large amplitude from lower amplitude noise ﬂuctuations. As a result, a
large number of waveforms are obtained which usually stem form a number of diﬀerent
neurons. This mixture of activity from diﬀerent neuronal sources is dubbed multi-unit
activity (MUA).

5.1.2

Spike Sorting

Even though MUA contains useful information about the local neuronal population,
further processing steps are necessary to assign each waveform to its putative neuron
of origin (single-unit activity, SUA) (Lewicki, 1998; Quiroga, 2007). This assignment is
based on the principle that diﬀerent neurons have diﬀerent waveforms, as each recorded
neuron has a speciﬁc position with respect to the electrode and hence the shape of the
signal is also neuron speciﬁc. This is especially true for neurons close to the electrode,
while waveforms of diﬀerent cells become more similar with larger distance from the
electrode. In addition, as long as the electrode position does not change, the waveform
for each neuron remains the same. Based on these principles, a number of approaches
have been developed to extract features from waveforms according to which neurons can
be successfully distinguished. A ﬁrst approach regarded simple properties like waveform
amplitude or width as suﬃcient separation criteria. However, more advanced strategies
based on principal component analysis or wavelet transformation reduce waveforms to
its ﬁrst two or three principal components or characterize them by wavelet coeﬃcients.
After feature extraction, waveforms with similar properties are grouped and each group
ideally contains only the spikes of one neuron. A variety of clustering algorithm has
been used to accomplish this grouping. However, so far no algorithm achieves an
ideal separation of waveforms and is subject to spike sorting errors due to overlapping
clusters. As a ﬁnal step, a timestamp (usually with 0.1 - 1ms resolution) is assigned to
each waveform and the spiking activity of each cluster is represented by a spike train.
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These spike trains are then analyzed with various methods based on the theory of point
processes.

5.2

Local Field Potentials

The local ﬁeld potential is a slow signal and is obtained by low-pass ﬁltering of the
recorded signal between 1 and several 100 Hz. The local ﬁeld potential mainly reﬂects
the synaptic activity of the local population and samples the summed input to the
neuronal network. The sources of the LFP largely stem from transmembrane currents
caused by neurotransmitters at synaptic sites, which give rise to excitatory (EPSP)
and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP). However, other types of neuronal activity like action potentials, calcium spikes, intrinsic currents and a variety of other
sources contribute to the generation of the LFP (see Buszaki et al., 2012 for review).
Sophisticated numerical tools exist to model the LFP based on these mechanisms and
the shape of neurons which also plays an important role in the generation of the LFP
(LFPy, http://compneuro.umb.no/LFPy). Since postsynaptic potentials are relatively
small, a large number of the same potentials need to be integrated to have an eﬀect on
the LFP. Thus it is thought that local ﬁeld potentials are associated with synchronous
synaptic activation of the underlying neuronal population (Buszaki, 2006). However,
the size of the local population recorded in the LFP is still under debate, since the
local currents generate electric ﬁelds that can spread across the extracellular medium
by way of volume conduction and contaminate the LFP measured by distant electrodes
(Buszaki et al., 2012). Thus, the spatial extend of the LFP found in experiments ranges
between several 100 micrometer (Katzner et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009) and several
millimeter (Kajigawa and Schroeder, 2011).
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Part II

Studies
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6

Thesis Overview

The ability of the brain to process information from the environment and perform a
variety of cognitive functions requires communication and coordination between diﬀerent specialized brain areas. Signals processed in one brain areas must be reliably sent
to other areas for further processing. This insight lead to a number of hypotheses how
brain communication and neuronal signal propagation is implemented in neuronal networks (Vogels et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2010). As reviewed in the introduction, there
are three main approaches to the problem of neuronal communication. The neuronal
avalanche hypothesis (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007) posits
that neuronal networks can assume a dynamical state, in which neuronal populations
can generate complex spatiotemporal activity patterns that can easily travel across the
entire network. This critical state thus implements long-distance communication in
contrast to a subcritical state, where activity spreads only locally, and supercritical
dynamics, in which activity unselectively ﬁlls out the entire network. Even though
the theory of neuronal avalanches is an attractive model to understand the general
conditions under which neuronal communication is optimized, it does not explain how
the brain selectively routes activity along speciﬁc neuronal pathways. This issue is
addressed in two other concepts of neuronal communication, the synﬁre chain (Abeles,
1982; 1991) and communication through coherence (CTC; Fries, 2005; 2009) hypotheses. In both frameworks, precise and selective synchronization plays a key role in
the transmission of neuronal activity, as synchronous spike input is known to eﬀectively drive postsynaptic targets (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2000). In the synﬁre chain
framework, synchronous activity propagates along a chain of individual local networks
(layers), which are linked by precisely timed divergent-convergent connections with sufﬁciently strong synaptic weights. These connections enable synchrony generated in one
layer to be faithfully transmitted to subsequent layers. The main ingredient for the
CTC hypothesis is oscillations in the beta-gamma range, which are generated locally
by the interaction between excitatory and specialized inhibitory neurons and have the
ability to synchronize neuronal activity. The main idea is that distant populations
of neurons exchange information by synchronizing their oscillations and establishing a
consistent phase relationship between them. Notably, synchrony in the synﬁre chain
and CTC framework has been viewed as originating from two diﬀerent sources. According to this view, synchronization in synﬁre chains is driven by common input as a
consequence of shared connections from previous layers (Kumar et al., 2010), while synchronization created by oscillations is a consequence of the interplay between excitatory
and inhibitory neurons (Wang, 2010).
In this thesis, we use a combined experimental and theoretical approach to study all
three models of neuronal communication. In a ﬁrst study, we will address the question,
whether cortical activity in the primary visual cortex of anesthetized cats displays
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the characteristics of neuronal avalanches and criticality. To this end we will test the
presence of power laws and long-range correlations in spontaneous spiking activity and
local ﬁeld potentials recorded by 16 channel silicon probes, as predicted by criticality
theory (Bak et al., 1987). In a second study, we will extend our ﬁndings from the ﬁrst
study and examine the existence of diﬀerent cortical states in recordings of spontaneous
spiking activity and local ﬁeld potentials from the primary visual cortex of anesthetized
cats (32 channel silicon probes) and awake monkeys (Utah array). We then search for
signs of neuronal avalanches in the separated cortical states and quantify how close
each state comes to criticality. In a third study, we will ask the question how the
seemingly diﬀerent concepts of synchrony in synﬁre chains and the communication
through coherence hypothesis can be brought together in a common framework. We
will question the assumption that synﬁre chain and gamma oscillation synchrony are
fundamentally diﬀerent and develop new ideas that view both synchronization types as
the manifestation of only mode of synchrony. We will argue that synﬁre and gamma
activity are two complementary means of neuronal communication and their expression
is dependent on the synaptic strength of the underlying network. The role of synaptic
plasticity in shaping communication will also be discussed. Finally, we will implement
and test the novel theoretical framework in a neuronal network model using the NEST
simulation software.
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7

Neuronal Avalanches in Spiking Activity and Local
Field Potentials In Vivo
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7.1

Introduction

It is a widespread belief that the brain produces complex spatiotemporal activity to represent and process the complexity inherent to stimuli from its environment. Currently,
the mechanisms that allow neuronal networks to generate complexity are unknown, but
recent discoveries in physics suggest that self-organized criticality might be a potential
candidate operating in the brain (Bak et al., 1987; Bak, 1996). This hypothesis was
backed up by recent ﬁndings in neurobiological experiments that reported power laws
and long-range correlation, the signature of critical dynamics, in preparations ranging
from acute cortical slices and cultures (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Pasquale et al., 2008)
to anesthetized rats (Gireesh and Plenz, 2008) and awake monkeys (Petermann et al.,
2009). However, opposite results were also reported with absence of power laws in sleeping and awake cats (Bédard et al., 2006) arguing that the brain does not always show
critical features. Determining the presence of criticality in brain activity is of important functional relevance, as theoretical studies indicate that critical neuronal networks
can optimize a variety of functions comprising information processing (Bertschinger
and Natschläger, 2004), memory storage (Haldemann and Beggs, 2005), maximum dynamical range of stimulus responses (Kinouchi and Copelli, 2006) and transmission of
information (Beggs and Plenz, 2003). In this study, we explore the criticality hypothesis in recordings of spontaneous spiking activity and local ﬁeld potentials (LFP) from
anesthetized cat primary visual cortex. We study cluster size and lifetime distributions
based on the original analysis by Beggs and Plenz (2003), inter-spike intervals and
the correlation structure of spiking activity with respect to power laws and long-range
correlations.
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INTRODUCTION

Neurons in primary sensory cortices display firing even in
the absence of sensory stimulation. Previously, this spontaneous activity was considered to be noise, discharges of single
neurons being stochastic and uncorrelated (Shadlen and Newsome 1998). Recently, this view was challenged by several
studies using voltage-sensitive dye imaging ( Arieli et al. 1995)
and intracellular recordings (Bringuier et al. 1999), suggesting
that spontaneous neuronal activity is coherent and correlated
within a large cortical area. Activity in different brain areas is
linked through a cascade of synaptic inputs that propagates in
a wave-like fashion from one cortical site to another (see Wu
et al. 2008 for a review). Such activity propagation was shown
in both anesthetized and awake animals (Ferezou et al. 2007;
Petersen et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2007) Notably, these waves
exhibit different sizes (Petersen et al. 2003) and organize in
diverse spatiotemporal patterns (Tsodyks et al. 1999), which
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resemble underlying functional maps (Kenet et al. 2003). It
was also shown that these spontaneous waves influence the
response to sensory inputs (Ferezou et al. 2007; Petersen et al.
2003) and can account for the variability of evoked activity
(Arieli et al. 1996), indicating a pivotal role of spontaneous
activity in processing sensory information.
Recently, another type of correlated spontaneous neuronal
activity was described in cortical tissue. Beggs and Plenz
(2003) found that negative deflections in local field potential
signals (nLFP) can propagate in neuronal cultures and acute
cortical slices in a nonwave (i.e., noncontiguous) fashion.
These cascades of nLFPs, dubbed neuronal avalanches, form
spatiotemporal clusters of synchronized activity interrupted by
periods of silence and, as shown later in vivo (Gireesh and
Plenz 2008), can coexist with theta and beta/gamma oscillations. Furthermore, nLFPs can propagate across many millimeters of the cortex and display long-range temporal correlations, thereby establishing complex spatiotemporal patterns
(Beggs and Plenz 2004). Neuronal avalanches emerge during
the earliest time of the development of superficial layers in
cortex (Gireesh and Plenz 2008; Stewart and Plenz 2008), and
their emergence requires a balance of excitatory and inhibitory
transmission as well as the presence of the neuromodulator
dopamine (Beggs and Plenz 2003; Gireesh and Plenz 2008;
Stewart and Plenz 2006). Most importantly, the sizes of neuronal avalanches distribute typically according to a power law
with slope ⫺1.5 and show long-range temporal correlations
(Beggs and Plenz 2003; Plenz and Thiagarajan 2007). The
recent discovery of a power law and long-range temporal
correlations in the motor cortex of awake and resting monkeys
indicates that neuronal avalanches are not restricted to in vitro
and anesthetized in vivo preparations (Petermann et al. 2009).
These findings bring the occurrence of avalanches in neural
tissue close to the theory of self-organized criticality (SOC),
which links power law statistics of events sizes with cascading
systems (Bak et al. 1988). Recently, in vitro experiments
showed that neuronal networks poised at the critical state
display a maximal dynamic range of responses, which disappears when the balance of excitation and inhibition is altered
(Shew et al. 2009). This provided first experimental evidence
for a possible functional role of critical dynamics such as found
in SOC in living neuronal networks.
The LFP signals used in the previous avalanche studies lump
together activity of many neurons (mainly synaptic) within a
large field of integration. Therefore attempts have been made
to extend the investigation of neuronal avalanches to spiking
events, and previous studies indeed reported a power law
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doi:10.1152/jn.00953.2009. Many complex systems give rise to
events that are clustered in space and time, thereby establishing a
correlation structure that is governed by power law statistics. In the
cortex, such clusters of activity, called “neuronal avalanches,” were
recently found in local field potentials (LFPs) of spontaneous activity
in acute cortex slices, slice cultures, the developing cortex of the
anesthetized rat, and premotor and motor cortex of awake monkeys.
At present, it is unclear whether neuronal avalanches also exist in the
spontaneous LFPs and spike activity in vivo in sensory areas of the
mature brain. To address this question, we recorded spontaneous LFPs
and extracellular spiking activity with multiple 4 ⫻ 4 microelectrode
arrays (Michigan Probes) in area 17 of adult cats under anesthesia. A
cluster of events was defined as a consecutive sequence of time bins
⌬t (1–32 ms), each containing at least one LFP event or spike
anywhere on the array. LFP cluster sizes consistently distributed
according to a power law with a slope largely above –1.5. In two
thirds of the corresponding experiments, spike clusters also displayed
a power law that displayed a slightly steeper slope of ⫺1.8 and was
destroyed by subsampling operations. The power law in spike clusters
was accompanied with stronger temporal correlations between spiking
activities of neurons that spanned longer time periods compared with
spike clusters lacking power law statistics. The results suggest that
spontaneous activity of the visual cortex under anesthesia has the
properties of neuronal avalanches.
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organization similar to that obtained from the earlier LFP
studies in vitro (Mazzoni et al. 2007; Pasquale et al. 2008).
However, another recent attempt to detect avalanches in the
spiking activity in cat parietal cortex in vivo during either
awake state or slow wave sleep failed when using small
electrode arrays (8 electrodes, aligned linearly) and a large
interelectrode distance (1 mm between neighboring electrodes;
Bédard et al. 2006). In this study, we made highly parallel
recordings of spontaneous spiking activity and LFPs in the
visual cortex (area 17) of four anesthetized cats by using 16 or
32 electrodes simultaneously (4 ⫻ 4 arrays) with small interelectrode distances (200 m between neighboring electrodes).
This allowed us to test for evidence of neuronal avalanches in
LFP events and spikes simultaneously. Our results suggest that
spontaneous activity of the visual cortex under anesthesia has
statistical properties similar to the neuronal avalanches that
were initially described by Beggs and Plenz (2003) and thus
may impact the processing of sensory information in a way
similar to that of waves of synaptic activity.

Preparation
Four cats were initially anesthetized with ketamine (Ketanest,
Parke-Davis, 10 mg/kg, im) and xylazine (Rompun, Bayer, 2 mg/kg),
and the anesthesia was maintained with a mixture of 70% N2O-30%
O2 and halothane (1.0%). Tracheotomy was applied, and the animal
was fixated in a stereotactic frame. The animals were artificially
ventilated, and after craniotomy, the skull was connected to a metal
rod, and the halothane level was reduced to 0.5– 0.6%. After ascertaining stability of anesthesia to prevent vegetative reactions to
somatic stimulation, pancuronium bromide (Pancuronium, Organon,
0.15 mg/kg/h) was applied to obtain paralysis. Glucose and electrolytes were provided by a gastric catheter, and the end tidal CO2 and
rectal temperature were maintained between 3 and 4% and 37 and
38°C, respectively. The value of 0.5– 0.6% halothane was held constant throughout the experiment except for potentially painful procedures (e.g., intramuscular injection of antibiotic). In this case, we
increased the level of halothane to 1.2% 10 min before the procedure
and returned immediately back to 0.5– 0.6%, which was followed by
a period of ⱖ20 min without new recordings. The nictitating membrane was prepared with neosynephrine, the pupils were dilated with
atropine, and the eyes were covered by contact lenses with artificial
pupils for protection from desiccation. All procedures abided to the
German law for the protection of animals and were supervised by a
veterinarian.

Recordings
We recorded spontaneous activity in area 17 with one or two
16-channel silicon-based microelectrode arrays (Neuronexus Technologies) (Fig. 1). Each array consisted of four 3 mm long shanks,
with a profile of 100 ⫻ 10 m at its widest point. Each shank had four
electrode contacts. The separation between the neighboring contacts
was 200 m in both directions, i.e., along and across the shanks. This
symmetric 4 ⫻ 4 arrangement allowed for the maximum distance
spanned by the centers of the contacts to equal 600 m along each
dimension and 850 m diagonally. Thus the recording area of one
array spanned ⬃0.6 ⫻ 0.6 mm2. This array spacing is similar to that
used by Beggs and Plenz (2003). Each electrode contact covered an
area of 1,250 m2 and had impedance of 0.3– 0.5 M⍀ at 1,000 Hz.
The arrays were inserted into the cortex always in the same hemisphere such that they penetrated the surface approximately perpendicularly. We recorded mostly the activity from superficial layers;
J Neurophysiol • VOL

FIG. 1. Recording of extracellular unit activity and definition of spatiotemporal spike clusters in cat visual cortex. Top: spontaneous spiking activity for
72 neurons shown in the form of a raster plot for the duration of 500 ms (single
4 ⫻ 4 Michigan probe inserted in area 17). Bottom: 3 spatiotemporal spike
clusters at higher temporal resolution (zoom). In this example, continuous time
is discretized into time bins of width ⌬t ⫽ 5 ms. A spike cluster is bracketed
by at least 1 bin with no activity (blank bin) and consists of a continuous
sequence of bins with at least 1 spike in each (active bins). In this example, all
3 spike clusters have the same lifetime of 10 ms.

however, we did not identify these layers. All neurons recorded by the
same array had overlapping receptive fields. In three cats (cats 1, 3,
and 4), the analyzed spontaneous activity was taken from the 1 s
period before visual stimulation. For each trial, 1 s recordings of
spontaneous activity preceded 4 –5 s of visual stimulus presentation
(sinusoidal gratings) and were followed by 1 s of recording. Intertrial
periods ranged between 1 and 2 s, depending on the experiment. In
one cat (cat 2), no visual stimulus was presented, and spontaneous
activity was analyzed for the whole trial duration (10 s). The total
duration of spontaneous activity obtained in each of the recordings
ranged between 100 and 720 s. For each cat, we investigated activity
in two different datasets (recordings). In three cats (cats 2, 3, and 4),
the two datasets were recorded by the same array but at different time
points, the interval between recordings varying between 3 min and 67
h. In one cat (cat 1), the two datasets were recorded simultaneously
using two different arrays. Overall, we inserted five different arrays
and recorded in total eight datasets, two from each cat. During the
recordings, the eyes of the cats were open, and in front of the eyes, a
blank (black) computer screen was located. The ambient illumination
was low as the lights in the room were strongly dimmed.

Extraction of extracellular spikes and nLFP events
Signals were amplified 1,000⫻ and filtered between 500 Hz and 3.5
kHz for extracting multiunit activity (MUA) and between 1 and 100
Hz for extracting LFPs. MUA signals were sampled with a frequency
of 32 kHz, which allowed the later application of off-line spike-
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Extraction of event clusters
The spatiotemporal organization of spike and LFP events was
studied in the context of neuronal avalanches. We first identified
spatiotemporal event clusters in the spiking data based on the same
principles as those used for the investigation of avalanches in spontaneous LFP events in earlier studies (Beggs and Plenz 2003; Stewart
and Plenz 2006). Spikes were first grouped into small time bins of
width ⌬t, which, across most of analyses and datasets, ranged between
0.5 and 32 ms. At ⌬t ⫽ 32 ms, most recordings either showed a flat
distribution of spiking event sizes (i.e., the probability of small and
large spiking events was equal) or the number of extracted events was
insufficient to compute a distribution. The bins containing at least one
spike we refer to as active and to those without spikes as blank. A
spatio-temporal cluster begins with a blank bin, is followed by a
sequence of active bins, and ends with another blank bin. In other
words, sequences of active bins were delineated by periods of no
activity, as shown in Fig. 1 (zoom-in). The first and last event clusters
of each segment (1 and 10 s in duration) were discarded from further
analysis, because they were likely to reflect an incomplete cluster. All
the analyses were restricted to neuronal spiking activity obtained from
single arrays, and recordings were included into analysis only if all 16
channels of the array detected neuronal spiking activity with signalto-noise ratio ⱖ2.
By applying this algorithm, we identified ⱕ132,400 (47,679 ⫾
39,684) spike clusters per recording (with ⌬t ⫽ 1 ms). This number
depended strongly on the bin size (⌬t). If ⌬t was small, the total number
of cluster increased by splitting larger cluster into several smaller ones.
Similarly, with large values of ⌬t, small clusters were combined into larger
ones, resulting in fewer clusters. Previous work by Beggs and Plenz (2003)
J Neurophysiol • VOL

showed that a reasonable estimate of the optimal bin width can be obtained
from the gross average of interspike interval (ISI)array distribution, avg⌬t,
which estimates the average time between successive spikes occurring
anywhere in the array (see also Stewart and Plenz 2006 for a detailed
explanation of the methods). ISIarrays were calculated always with a
resolution of 0.1 ms. The ISIarray distribution quickly decayed to
negligible values within ⬃50 ms (see Fig. 4B), and there was no
requirement to impose any additional cut-off as based on maximal
extend of correlations (cf. for the acute slice; Stewart and Plenz 2006).
Histograms of ISIs calculated for individual units (ISIunit) were
computed always with a resolution of 1 ms and plotted in log-log
coordinates. Both ISIarray and ISIunit distributions were fitted with
both power law and exponential functions (ISIarray range: 2–30 ms;
ISIunit range: 2–500 ms) for statistical purposes.
For each cluster, the cluster size was obtained by counting either
1) the number of spikes across all units and active electrodes or 2) the
number of electrodes at which at least one spike was detected. For
each array, histograms of cluster sizes were obtained using linear
binning, normalized to probability density distributions, and plotted in
log-log coordinates for further analysis. Fits of exponential and power-law functions were calculated starting from a minimal cluster size
of 3 spikes and ending with ⱕ40 spikes for ⌬t values between 1 and
8 ms in four recordings and between 6 and 16 ms in one recording,
representing the ⌬t range in which we detected a power law. The
resulting R2 values were averaged across all ⌬ts. In the case that the
estimated density plot was not continuous because of an insufficient
number of data entries, the maximal cluster size was ⬍40, in which
case we truncated the rightmost end of the corresponding plot. This
fitting range was optimal for the analysis of power law statistics,
because cluster sizes with ⱕ2 spikes were not always distributed on a
straight line (e.g., with ⌬t ⱕ2 or ⱕ3 ms), whereas the distributions of
cluster sizes ⬎40 spikes were either curved too (e.g., when ⌬t ⱕ2 ms)
or sometimes undersampled (when ⌬t reached values of ⬃8 ms),
reducing the R2 values of the linear and exponential fits. Preliminary
analysis showed no difference in the appearance of a power law and
its concomitant exponent across the two definitions of cluster sizes,
and thus to characterize the cluster size distributions, we restricted our
analysis to the number of spikes, i.e., to definition 1. At least two
spikes needed to occur within a sequence of active bins to be counted
as a cluster, which excludes from the analysis single, isolated spikes.
Spike clusters were considered to be neuronal avalanches if their
corresponding size distribution obeyed a power law (i.e., the distribution in a log-log plot followed a straight line and power law fitted
better than exponential function). The lifetime of a spike cluster was
defined as the length of the uninterrupted sequence of active bins, i.e.,
the count of bins within the cluster multiplied by ⌬t. Lifetime distributions were plotted in log-log coordinates, and both power law and
exponential fits were computed for lifetimes between 1 and 40 active
bins and for bin sizes between 1 and 8 ms (6 and 16 ms for 1 dataset;
always in 1 ms steps).
As described for spike clusters, spatiotemporal LFP clusters were
also obtained by concatenating active time bins bracketed by at least
one empty time bin on each side. For LFP clusters, ⌬t ranged from 1
to 32 ms, and the LFP cluster size was defined as the number of
electrodes for which an LFP event was detected. The histograms of
LFP cluster sizes were obtained with logarithmic binning, normalization, and studied in log-log coordinates using linear regression analysis.

Correlation analysis
Normalized auto-correlation histograms (ACHs) and cross-correlation histograms (CCHs) of spontaneous spiking activity were computed first for each unit and each pair of units, respectively. We
averaged the histograms across all units (ACH) and all possible pairs
of units (CCH). Consequently, we obtained only one ACH and one
CCH per dataset. Normalization was achieved by replacing coinci-
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sorting techniques. LFP signals were sampled with 1 kHz. The signals
were transmitted to an A/D converter and recorded by a customized
LabView program running on a PC. Action potentials (spikes) were
detected with a two-sided threshold discriminator adjusted manually
to yield a signal-to-noise ratio of ⬃2:1. For each detected action
potential, the time of the event (timestamp) was recorded together
with the spike waveform over a duration of 1.2 ms.
After applying spike-sorting techniques based on principal component analysis, we extracted between 43 and 97 units per array (67 ⫾
17), the majority of which were identified as multi-units. We combined both the multi- and single-unit activity in all analyses to reduce
the potential subsampling of spike clusters, which can obstruct the
presence of a power law (Priesemann et al. 2009). The firing rates
were computed for every unit and recording, and the values ranged
between 0.01 and 69.8 Hz, and, as expected, showed a skewed
distribution with an overall mean of 7 Hz and median of 2.2 Hz,
resulting in an SD of 11.2 Hz. The number of spikes per recording
varied between 55,037 and 251,810, with a longer recording duration
also leading to the detection of more spikes. In the recordings with
power law statistics, the average spike count per second was on
average considerably higher [590 ⫾ 112 (SD) spikes/s] than in
recordings without a consistent power law (389 ⫾ 179 spikes/s).
However, in cat 3, array I–a, in which we also found a power law, the
spike density was low (131 spikes/s), and in cat 4, array I– b, in which
no power law was detected, the spike count was high (586 spikes/s).
LFP events were extracted by applying a threshold of 2 SD of the
noise calculated for each electrode, whereas the polarity of this
threshold was determined from the polarity of the spike-triggered LFP
average. In two recordings, the electrodes showed a spike-triggered
LFP average with a negative deflection at the time of spike occurrence
and hence we used a threshold of ⫺2 SD. For the remaining six
recordings, the unit-triggered LFP average at single electrodes was
positive, resulting in a threshold of ⫹2 SD. To determine the time of
an event, we detected the point at which the LFP signal reached its
maximum between the two threshold crossings at which the signal
first exceeded and then returned back below the threshold.
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dence counts with Pearson’s r computed on the trains of 1s (spike) and
0 s (nonspike) binned to 1 ms precision. The width of an ACH or CCH
was estimated at half-height, i.e., at the midpoint between its baseline
and the maximum. In all cases, the investigated auto-correlation
window was ⫾50 ms and cross-correlation window was ⫾100 ms.

Subsampling analysis

RESULTS

An example of the spontaneous activity recorded from 72
units in parallel is shown in Fig. 1. In the same figure we also
show the procedure for extracting the spatiotemporal spike
clusters, i.e., candidate avalanches, defined as sequences of
active bins delineated by blank bins (see the zoom-in). The
same procedure was used to extract LFP event clusters.
LFP cluster size distributions
The cluster sizes of LFP events from spontaneous activity in
slice cultures, acute slices, and in vivo from young, anesthetized rats and awake monkeys have been found to distribute

according to a power law (Beggs and Plenz 2003; Gireesh and
Plenz 2008; Petermann et al. 2009; Stewart and Plenz 2006). In
this study, a similar power law distribution was found for LFP
cluster sizes recorded during spontaneous activity in primary
visual cortex of the anesthetized cat. The density of LFP cluster
sizes, P(n), when plotted in log-log coordinates, followed a
straight line up to the cluster size of n ⫽ 16 (Fig. 2A), which
was the largest size that is expected with a 4 ⫻ 4 array
provided that, within a cluster, LFP events are unlikely to
recur, i.e., rarely return back to the electrode at which they
once already occurred. This distribution is characteristic of the
power law function, P(n)⬃n␣, with a cut-off at the maximal
cluster size, and for which the exponent ␣ indicates the slope
in the log-log plot. As shown originally for LFP events in vitro
(Beggs and Plenz 2003), the power law in vivo, as well as the
cut-off values for LFP cluster sizes, remained also robust
across different bin sizes, ⌬t (in 7 of 8 recordings).
The exponent of the power law allows for a distinction
between different types of dynamical systems that may give
rise to avalanche-like behavior (i.e., each dynamical system
displays a unique exponent) and thus restricts potential mechanisms that may be responsible for the generation of the power
law (see Plenz and Thiagarajan 2007). Previous estimates of
the exponent ␣ for neuronal avalanches both in vitro and in
vivo showed a monotonical increase of ␣ from about ⫺2.2 to
⫺1.2 with an increase in ⌬t (Beggs and Plenz 2003; Gireesh
and Plenz 2008; Petermann et al. 2009; Plenz and Thiagarajan
2007;Stewart and Plenz 2006), and when ⌬t was chosen as the
average time delay between successive events on the array, ␣
was found to be close to ⫺1.5. Similarly, in this study, the
slope monotonically increased with ⌬t from ⫺2 to about –1.2
(Fig. 2B; n ⫽ 7 recordings). However, the slope remained
largely above –1.5 for ⌬t ⬎2 ms. Therefore the slopes found in
this study in vivo were more shallow from those found previously in vitro (Beggs and Plenz 2003), even though the same
interelectrode distance of 200 m was used in both cases.
Computer simulations of cascading neuronal activity suggested that the distributions of lifetime for clusters of short
duration (i.e., less than ⬃10⌬t) should follow a power law too

FIG. 2. The organization of spontaneous local field potential
(LFP) events into spatiotemporal clusters shows the statistical
features of neuronal avalanches. A: the probability distribution
of LFP cluster sizes for 6 different bin sizes, ⌬t. The size is
defined as the number of active electrodes in an LFP event cluster.
Note the linear decay of the distribution shown in log-log coordinates and the cut-off point of size ⫽ 16 electrodes, which is the
total number of electrodes of the array. B: dependence of the
exponent ␣ on the bin size, ⌬t, for 7 different arrays with a
power law distribution. C: probability distributions of lifetimes plotted in log-log coordinates for 7 different arrays
(bin size ⫽ 1 ms). D: lifetime distributions of 1 array
computed for 6 different bin sizes in log-log coordinates.
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To test whether subsampling of spiking events can account for the
absence of a power law in some of our recordings, we randomly
removed spikes from the recordings with power law and recomputed
distributions of cluster sizes (also known as spike-train thinning).
Spiking events (i.e., actions potentials) were removed randomly and
independently from each unit such that, as a result, only 50, 25, or
10% of the original data were sampled. This subsampling procedure
was repeated 10 times for each size of the subsample. Power law and
exponential functions were fitted for cluster size distributions (see
above) and for ⌬ts (2– 8 ms for 4 datasets and 6 –16 ms for 1 dataset),
where we had previously found a power law. We subsequently
averaged across all 10 subsampling repetitions, all investigated ⌬ts,
and all tested recordings. To avoid any bias toward a better power law
fit because of a distribution that was bimodal, we truncated the tales
of all bimodal distributions such that only the single-curved part of
these distributions were fitted. Consequently, we obtained two values
per subsampling size, one for the average power law fit and one for the
average exponential fit, which we compared across different levels of
subsampling.
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(Eurich et al. 2002), with an exponent close to ⫺2.0 (Teramae
and Fukai 2007; Zapperi et al. 1995). Previous in vitro studies
on LFPs reported results consistent with these predictions,
showing a power law for the initial part of the lifetime
distributions (Beggs and Plenz 2003). We obtained different
results for the lifetime distributions of LFP clusters in vivo. For
all recordings and with ⌬t ⫽ 1 ms, the entire lifetime distribution displayed curvatures, but on the other hand, deviated
also from a simple exponential distribution, showing a substantial increase in long lifetimes relative to what would have
been expected if LFP events clustered by chance (Fig. 2C).
This finding is consistent with earlier reports of lifetime distributions in vitro (Beggs and Plenz 2003), which also differed
from an exponential decay. Moreover, in this study, lifetime
distributions of LFP events did not scale, i.e., did not collapse,
with an increase in ⌬t (Fig. 2D), a result that would be
expected from theory (Eurich et al. 2002) and that has been
already shown experimentally in vitro (Beggs and Plenz 2003).

Next, we examined whether spike clusters in vivo exhibited
a power law. We varied ⌬t from 0.5 to 32 ms and found
characteristic spike cluster distributions, which depended on
⌬t. An example distribution computed for different bin sizes is
depicted in Fig. 3A (cat 1). For small bin sizes (⌬t ⬍ 1 ms), the
cluster sizes were distributed across a steep, curved line, which
had a tendency to become shallower and straighter as the bin
size increased. Starting with ⌬t ⫽ 1 ms (in some cases 2 ms;
Fig. 3A) the distributions showed a power law that stayed ⱕ7
or 8 ms. At ⌬t ⱖ 9 ms, the distribution became bimodal with
curvatures at the initial part and a horizontal tale, i.e., mediumsize and large clusters being about equally probable. In the
range 1–7 or 8 ms, with the gradual increase in ⌬t, the slope of
the fitted line (i.e., the exponent of the power law) also
gradually increased. This can be explained by the increased
likelihood to concatenate spike events (see METHODS). In one
dataset, the power law was detected only between ⌬t ⫽ 6 ms
and ⌬t ⫽ 16 ms.
Overall, we found power law distributions of avalanche
sizes in five of eight datasets independently of whether the
recorded segments were short (cats 1 and 3) or long (cat 2),
and the results were similar to a previous report in dissociated
cultures (Pasquale et al. 2008), whereby the detection of a
power law in spiking activity also depended on ⌬t. For each of
these five experiments (recordings), we fitted the resulting size
distributions for different ⌬ts (6 –16 ms in 1 recording and 1– 8
ms in all other recordings) with an exponential and with a
power law function, averaged across all tested ⌬ts and compared the goodness of the two fits (i.e., averaged R2 values). A
good fit to power law suggests correlated spikes (Bak et al.
1988). A good fit to an exponential function may suggest either
independence between neurons analogous to a Poisson process
(Shadlen and Newsome 1998) or subsampling of event clusters, whose true size distribution exhibits a power law but is
inaccessible because of a small count of recorded action
potentials (Petermann et al. 2009; Priesemann et al. 2009). In
these recordings, a power law function fitted the data significantly better than an exponential function (t-test, all t ⬎ 2.65;
all P ⬍ 0.001; df ⱖ 13; Fig. 3B), for which the distributions of
spike cluster sizes are plotted in Fig. 3C using ⌬t ⫽ 3 ms for
J Neurophysiol • VOL

FIG. 3. Spike cluster sizes in vivo show power law statistic similar to that
of neuronal avalanches. A: probability to observe a spike cluster of a given size
s is plotted in log-log coordinates for 4 different bin sizes ⌬t. Spike cluster size
is calculated as the number of spikes for the duration of the cluster and is
shown for values between 2 and 100. B: comparison of quality with which
power law and exponential functions fitted cluster size distributions in different
recordings. The order of the recordings on the abscissa was organized according to the quality of the exponential fit. Error bars: SD. C: same as in A but
calculated for 5 different recordings and only 1 ⌬t. Four of the recordings are
plotted with ⌬t ⫽ 3 ms and 1 with ⌬t ⫽ 9 ms.

four recordings and ⌬t ⫽ 9 ms for one of them. One pair of
recordings (cat 1) was obtained simultaneously from the same
cat from arrays positioned in the same brain area a few
millimeters apart. This suggested that the power law was
present simultaneously in two spatially separated arrays. Two
other recordings using the same array (i.e., the same position in
the cortex) were obtained from another cat (cat 2) at two
different instances in time (separated by ⬃15 min), which
suggested temporal stability for at least a short period of time.
The overall linear fit to distributions of event sizes in log-log
2
plots was Rpower
⫽ 0.93 ⫾ 0.01 (SD), which exceeded considerably the quality of the exponential fit (R2expon ⫽ 0.85 ⫾ 0.03; see
also Fig. 3B). Therefore similarly to the results obtained with
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LFPs, the spiking events, which sample much smaller portion of
neuronal activity, can show power law distributions of spatially
distributed events. The cautionary note is, however, that this result
is not obtained in every recording.
Exponent of the power law
A representative result for the estimated exponents of the
spike cluster distributions is shown in Fig. 4A, where we
plotted the changes in the estimated exponent as a function of
the bin size, ⌬t, for four recordings in which we found a power
law distribution for ⌬t ⫽ 1– 8 ms (the 5th recording with a
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FIG. 4. The slope of the power law. A: change in the slope, ␣, shown as a
function of bin size, ⌬t, for the 4 arrays with power law statistics in the
depicted range of ⌬t. B: interspike interval (ISI)array distribution for the
recordings shown in Fig. 3A plotted in log-log coordinates (black, left ordinate)
and the running average of this distribution, avg⌬t, computed as a function of
the ISIs (red, right ordinate). The dashed line represents the value of avg⌬t (2.3
ms in this case), which was used in the analysis in C. C: distributions of spike
cluster sizes calculated at corresponding avg⌬t for 5 different arrays. The
slopes ␣ for each recording are indicated in the plot.
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As mentioned, in three recordings (of 8), we did not find
sufficient evidence that the sizes of spike events distributed
according to a power law (Fig. 3B). One recording without a
power law (cat 3) was made almost 3 days (67 h) after another
one that has shown a power law. The remaining two datasets
were obtained from the same cat (cat 4) about 1 day apart (28
h). This was despite the presence of a power law in the LFP
events in all cases (Fig. 2B). This suggests that the power law
statistics might be more robustly found at the level of the LFP
compared with unit activity, which is more prone to subsampling. Similarly to the datasets with a power law, for small
⌬t, the distribution of event sizes was steep and curved
(although sometimes only to a small degree). Likewise, an
increase in ⌬t made the distributions of both classes of
recordings shallower. The main difference between the two
groups was detected with the increase in ⌬t. Only those five
recordings classified as containing a power law exhibited
consistently a straight line in a log-log plot, whereas the
distributions of the remaining three became gradually more
and more curved as ⌬t increased.
These three recordings were fitted with an exponential and a
power law function for bin sizes 1– 8 ms. Overall, the quality
of fit for exponential functions did not differ from that of a
power law, when different values of ⌬t were taken into account
(t-test, all t ⬍ 1.71, all P ⬎ 0.06, df ⱖ 13). As expected, for
small bin sizes, the power law fitted the distributions of cluster
sizes in two recordings better than did the exponential function
2
(Rpower
⫽ 0.97; R2expon ⫽ 0.88 with ⌬t ⫽ 1 ms), whereas the result
2
was reversed for higher bin sizes (Rpower
⫽ 0.95; R2expon ⫽ 0.98
with ⌬t ⫽ 8 ms). As a result, averages of the goodness of
power law and exponential fits computed across all ⌬ts were
approximately equal for these two recordings. In the third
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power law at ⌬t ⫽ 6 –16 ms is not shown). In accordance with
the findings based on LFPs, the slope grew with the increase in
⌬t. This result is expected because the concatenation of spikes
at large values of ⌬t necessarily increases the likelihood of
large spike clusters. We also estimated the value of ⌬t that
minimizes the decomposition and concatenation of clusters. To
this end, we used the methods of Beggs and Plenz (2003) and
computed simply the gross average of ISIarrays (see METHODS;
Fig. 4B). For the recordings that exhibited a power law, the
resulting value, avg⌬t, varied across different arrays but stayed
within the range of ⌬t (close to the lower limit) where we
found a power law, with the averages ranging between 1.5 and
5.9 ms (2.84 ⫾ 1.8). Importantly, when we computed the
exponents of event size distributions only for these optimal
values of ⌬t, the values of exponents were remarkably similar
across all five recordings for which we have previously established reliable power laws. These values were ⫺1.77, ⫺1.78,
⫺1.81, ⫺1.82, and ⫺1.83, with an average of ⫺1.8 ⫾ 0.03
2
(Rpower
⫽ 0.98 ⫾ 0.01, R2expon ⫽ 0.90 ⫾ 0.01, for the 5 fitted
lines). Consequently, when these distributions of event sizes
were plotted on the same graph, they largely overlapped (Fig.
4C). These values of the exponents were lower than those
found either in this (Fig. 2B) or in previous studies for LFPs
(Beggs and Plenz 2003; Gireesh and Plenz 2008) or those
found in previous studies for spike clusters (Mazzoni et al.
2007; Pasquale et al. 2008).
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recording, an exponential function described the distribution of
event sizes better than a power law across all bin sizes (cat 4
2
I-b; on average, Rpower
⫽ 0.92 ⫾ 0.04 vs. R2expon ⫽ 0.95 ⫾
0.07). Note that the qualities of the exponential and power
law fits (i.e., averaged R2 values) are higher in these three
recordings than in those with consistent power law. This is
because the average duration of the recording was much
longer in the former case, increasing the total spike count
and, by that, the quality of the fit.
Distributions of ISIs

The distributions of spike cluster lifetimes showed properties similar to those of the cluster size distributions. The result
was dependent on the bin size and whether a power law was
detected in the size distribution. In all recordings, the distribution of lifetimes was steep and curved at small bin sizes (ⱕ1
ms; see Fig. 6A for ⌬t ⫽ 1 ms) and became gradually shallower
with the increase in ⌬t (Fig. 6B). In those five recordings with
a power law distribution of cluster sizes, the lifetime distributions became straighter with increasing bin sizes, but nevertheless, they never exhibited fully a power law (Fig. 6B). The
distributions were closest to a power law with bin sizes 6 –7 ms
(16 ms for 1 recording)—values similar to the maximum ⌬t for
which a power law of cluster sizes could still be detected. For
⌬ts ⱖ 7 ms, the lifetime distributions became bimodal. In the
three recordings with absence of a power law distribution in
cluster sizes, the increase in ⌬t had the opposite effect on the
lifetime distribution. Much like the cluster sizes, these distributions increased also in curvature with larger ⌬ts (data not
shown). We also quantified these results: For all recordings in
which cluster sizes exhibited a power law, the lifetime distributions for ⌬ts ⫽ 1– 8 ms (6 –16 ms in 1 case) were approximated more accurately by a power law function (R2 ⫽ 0.95 ⫾
0.01) than by an exponential function (R2 ⫽ 0.89 ⫾ 0.2).
Conversely, in the absence of a power law in cluster sizes
(recordings marked with stars in Fig. 6A), the lifetime distributions were described better by an exponential function than
2
by a power law (Rpower
⫽ 0.92 ⫾ 0.02; R2expon ⫽ 0.97).
Furthermore, recordings with a power law also showed
longer lifetimes, as can be seen in Fig. 6A. Lifetime distributions with a power law in cluster sizes were less steep and
intercepted the abscissa at a later point (23 ⫾ 4 ms) compared
with the lifetime distributions of recordings lacking power law
statistics (13 ⫾ 3 ms; marked with stars). The only exception
was array I-a of cat 3, which showed a power law in the size
distribution (only for ⌬t ⱖ 6 ms) but intercepted the abscissa
at a value similar to recordings without a power law (13 ms).

FIG. 5. Example recording in which a power law was not
detected consistently across different bin sizes. A: spike cluster
size distribution shown as a function of bin size. The notation
and the analyses are the same as in Fig. 3A. B: ISIunit distribution for 8 different recordings. C: ISIarray distributions calculated for recordings that exhibited a power law in the cluster
size distributions. D: same as in C for datasets without a power
law in the cluster size distribution.
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We also studied the presence of a power law in the distributions
of ISIs. These distributions were computed either for each unit
separately (ISIunit) or for all the units belonging to an entire array
(ISIarray). The ISIunit distributions did not exhibit a straight line in
a log-log plot in either of our recordings (Fig. 5B). However, for
the datasets that exhibited a power law in the distribution of
cluster sizes, a power law function fitted also the distribution of
2
ISIunit better than did the exponential function (Rpower
⫽ 0.93 ⫾
2
0.01; Rexpon ⫽ 0.85 ⫾ 0.03). The opposite was the case for the
2
datasets without a power law in cluster sizes (Rpower
⫽ 0.91 ⫾
2
0.01; Rexpon ⫽ 0.94 ⫾ 0.01). Therefore, although the distributions
of ISIunit were always curved, the curvature was the smallest in the
recordings in which the distributions of cluster sizes obeyed a
power law.
In contrast, ISIarray distributions were much more consistent
with the analysis of event size distributions. In the recordings
in which spike cluster sizes distributed according to a power
law, the ISIarray distributions exhibited a straight line (Fig. 5C;
2
Rpower
⫽ 0.96 ⫾ 0.01; R2expon ⫽ 0.88 ⫾ 0.03) and vice versa;
if a power law was absent in the distribution of cluster sizes, a
straight line was also missing in the ISIarray distribution (Fig.
2
5D; Rpower
⫽ 0.92 ⫾ 0.01; R2expon ⫽ 0.97 ⫾ 0.02). Thus the
analysis of ISIarray distributions suggests conclusions similar to
those reached after the analysis of the distributions of events
sizes.

Lifetime distributions
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Moreover, we found a close relationship between the width
of the center peak and the presence of a power law. The
recordings in which the spike counts showed power law statistics had significantly wider center peaks, both in ACHs and
CCHs, than the recordings in which the power law was absent.
The width at the half height of the peak was 14 ⫾ 3 ms for
ACHs and 18.6 ⫾ 7.4 ms for CCHs in arrays with power law
and 8 ⫾ 2 ms for ACHs and 3.7 ⫾ 0.6 ms for CCHs in arrays
without power law [for ACH, t(6) ⫽ 2.63, P ⫽ 0.02; for CCHs,
t(4.1) ⫽ 4.51, P ⬍ 0.01]. Therefore consistent with the longer
lifetimes in the recordings with power law in event sizes, the
presence of a power law was associated not only with stronger
correlations but also with correlations that spanned considerably longer temporal distances.
Subsampling can destroy power law statistics

Correlation analysis
In critical systems, events that occur within cascades can be
correlated over long distances and often display long-range
temporal correlations (Bak et al. 1988). The same was shown
in in vitro experiments in which the existence of a power law
in neural activity was associated with long-range correlations
across neuronal events (Beggs and Plenz 2003, 2004; Mazzoni
et al. 2007). To assess the role of correlations in our in vivo
experiments, we computed overall ACHs and CCHs by averaging the individual ACHs and CCHs calculated for all possible units and pairs of units belonging to one array (see METHODS
for more details).
In all cases, ACHs and CCHs showed center peaks that
indicated correlations (auto- or cross-) higher than expected by
chance. The value of the ACH at 0 time delay is by definition
always 1.0 and hence was not used for the analysis. Notably,
these correlations differed across arrays with and without
power law statistics. Correlations were on average stronger
(e.g., the center peaks were higher) in arrays with a power law
in cluster sizes (r ⫽ 0.019 ⫾ 0.008 and 0.007 ⫾ 0.001 for
ACHs and CCHs, respectively) as opposed to cases where a
power law was absent [r ⫽ 0.007 ⫾ 0.002 and 0.005 ⫾ 0.001
for ACHs and CCHs, respectively; for ACH, t(6) ⫽ 2.34, P ⫽
0.027; for CCHs, t(6) ⫽ 1.85, P ⫽ 0.057]. Example ACHs and
CCHs for a power law and a non–power law case are shown in
Fig. 7.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

FIG. 7. Examples of cross-correlation (CCH) and auto-correlation histograms (ACH) averaged across all spikes trains or pairs of spike trains recorded
from an array and obtained in recordings that either did or did not exhibit a
power law in the event size distributions.
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FIG. 6. Lifetime distributions of spike clusters. A: distribution of cluster
lifetimes computed for all recordings. Star: the 3 recordings whose size
distributions did not follow a power law in the size distribution. B: example
lifetime distributions for 1 recording in area 17 calculated for different values
of ⌬t.

As shown in previous studies (Petermann et al. 2009; Priesemann et al. 2009), subsampling, i.e., recording an insufficient
number of neuronal events, can mask power law statistics of
underlying neuronal dynamics. To test whether subsampling
could explain the absence of a power law in our data, we
randomly removed spikes from the recordings, the effect of
which on the distribution of cluster sizes is shown in Fig. 8A
for ⌬t ⫽ 3 ms. The straight line of the fully sampled recording
gradually turned into a larger and larger curvature as further
spikes were removed from the dataset. To quantify these
results, we fitted power law and exponential functions for each
subsampling class and for each ⌬t, where a power law was
detected in the original data (in 4 datasets ⌬t ⫽ 2– 8 ms, in 1
dataset ⌬t ⫽ 6 –16 ms). The resulting fits were averaged across
all ⌬ts and all recordings with previously established power
law distributions for a given level of subsampling, such that we
obtained one power law fit and one exponential fit per subsampling size. Subsequently, the two types of fits were compared,
and the results are shown in Fig. 8B. The analysis showed that
fully sampled data are fitted better with a power law than with
an exponential function [t(84) ⫽ 8, P ⬍ 0.001]. This difference
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reduces gradually as data are subsampled to a higher degree,
the difference being only marginally significant with the sampling of 10% of the original data [t(643) ⫽ 1.74, P ⫽ 0.08].
These results show that the power law in cluster size distributions breaks down with subsampling, i.e., with random removal
of spikes from the original dataset. However, we also found
that the presence of a power law was not tightly linked to the
average spike density (i.e., spike count per second in a given
recording). Although, on average, the spike count per second
was higher in the recordings with power law than in those with
curved distributions of event sizes, the lowest spike density of
all was found in a recording that also showed power law
statistics. Thus power law can also be found with a low level
of ongoing activity.
DISCUSSION

Identifying a critical state of a system, as it has been defined
by Bak and others (Bak and Paczuski 1995; Bak et al. 1988;
Jensen 1998), is a nontrivial task. Finding a power law in a
distribution of events is apparently not sufficient proof of
criticality, and other measures are necessary. Much importance
has been assigned to long-range correlations between events
and to scale invariance, i.e., persistence of the power law
across different spatial and temporal scales. First, evidence
suggesting the existence of critical dynamics in neural tissues,
characterized as neuronal avalanches, was reported from the
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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FIG. 8. Subsampling analysis. A: distributions of spikes clusters for a fully
sampled dataset and 3 different degrees of subsampling. B: comparison of
power law and exponential fit for 4 different sample sizes averaged across all
datasets with previously established power law. Each pair of fits was obtained
by subsampling 10⫻ the original recordings at the indicated level and at
different ⌬ts (4 datasets: 2– 8 ms, 1 dataset: 6 –16 ms) and averaging the
obtained values across all ⌬ts and all recordings in which a power law was
detected before. Error bars: SD.

statistics of the spontaneous LFP activity in cultured neuronal
networks and in acute cortical slices (Beggs and Plenz 2003,
2004). In particular, a power law distribution of the event sizes
was found, irrespective of whether these sizes were defined as
the number of LFP events or the sum of the amplitudes of these
events. In addition, the distributions of the events’ lifetimes
partially obeyed a power law. These power law functions exhibited reliably exponents of ⫺1.5 for event sizes and ⫺2.0 for
lifetime distributions, the empirically obtained values matching
closely the theoretical predictions (Eurich et al. 2002; Zapperi et
al. 1995). Also, the authors described long-range temporal correlations and robustness of power law statistics, when both spatial
and temporal scaling operations were applied. The same results
were recently obtained from ongoing activity in awake monkeys,
suggesting the presence of critical dynamics in the nonanesthetized brain (Petermann et al. 2009). A power law organization of
nLFP clusters was accompanied by correlations spanning several
seconds in time. This organization also withstood scaling operations in nLFP amplitude threshold, which systematically removed
ⱕ95% of nLFPs.
Our study attempted to expand these findings in two directions. First, we studied the properties of the spontaneous
activity in the visual cortex in vivo, and second, we analyzed
much more sparse signals based on neuronal spiking activity
rather than relying on the LFP. Our results provided support for
the conclusions offered by Beggs and Plenz (2003, 2004) and
Petermann et al. (2009), but also provided additional information because of several differences between the in vitro and our
in vivo results and also between LFP-based and spike-based
analyses. We found that the spontaneous spiking activity in cat
visual cortex can, under anesthesia, exhibit different types of
distributions of spiking events. The distributions in some cases
follow a power law, but in other cases, lack such statistics.
Importantly, when the power law property was detected, it was
found only across a certain range of values for the scaling
parameter ⌬t, which is in contrast to our LFP analysis, where
the power law was invariant to the chosen ⌬t, a scale-invariance characteristic for neuronal avalanches (Beggs and Plenz
2003). This result is similar to a previous study in vitro, in
which power law statistics also depended on ⌬t (Pasquale et al.
2008). When in our data the value of ⌬t was chosen such that
it was most optimal for minimizing concatenation and decomposition of events, the exponent of the power law distribution
was highly consistent across different experiments. In these
recordings, in which power law statistics was found for event
sizes, lifetime distributions were the closest to, although did not
fully exhibit, the power law statistics. A similar case was with the
ISI distributions computed for an entire array (ISIarray), which also
exhibited a power law in cases in which the event sizes did the
same. Therefore we found evidence supporting the idea that the
spontaneous activity in anesthetized brains is driven by processes
that manifest power law statistics consistently across different
measures and that are possibly based on cascades of neuronal
events or so-called neuronal avalanches.
The exponent of avalanche size distribution was, however,
somewhat smaller than that reported in previous studies and
expected theoretically. We find consistently the value around
⫺1.8 (as opposed to ⫺1.5 reported previously). On the other
hand, we found an exponent larger than ⫺1.5 for LFP clusters
for most of the investigated values of ⌬t (Fig. 2B). It is
presently not clear how these differences in slope are related to
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Mechanisms other than self-organized criticality can generate a power law distribution of event sizes (Newman 2005;
Plenz and Thiagarajan 2007). Touboul and Destexhe (2010)
attributed the occurrence of a power law in nLFP clusters to
stochastic dynamics, although with orders of magnitude
steeper slopes. Our data leave open the possibility that the
mechanisms that generate power laws in spiking and LFP
activity are different, because we find different properties in
the two types of responses. Further studies will be needed to
identify the mechanisms responsible for power law distributions,
or lack thereof, in different measures of neuronal activity.
In conclusion, this study provides evidence, for the first
time, that not only LFP and spiking activity in vitro can exhibit
power law statistics of event sizes, but the same can be the case
for neuronal spiking activity recorded in vivo. These results
suggest the possibility that neuronal avalanches are a common
component of spontaneous brain dynamics and thus may also
have implications in understanding how sensory inputs are
represented and processed.
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7.2

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the presence of critical features in spiking and LFP data of
anesthetized cat primary visual cortex. We found evidence for criticality in two thirds
of the datasets in spiking activity and in the majority of datasets in the LFP. In the
remaining one third of recordings power laws were absent similar to the results reported
by Bédard et al. (2006). Notably, overall spiking correlations within the recorded
neuronal population diﬀered between cases with power law and those without. Datasets
with power law statistics were in general more correlated with correlations that spanned
longer time scales as opposed to recordings without power laws, whose correlations
were weaker and less temporally extended. Further analysis revealed that the absence
of power law in spiking activity can be explained by the sub-sampling hypothesis of
spiking activity (Priesemann et al., 2009) which postulates that insuﬃcient sampling
of critical dynamics can destroy power laws. Since our multi-electrode only capture a
fraction of the underlying neuronal activity (Buszaki, 2004), this hypothesis seems to
be plausible. LFP represents the summed activity of the local neuronal population and
is less likely to be aﬀected by sub-sampling (Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007), explaining
our ﬁnding of power laws in the LFP of most datasets. However, we also put forth
another hypothesis, which explains the mixed results by diﬀerent cortical states and
is based on our ﬁnding that the correlation structure in our data changes over time.
In this framework, cortical activity would alternate between critical activity and more
desynchronized dynamics without signs of criticality. This possibility will be further
explored in the next chapter.
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8.1

Introduction

In 1949, Donald Hebb hypothesized that cognitive functions require an organized ﬂow
of neural activity from sensory to motor areas. He put forward the concept of cell
assemblies which are formed by the spread and reverberation of excitation and are
organized as phase sequences. More than half a century later, Hebbs idea of cascading
neuronal activity is still appealing and found expression in the recent theory of neuronal
avalanches (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007).
Neuronal avalanches are the manifestation of criticality in neural networks, a theory
originating from physics which attempts to explain the emergence of complexity in a
variety of natural and man-made systems (Bak, 1996). It predicts the occurrence of
avalanche sizes at diﬀerent spatial and temporal scales, which is captured quantitatively by power law distributions and long-range correlations. Critical dynamics are
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positioned in between subcritical activity with dominant small avalanches and a supercritical dynamical state, in which activity is characterized by large avalanches that
span the entire system. Criticality can be achieved by ﬁne tuning of system parameters
like during critical phase transitions in thermodynamical systems (e.g. Ising model,
Brush, 1967). Critical features can also be the attractor of dynamical systems which
is reached by self-organization (self-organized criticality (SOC), Bak et al., 1987). In
this model, slow external input drives the system to a critical point at which small
external perturbations trigger fast avalanche dynamics (Jensen, 1998). The complex
spatiotemporal activity patterns observed in simulations of critical neuronal networks
dynamics (Chialvo, 2010) have been suggested to endow the brain with optimal information processing (Bertschinger and Natschläger, 2004), optimal memory storage
(Haldemann and Beggs, 2005) and a maximum dynamical range of stimulus responses
(Kinouchi and Copelli, 2006). In particular, critical activity may provide the framework for neural communication between remote brain areas, as neuronal avalanches can
easily bridge large distances through nearest neighbor interactions (Beggs and Plenz,
2003; Beggs, 2012) and small-world connectivity (Pajevic and Plenz, 2009).
Criticality predicts the presence of power laws and long-range spatiotemporal correlation in population brain activity (Chialvo, 2010) and both have been reported in local
ﬁeld potentials (LFP) of in vitro preparations (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Shew et al.,
2009; Yu et al., 2011) and in vivo recordings from anesthetized rats (Gireesh et al.,
2008), anesthetized cats (Hahn et al., 2010) and awake monkeys (Petermann et al.,
2009). Similar results were obtained in spiking activity recorded in vitro (Mazzoni et
al., 2007; Beggs, 2008; Pasquale et al., 2008; Friedman et al., 2012) and in vivo during
anesthesia (Hahn et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2010). However, a number of studies did
not ﬁnd evidence for criticality, which has been either explained by insuﬃcient sampling of neuronal avalanche activity due to the limited recording capacity fundamental
to recording arrays (sub-sampling hypothesis: Priesemann et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al.,
2010) or absence of critical neuronal dynamics (Bédard et al., 2006; Dehghani et al.,
2012). In addition, the presence of power laws was disputed by rigorous statistical
tests or explained by other mechanism than criticality (Touboul et al., 2010; Dehghani
et al., 2012). Another hypothesis to account for the presence of power law and longrange correlation in some data, but absence in others, is varying cortical states (Hahn
et al., 2010). A cortical state is deﬁned by the amount of synchronized ﬂuctuations
within a population of neurons and can vary between the extremes of synchronized
and desynchronized states (Harris and Thiele, 2011). Synchronized cortical activity
is characterized by periods of strong neuronal ﬁring (up-phases) followed by a phase
of reduced or absent neural discharges (down-phases), while desynchronized dynamics
display continuous and irregular spiking activity. Synchronized population bursts are a
hallmark of in vitro activity (Plenz and Aertsen, 1996; Sanches-Vives and McCormick,
2000), slow wave sleep (Destexhe et al., 2007) and occur during anesthesia (Luszak et
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al., 2007; Ribeiro et al., 2010). Large scale synchronization is also present in awake
animals during quiet waking and drowsiness (Crochet et al., 2006; Poulet et al., 2008).
Desynchronized activity is associated with active behavior (Okun et al., 2010; Poulet et
al., 2012) and may also be a neuronal correlate of attention (Harris and Thiele, 2011).
According to the cortical state hypothesis, synchronized states show statistics that come
closer to a power law, while desynchronized dynamics should show marked deviations
from power laws. In the present study, we recorded spontaneous LFPs and spiking
activity from the primary visual cortex of anesthetized cats (isoﬂurane) and awake
monkeys in the dark, and systematically tested the diﬀerences of neuronal avalanche
statistics across cortical states with diﬀerent levels of population synchronization. In
accordance with the hypothesis, we demonstrate that the tail of neuronal avalanche
statistics in spiking activity is highly modulated by the cortical state in monkey and
cat data with synchronized states coming closest to power laws. A similar modulation
was found for LFP activity, but distributions close to power law were found in all states
due to relatively strong population synchronization compared to spiking activity. Taken
together the spiking activity results suggest a continuous switch between synchronized
critical and desynchronized subcritical activity, while LFP activity indicates invariant
criticality across all cortical states.

8.2
8.2.1

Materials and Methods
Preparation

Recordings were obtained from four anesthetized and paralyzed cats (isoﬂurane), and
one awake monkey. The isolfurane concentration was kept at a constant value of ~0.8%.
Experimental protocols have been approved by the local ethical committee for animal
research, and all procedures complied with the French and European regulations for
animal research as well as the guidelines from the Society for Neuroscience.

8.2.2

Recording

We inserted 32 channel silicon-based micro-electrode arrays (four shanks with eight
electrode contacts each, distance between electrode contacts: 400m, electrode contact
impedance: 0.3-0.5 M at 1000 Hz, shank length: 3mm, Neuronexus Technologies, Ann
Arbor, USA) into area 17 of four cats (one array per cat) and chronically implanted a
Utah array (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) into the primary visual
cortex (near-foveal retinotopic region) of an adult macaque monkey (macaca mulatta
- 10kg). The Utah array was composed of 96, 1 mm long, electrodes arranged in a
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10 x 10 matrix with an inter-electrode distance of 400 microns. In both preparations,
continuous spontaneous multiunit activity (sampling frequency: 30 kHz,) and local ﬁeld
potentials (LFP, sampling frequency: 1 kHz) were recorded with a Cerebus acquisition
system (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). For each cat we acquired
one dataset lasting between 3900 and 6000 seconds, while four datasets of 600 seconds
each were obtained in the monkey on four diﬀerent days. The monkey was sitting in
the complete dark, head ﬁxated. For subsequent analysis the LFP was ﬁltered between
1 and 100 Hz. Spikes were detected by manually setting a one-sided threshold that
would result in a signal to noise ratio larger than ~2. Action potential waveforms were
sorted and separated from remaining noise using the T-EM clustering algorithm and
manual cluster cutting. (Oﬄine Sorter, Plexon Inc, Dallas, USA). In the cat, spiking
activity was extracted from an average of 21.5 +- 6.7 channels and in the monkey
8.75 +- 1.9 channels yielded spikes. Note that no attention was paid to extract single
units, as during later analysis spikes from each electrode were pooled together into one
population spike train. The electrode ﬁring rate ranged between 0.61 Hz and 1.44 Hz
(1.01 +- 0.38) in the cat and between 4.95 Hz to 7.32 Hz (6.31 +- 1.08) in the monkey
recordings. The rates for the entire recordings were 20.64 +- 7.9 Hz for the cat data and
54.24 +- 10.57 Hz for the monkey. The cat recordings were performed with strongly
reduced illumination (only the screen of the recording system was switched on), while
any source of light was eliminated during the monkey recordings.

8.2.3

Separation of Cortical States

Cortical states and degrees of synchronization of neuronal activity can switch at a time
scale of seconds (Harris and Thiele, 2011). In order to capture this fast dynamics
a short time window of one second was chosen to analyze diﬀerent synchronization
levels in cortical activity. We based the separation of cortical states on diﬀerences in
the frequency composition of the LFP between the one second segments. To this end
we computed power spectra for each channel of a given segment with the multitaper
method (see www.chronux.org) and averaged across all channels to obtain one spectrum
per segment. Next, we split the power spectrum into 1 Hz frequency bins between 1 and
100 Hz and fed these 100 values as variables into a principal component analysis (PCA).
As a result, we reduced the power spectrum of each segment to its ﬁrst three principal
components and each segment was represented by its position in a three dimensional
PCA state space. In order to ﬁnd segments with similar power spectra, we applied a
k-means clustering algorithm with a diﬀerent number of clusters (2-10 clusters) after
normalization of each principal component to a value of 1. To determine the optimal
number of clusters we validated the clustering results with the Dunn index (Dunn,
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1973) according to the following formula:
{
min
DI = min
1≤i≤n

1≤j≤n,i̸=j

{

d(i, j)
max1≤k≤n d′ (k)

}}

, with distance d(i, j) between the centers of clusters i and j and distance d′ (k) between
the center and elements of cluster k. This equation evaluates the compactness of clusters
by calculating the ratio between the minimal distance between clusters to the maximal
distance within clusters. The Dunn index was computed for the k-means results of each
cluster number for a dataset and was averaged across all cat recordings and separately
across all monkey datasets. The Dunn index reaches a maximum at the optimal cluster
number and we hence identiﬁed ﬁve clusters for each cat dataset and four clusters for
each monkey dataset (see Fig. 8.1F). The clusters of each recording were consistently
color coded according to their position in the state space, such that the clusters were
comparable across datasets and species. All the segments of a cluster were concatenated
and used as separate datasets in subsequent analysis.

8.2.4

Correlation Analysis

To investigate the correlation characteristics of the recorded neuronal population, we
pooled the spiking activity of all channels into one population spike train. Correlations
were assessed by computing the auto-correlation histograms (ACH) and Fano factor
curves of the population trains. An ACH was calculated for each 1 second segment
and subsequently averaged across all segments of a cluster. We also subtracted a shift
predictor that was calculated from the average of 100 randomly shuﬄed surrogates
with the same ﬁring rate to normalize the baseline for each segment. All ACHs were
normalized to a center peak of one and quantiﬁed based on the peak amplitude (i.e.
after removal of the peak at zero time lag) and the integral between the ACH curve
and the baseline for time lags between -250 and 250ms. In order to allow a comparison
between diﬀerent datasets and species these measures were normalized such that the
cluster with the maximum value for each dataset was set to one.
We estimated the Fano factor as var(count)/mean(count)of the population spike trains
across time windows t within each one second segment and then averaged across all
segments of a cluster. For the Fano factor curve we used t = 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 100 and 200
ms. The Fano factor is a measure of synchrony between the spike trains constituting
the population trains at a time scale given by t. A Fano factor of one indicates complete
independence between the spike trains and is equal to the superposition of independent
Poisson processes. Any synchronization between the neurons increases the variance of
the spike count and thus the Fano factor becomes > 1.
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We also estimated the correlation between spiking activity and the LFP by constructing
spike triggered averages (STA) for each cluster of a given dataset. The STAs of all
clusters and datasets showed negative deﬂection. LFP was z-scored and STAs were
quantiﬁed by calculating the amplitude of the deﬂection peak and the integral of the
negative deﬂection and the zero crossings. Like with the ACH, these two measures
were normalized to the cluster with the maximum value which was set to one. In
addition, correlations between the LFP signals of diﬀerent channels were estimated by
computing the average pairwise correlation coeﬃcient between iLFPs (see below) of all
channel pairs in a dataset.

8.2.5

Neuronal Avalanche Analysis

The spiking data were binned with bin size t and event clusters were deﬁned as groups
of consecutive bins containing at least one spike that were separated by empty bins.
The cluster size is equal to the number of events within a cluster. In accordance
with previous studies (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Ribeiro et al., 2010), t was chosen as
the average inter-spike interval of the population spike trains (also denoted as ISIpop )
which reﬂects a compromise between spurious concatenation of small clusters (large t)
and separation of larger clusters (small t). Distributions of cluster sizes were plotted
in log-log coordinates and further analyzed. We refer to this procedure as neuronal
avalanche analysis.
In order to statistically characterize the distribution of cluster sizes s, we used maximumlikelihood estimation (MLE) to ﬁt a lognormal distribution with the probability density
function:
(ln s−µ)2
c − 2σ2
; σ > 0, µ ≥ 0
P (s, µ, σ) = √
σs 2π
with scale parameter σ (sigma) and location parameter µ. Sigma gives an indication
of the tailness of the estimated distribution with higher values signaling heavier tails
and smaller values indicating lighter tails. Thus, this variable estimated how closely
the cluster size distributions in diﬀerent states approached a power law distribution:
P (s, α) = csα
with exponent α. The models were ﬁtted over the entire range of cluster sizes s. In
some cases we encountered a horizontal tale which we truncated before ﬁtting to avoid
a bias towards too high values of sigma.
Previous studies investigated neuronal avalanche properties of LFP by converting the
continuous signal into a point process through thresholding and applying a neuronal
avalanche analysis to the extracted event trains as described above (Beggs and Plenz,
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2003; Petermann et al., 2009; Dehghani et al., 2012). In this study we chose a diﬀerent
approach and used integrals of negative LFP deﬂections as building blocks for the
analysis. First, we z-scored the LFP and binned the data with varying bin-sizes t.
Then, we computed the integral between the signal and the baseline (z-score=0) of
each bin for a given channel that contained a negative LFP deﬂection, since these were
associated with spiking activity. These integrals are referred to as iLFP in the rest of
this study. Finally, we computed the sum of iLFPs for all channels in a given bin and
studied the distribution of these summed iLFPs (iLF Psum ). In order to investigate
the heavy tail properties of the iLF P sum distributions, we ﬁtted gamma distribution,
whose PDF is given by:
P (s, α, β) = c

sα−1 − βs
e ; α > 0, β > 0
β α Γ(α)

with shape parameter α(alpha), scale parameter β and the gamma function Γ(α) =
´ ∞ k−1 −t
t e dt. Alpha is <1 for heavy-tailed distributions and approaches a Gaussian
0
function with α>1, as expected from independence between LFP signals across recording channels (Dayan and Abbott, 2001).
We also calculated the inter-spike interval distributions of the population spike trains
(ISIpop ) for all clusters of each dataset. The tailness of these distributions was measured
by computing the coeﬃcient of variation, deﬁned as std(ISIpop )/mean(ISIpop ), for
ranges between 0 and 100ms as well as 0 and 1000ms. Coincident spikes within the
population spike trains were assigned an interval of zero.
8.2.6

Shuffling Analysis

We created surrogate data to test how correlations at diﬀerent time scales contribute
to the presence of heavy tails in spike cluster size distributions. The population spike
trains of each cluster in a dataset were ﬁrst jittered at three diﬀerent bin-sizes (50ms,
100ms and 250ms). Then we created an inhomogenous Poisson process by randomizing
spike times within each segment. The resulting spike train represented a non-stationary
random process with ﬂuctuations at a one second time scale. In addition, we constructed
a homogenous Poisson process with the same ﬁring rate as the given cluster dataset.
For the iLFP analysis, we permuted the one second segments within each channel and
thereby destroyed existing correlations between the electrodes.

8.3

Results

For this study, we recorded spontaneous spiking activity and local ﬁeld potentials (LFP)
from the primary visual cortex of four anesthetized cats (area17) and one awake monkey
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(V1) using 32-channel silicon probes (cats) and a chronically implanted 96-channel Utah
array (monkey) (Fig. 8.1A). To avoid interference of ongoing dynamics with visually
evoked activity all recordings were performed in the dark. The LFP spectrogram of
cat and monkey datasets showed non-stationary dynamics with fast and large power
ﬂuctuations in a frequency band between 1 and 15 Hz and prominent alpha oscillations
(9-13 Hz) in the monkey recordings (Fig. 8.1B).
8.3.1

State Separation

In order to capture this variable dynamics, we attempted to pool short segments of
the data into groups which are characterized by a similar frequency composition of the
power spectrum. Each group is referred to as a diﬀerent cortical state in accordance
with previous studies (Okun et al., 2010; Renart et al., 2010; Harris and Thiele, 2011).
We ﬁrst divided all the datasets into non-overlapping segments of one second and computed the power spectrum between 1 and 100 Hz for each segment separately with a
frequency resolution of 1 Hz. The resulting 100 frequency variables per dataset were
fed into a principal component analysis (PCA) and reduced to it ﬁrst three principal
components (PC). As illustrated in Fig. 8.1C, each component represented a diﬀerent
part of the frequency spectrum and diﬀered mainly in a frequency range between 1 and
15 Hz. This result was consistent across all cat and monkey datasets. The ﬁrst three
principal components explained on average between 97% of the variance of the cat data
and 99% of the monkey recordings (Fig. 8.1D). Next, we represented each data segment
in a three dimensional principal component space and observed a characteristic pattern
of segment clusters, which was similar across cat and monkey data. Most segments
were concentrated at the origin of the PC space around which the remaining segments
were scattered along the axis of the three components. Representative examples of this
pattern are shown in Figure 8.1E. Then, we applied a clustering algorithm (k-means)
to extract diﬀerent clusters in each dataset. Since k-means requires to set the number of desired cluster manually, we ﬁtted a varying number of clusters and validated
the number of clusters with the Dunn index (DI) which measures the separation and
compactness of a given number of clusters (see Materials and Methods section). The
DI has a maximum at the cluster number with the best clustering and was found to
peak on average at ﬁve clusters in the cat datasets and four in the monkey recordings
(Fig. 8.1F). In order to compare states across diﬀerent datasets and species, we coded
clusters at the same location in the PC space with the same color (see the color code
in Figs. 8.1E). Analysis of cluster duration revealed that the time the cortex spends in
a speciﬁc state is asymmetrically distributed. Cortical activity is dominated by data
segments in the central black cluster (on average 58% and 75% of the data in the cat
and monkey, respectively), while the cortical dynamics represented in the other clusters
is much less frequent (Fig. 8.1G).
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Next, we computed the average power spectrum across all data segments in one cluster
and the result conﬁrmed that the separation algorithm extracted power spectra with a
similar frequency composition across time (Fig. 8.2A). The black clusters consistently
represented dynamics with little power in lower frequencies (1-5 Hz, delta band) as
opposed to the red and green clusters in which the power in slower (red) or faster
frequencies (5-15 Hz, green) was high. The blue and magenta clusters had intermediate
power at slower frequencies approaching either the black or red cluster, respectively. In
the subsequent analysis we will refer to the states with low power in slower frequencies
as desynchronized states, high power in slower frequencies as slow synchronized states
and high power in faster frequencies as fast synchronized state. The ﬁnding of power
spectra with diﬀerent power particularly in lower frequencies is in line with previous
reports of a continuum of cortical states that lie in between the extremes of synchronized
and desynchronized states (Curto et al., 2009; Okun et al., 2010; Harris and Thiele,
2011).
An example of spiking activity that was associated with each state is depicted in Figure
8.2B. This ﬁgure shows examples of LFP traces of one second duration for each state
recorded in a cat along with the recorded spike raster and the evolution of the spike
count in time. The ﬁring properties of neurons change consistently with cortical state.
During epochs of desynchronized LFP with small amplitude ﬂuctuations the spiking
activity is characterized by continuous and irregular ﬁring of neurons without apparent
synchronization across the diﬀerent channels (black and blue cluster). When the LFP
shifts to dynamics with larger amplitude ﬂuctuations, the underlying ﬁring pattern of
neurons is characterized by burst of spiking activity that occur synchronously across all
channels and are followed by periods of silence. The duration of these population bursts
depends on the frequency of the LFP and is longer for slow frequency ﬂuctuations (red
and magenta clusters) and shorter for higher frequency modulations of the LFP (green
cluster). Similar transitions from desynchronized to synchronized spiking activity were
observed in the monkey (not shown).
To further quantify the relationship between spikes and LFP we computed spiketriggered averages (STA) for each dataset and cortical state. Two examples for a cat
and a monkey for all states are shown in Figure 8.2C. In all cases spikes were associated with negative LFP deﬂections and their amplitude varied between states. In
the desynchronized states the LFP peaks were small and thin, while they increased in
amplitude and width in more synchronized cortical states. The synchronized cluster
with faster deﬂections displayed peaks with the highest amplitude, but its width was
smaller than synchronized states with lower frequency ﬂuctuations. These results were
conﬁrmed across all datasets and both species, when the size of these peaks was measured based on their amplitude as well as the area between the negative deﬂection and
the zero baseline (Fig. 8.2D). Thus, the dynamics of the LFPs is tightly linked with
the underlying population spiking activity.
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8.3.2

Spike Rate and Correlation Analysis

Next, we investigated the properties of the spiking activity in each state by comparing
ﬁring rates and correlation statistics between clusters. The mean channel ﬁring rates
across all cat and monkey recordings for a given state are illustrated in Figure 8.3A.
It demonstrates that the ﬁring rates consistently vary across diﬀerent states, but show
opposite behavior for the cat and the monkey data. In the anesthetized cat, more
desynchronized states were associated with a low ﬁring rate which increases as the state
switches to more synchronized dynamics. In contrast, neurons in the awake monkey
ﬁred more vigorously during more desynchronized states and decreased their ﬁring rate
during synchronized activity. These results suggest that desynchronized activity in the
cat may be due to a suppressive eﬀect caused by the anesthetic agent (Isoﬂurane), while
other mechanisms are at work in the awake monkey that both increase and decorrelate
neuronal ﬁring.
Then, we attempted to quantify the level of correlation in the population spiking activity. The spikes of all channels were thus pooled into one population spike train and
diﬀerent correlation measures were applied to study interdependence between spikes.
First, we estimated the Fano factor (FF) for each state and across diﬀerent bin-sizes
which gives insight into the degree of synchronization between the neurons within the
population. We found that the FF is close to one with very small bin-sizes (1ms) and
increases with larger bin-sizes for cat and monkey datasets (Fig. 8.3B). However, this
increase was larger for cats resulting in higher FF values than in the monkey. Importantly, the Fano factor diﬀered across the various states in both species indicating
diﬀerent dynamics with ﬂuctuating levels of correlations. The FF of the black cluster
was on average small compared to the other clusters across all datasets and bin-sizes
(Fig. 8.3C), while the FF was highest for the most synchronized clusters (red and
green). The other clusters had FFs in between these two extremes. Similar results were
obtained computing the auto-correlation histograms (ACH) of the population spike
trains for each state. As shown in Figure 8.3D, the red and green clusters were accompanied by center peaks with much larger amplitude and area compared to the black
cluster. Similar to the FF the other clusters showed center peaks with height and area
in between the largest and smallest peaks. This result was consistent across all datasets
and species, as illustrated in Fig 8.3E which shows the average ACH peak amplitude
and area across datasets. In conclusion, these ﬁndings are congruent with the STA
results and indicate the presence of highly correlated spiking activity between diﬀerent recording channels during large LFP deﬂections and decreased correlation during
episodes of desynchronized LFP.
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8.3.3

Neuronal Avalanche Analysis of Spiking Activity

Systems in a critical state generate highly correlated population events (avalanches,
Bak et al., 1987) that are characterized by power law distributions in various measures
(Lowen and Teich, 2005). Beggs and Plenz (2003) introduced a new measure to detect
power law scaling which was used in many subsequent experimental (Petermann et al.,
2009; Hahn et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2010) and theoretical studies (Priesemann et al.,
2009; Benayoun et al., 2010; Rubinov et al., 2011). This algorithm is based on binning
point processes like spike trains and extracting clusters deﬁned as consecutive bins with
a least one event separated by empty bins (Fig. 8.4A). The cluster size is then given
by the sum of event counts in all bins of a cluster. Size distributions are plotted in loglog coordinates (shown here with logarithmic binning for better illustration) and their
shape analyzed for power law (detected as straight line in log-log plot). In this study,
we used the same algorithm to investigate neuronal avalanche properties of diﬀerent
cortical states. Figure 8.4B illustrates examples of cluster size distributions for all
separated dynamical clusters in cat and monkey recordings. The distributions of the
most desynchronized clusters (black solid lines) were visibly curved and did not follow
a power law. However, moving from desynchronized to more synchronized clusters,
the tail of the cluster size distribution increased and came closest to a power law in
the most synchronized clusters (red lines). This pattern was evident in both cat and
monkey data, and indicated a state dependent modulation of the tail of the cluster
distribution.
Previous studies attempted to compare the goodness of ﬁt for power laws and various
other distributions to measure the presence of criticality in neuronal network dynamics
such as the exponential distribution (Hahn et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2010; Klaus
et al., 2011). Here, we use a diﬀerent approach and quantify the size of the cluster
distribution tail to measure how close a given distribution comes to a power law. To
this end we ﬁtted a lognormal function to the cluster size distributions and estimated its
scale parameter sigma, whose value is an indication of the distributions’ tailness. A high
value of sigma indicates a heavier tail than lower sigmas. Note that we avoid testing
the presence of a mathematical power law, as proposed by previous studies (Clauset
et al., 2009) and rather compare the tailness of the distributions across diﬀerent states
based on sigma values of ﬁtted lognormal distribution. Therefore, we calculated cluster
size distributions for each state and estimated sigma which was subsequently averaged
across all datasets of a species. The results are shown in Figure 8.4C. Similar to the
STA and correlation results, sigma was the lowest in the desynchronized black clusters
and increased with the degree of correlation present in the recorded neurons. The
clusters with the highest degree of synchronization (red) also had the heaviest tail and
hence came closest to a power law. We ﬁtted a power law to the red clusters using liner
regression in logarithmically binned distributions and estimated the exponent alpha.
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Interestingly, the average exponent for each species varied around the experimentally
found and theoretically predicted value of -1.5 (cats: 1.62+-0.15, monkey: 1.42+-0.23;
note that in one monkey dataset alpha was 1.12, which explains the larger SD) (Zapperi
et al., 1995; Eurich et al., 2002).
We also investigated how close the dynamics in the desynchronized black clusters was
to a random Poisson process as expected from an asynchronous irregular state (Renart
et al., 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012). To this end we ﬁrst jittered the original data at
diﬀerent time scales and created an inhomogenous Poisson process by randomizing the
spike times within each one second segment of a state cluster. This allowed us to study
the contribution of rate non-stationarity across diﬀerent segments to the tail of the
black clusters. Finally, we replaced the original spike train by a homogenous Poisson
process, in which rate modulations at longer time scales were destroyed. Lognormal
functions were ﬁtted to all surrogate data and sigma estimated for comparison across
these diﬀerent types of shuﬄing. The results for each cluster were averaged across all
datasets of a species and are shown in Figure 8.4D. In the cat, jittering at increasing
time scales revealed the presence of remaining correlations within each data segments
indicating that the black clusters do not represent fully desynchronized states. In
contrast, jittering in the monkey recordings had little eﬀect on the tail of the cluster
size distributions suggesting the absence of correlations at this time scale. However, a
clear diﬀerence in tailness between the homogenous and inhomogenous Poisson process
was found for both the cat and monkey data. This is a clear indication that a signiﬁcant
part of the tail in the black clusters originated from rate inhomogeneities across diﬀerent
one second samples. This non-stationarity dominates in the black clusters of the monkey
data and contributes to the tail in the cat recordings along with correlations at shorter
time scales. In conclusion, these ﬁndings reveal that even though statistical analysis
suggests the absence of heavy tails and correlations at short time scales (<1s), tails
may still arise from correlations at longer time scales due to rate ﬂuctuations.
So far we have found that the level of LFP ﬂuctuations inﬂuences the amount of correlations within the population spiking activity. In addition, the degree of spike synchronization determines the tail of cluster size distributions. We quantiﬁed the correlation
between the LFP ﬂuctuations represented by the STA area and the population synchrony in spiking activity measured by the area of the population ACH. Figure 8.5A
shows that as the LFP peaks become larger, the ACH area and thus the mean spike
synchronization increases as well. Likewise, the tail of the cluster size distributions and
sigma grow with increasing population correlation in spiking activity. Hence, the size of
the LFP ﬂuctuations is directly translated into the degree of synchronization in spiking
activity and consequently the tail of the spike cluster size distributions. As the LFP
varies with cortical state, the results of the neuronal avalanche analysis change from
more power law like to more curved distributions indicating the absence of correlated
population activity.
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8.3.4

State Dependence of ISIpop Distributions

Previous studies reported power laws in the inter-spike interval distributions of individual neurons (Teich et al., 1997; Safonov et al., 2010) and spike trains of neuronal
populations (Segev et al., 2002; Hahn et al., 2010). In this study, we also compared
inter-spike interval distributions of population spike trains (ISIpop ) for each dynamical
cluster (Fig. 8.5B). The tail of the distributions was measured by the coeﬃcient of
variation (CV) for a shorter interval range of 0-100ms and a longer range of 0-1000ms.
Visual inspection showed a straight line in synchronized states of the cat data between
ISIpop = 5ms and ISIpop = 100ms, while desynchronized clusters were more curved. In
this interval range the average CV across all cats for the black, most desynchronized
activity was ~ 1, indicating a Poisson process, while the CV in the other clusters was
slightly above this value (Fig. 8.5C). As visible in Figure 8.5B, marked tails occurred
and diﬀered the most between clusters at intervals > 100ms. The CV not only increased
in all clusters, but showed a pattern similar to the previously computed average Fano
factors and ACH statistics. In the monkey recordings, ISIpop distributions were curved
in all clusters up to intervals of ~50ms (Fig. 8.5B) and the CV was close to 1 in an
interval range until 100ms even in synchronized states (Fig. 8.5C). However, heavy tails
were found for intervals > 100ms in more synchronized states, while a tail was absent in
the black cluster. Likewise, the CV for the most desynchronized cluster remained close
to one, while it increased in synchronized clusters, showing a CV distribution similar
to the cat recordings. In conclusion, ISIpop distributions also exhibit state dependent
tails, which resemble those in other statistics of spiking activity.

8.3.5

Neuronal Avalanche Analysis of LFP

First evidence for neuronal avalanches accumulated in LFP data from in vitro (Beggs
and Plenz, 2003) and later also in vivo recordings (Petermann et al., 2009). These
studies established a new method that transforms the continuous LFP signal into a point
process by thresholding the LFP and extracting events (so called nLFPs), whenever the
signal crosses the threshold. The resulting discrete data were subsequently analyzed
with correlation and neuronal avalanche statistics. However, the thresholding approach
extracts only a fraction of the original signal and discards all LFP ﬂuctuations that
lie below the threshold. Especially desynchronized cortical dynamics with only small
LFP deﬂections may be neglected by this method. Moreover, introducing a threshold
may generate spurious power laws as demonstrated by a recent study (Touboul and
Destexhe, 2010). In order to avoid these shortcomings, we employed a diﬀerent approach
that takes the entire LFP signal which is associated with spiking activity into account.
The new method is illustrated in Fig. 8.6A (top) based on two channels. We ﬁrst
binned the z-scored LFP data with varying bin-size t and then calculated the integral
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between the signal and the zero baseline within each bin (black and grey areas). These
integrals are denoted as iLFP. As spiking activity is in general associated with negative
LFP deﬂections (see Fig. 8.2C), we restricted our analysis to negative ﬂuctuations
of the signal. Then we summed up the integral of all channels in a given bin (Fig.
8.6A, bottom) and plotted the distribution of the summed iLFPs (iLF Psum ) for further
analysis.
First, we investigated the correlation structure between iLFPs and calculated the mean
correlations coeﬃcient (CC) across all channel pairs. The results for the cat and monkey
data are shown Figure 8.6B (t = 25ms). The mean correlation between electrodes was
generally high and ranged between 0.87 and 0.94 in the cat and between 0.73 and 0.85
in the monkey data. Notably, the correlation was graded between the diﬀerent states
and showed a pattern similar to the spiking activity. This means that the average
CC was lowest in the black desynchronized cluster and increased with the size of the
LFP ﬂuctuations in cat and monkey recordings. This indicates a state dependence of
correlated dynamics also in LFP signals despite the overall high levels of correlation.
Next, we investigated the statistical properties of the iLF Psum distributions. Examples
for cat and monkey distributions calculated with diﬀerent values of t are displayed
in Figure 8.6C. As a reference, we also plotted the segment shuﬄed surrogate of the
black cluster, where all spatial correlations between the electrodes were destroyed and
the iLF Psum distribution approached a Poisson distribution in accordance with theory
(Dayan and Abbott, 2001). In the cat recordings, the distributions of all clusters
followed a straight line for all tested t and signiﬁcantly deviated from the shuﬄed data.
Importantly, this straight line showed a cut oﬀ at smaller bin-sizes, which was smaller
for the more desynchronized states and higher in synchronized clusters. This cut-oﬀ
moved to larger iLF Psum sizes, as t increased, resulting in a straight line that stretched
about three orders of magnitude. With very large t (>100ms), the distributions started
to become markedly bell-shaped and approached a Poisson distribution (not shown).
The monkey data displayed similar results except that the iLF Psum distributions started
to converge to the Poisson distribution at smaller values of t (~50ms). In addition, the
initial part of the distribution (iLFP size < 10ms) became more curved with increasing
t, while the tails were preserved and also extended up to three orders of magnitude.
Then, we ﬁtted a gamma distribution to the iLF Psum distributions in order to quantify
potential diﬀerences in their tail across diﬀerent states. The shape parameter alpha of
the gamma distribution was used to estimate these tails. Alpha <1 indicates heavy
tails, while distributions with alpha >1 approach a Gaussian distribution, which comes
closer to the segment shuﬄed distributions. In Figure 8.6D, alpha is plotted as a
function of state and t. For both monkey and cat data, alpha remained well below one
for smaller t indicating the presence of heavy tails. As t increased, alpha also rose and
became larger than one for very large t (200ms). Interestingly, diﬀerences for alpha
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across diﬀerent states were similar to those already observed for the various statistics
of the spiking activity above. In general, the black clusters had the largest values of
alpha, while alpha decreased in clusters with higher levels of synchronization. Thus,
despite the presence of heavy tails for a large range of t, the degree of the tailness varied
as a function of the cortical state.

8.4

Discussion

Even though the presence of power laws and long-range correlations is widely accepted
at the macroscopic scale (see Werner, 2010 for review) and the single cell level (Teich et
al., 1997; El Boustani et al., 2009), the existence of criticality and avalanche dynamics at
the mesoscopic scale is still under debate. A number of previous studies have reported
power laws in local ﬁeld potentials from various in vitro (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; 2004;
Shew et al., 2010; Stewart and Plenz, 2006; 2008; Shew et al., 2009; 2011) and in
vivo preparations (Gireesh et al., 2006; Petermann et al., 2009; Hahn et al., 2010),
while a recent study questioned the presence of power laws in LFPs of awake monkeys,
cats and humans (Dehghani et al., 2012). In spiking activity, researchers have found
evidence for criticality in slices and cultures (Mazzoni et al., 2007; Pasquale et al.,
2008; Beggs, 2008; Friedman et al., 2012), but recordings from intact animals drew
a more complicated picture. A ﬁrst report from awake and sleeping cats discovered
more exponential distribution rather than power laws (Bédard et al., 2006), a ﬁnding
which was further substantiated by Dehghani et al. (2012). However, two other studies
reported both the presence and absence of power laws in multi-electrode recordings
coming from the same animal (Hahn et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2010). In the ﬁrst
study, power law statistics changed over time during halothane anesthesia in cats (Hahn
et al., 2010), while in the second study (Ribeiro et al., 2010) power laws emerged
only during ketamin-xylazin anesthesia and were replaced by lognormal distributions
in behaving and sleeping rats. Petermann et al. (2009) also analyzed spiking activity
in awake monkeys, but initially did not ﬁnd a power law. Only when units that were
synchronized within an electrode, as indicated by signiﬁcant correlations in the CCH,
were used for analysis, the spike cluster distribution became heavy-tailed, albeit not
showing a full power law. The results of these studies raised the question about the
causes for the presence of curved distributions rather than power laws and absence of
correlations in spiking activity under certain conditions.
One line of argument to explain the lack of power law statistics revolves around subsampling cascading events of a critical system. Multi-electrode recordings inevitably
sample only a very small and random fraction of the spiking activity in the neuronal
network, while the remaining spiking events of a potential power law process remain
hidden (i.e. they are deleted from the fully-sampled spike train). As pointed out by
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Lowen and Teich (2005), power laws are gradually replaced by curved distributions,
when events are randomly removed from a point process like spiking activity. Indeed,
random deletion of spikes from spike trains in awake monkeys (Petermann et al. 2009)
and anesthetized cats (Hahn et al. 2010) yielded similar results. A similar case has
been made by Priesemann et al. (2009) for datasets in awake monkeys and Ribeiro
et al. (2010) in awake and sleeping rats. They put forward sub-sampling of neuronal
events to account for absence of power law in their data. According to the sub-sampling
hypothesis, avalanches do not spread or spread only partially through the area sampled by the electrodes. An avalanche may also be cut and sampled as several smaller
avalanches. As reviewed by Cohen and Kohn (2011) correlations need to be interpreted
carefully and are not only a result of neuronal network dynamics, but also subject to
measurement problems imposed by the experimental setup. In particular, using spike
trains with only few spikes is prone to yield only small correlations. This eﬀect is
exacerbated by spike-sorting errors that erroneously eliminate spikes from individual
neurons (Pazienti and Grün, 2006). Within this framework, the sub-sampling argument may be viewed as insuﬃcient capturing of existing correlations that are generated
by critical avalanche dynamics. This insuﬃciency is caused by using arrays with too
few electrodes and with large inter-electrode spacing. As a consequence, an inadequate
number of spikes is recorded to reach a level of spatiotemporal correlations that shows
power law distributions.
An alternative explanation for curved distributions is that the recorded dynamics is
indeed subcritical and does not create correlations and power law statistics as expected
from a critical state. To date, a number of neuronal network models have described
such dynamics, in which neurons are continuously active with irregular ﬁring and mean
correlation close to zero. (van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1996; Destexhe, 2009; Renart
et al., 2010; Benayoun et al., 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012). This dynamics was coined
asynchronous irregular (AI state; Brunel, 2000). The hallmark of these networks is that
the AI regime results from a correlation between excitation and suﬃciently strong and
fast inhibition, such that excitation is prevented from spreading as it is rapidly tracked
by inhibition (Renart et al, 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012). In this case, the network
activity, even if all spikes are sampled, is characterized by statistics that resemble
more a Poisson process than highly correlated critical dynamics. Accordingly, the lack
of avalanche dynamics leads to subcritical distributions in this type of network (El
Boustani et al., 2007). Recent experimental evidence suggests that cortical networks
in vivo can indeed display asynchronous irregular ﬁring with mean correlations near
zero (Ecker et al., 2010; Renart et al., 2010). Importantly, the dynamics of these
networks can change to synchronous population burst activity (Brunel, 2000), whose
size distribution can follow a power law within a certain parameter range (Benayoun et
al., 2010). A similar switch between asynchronous and synchronous cortical dynamics
can be seen in anesthetized preparations (Clement et al., 2008; Renart et al. 2010)
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and underlies the transition between awake/REM state to SWS state (Destexhe et al.,
2007). Notably, even in the awake state, epochs of desynchronized and synchronized
activity can be distinguished depending on the behavioral state of the animal (Crochet
et al., 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008). However, it has been argued that the cortex can
produce various states showing diﬀerent levels of synchronization with the asynchronous
and synchronized state representing only two extremes of a continuum (Curto et al.,
2009; Okun et al., 2010; Harris and Thiele, 2011).
As discussed by Harris and Thiele (2011) synchronized states are characterized by population bursts of spiking activity (up-phases) which are followed by periods of absent
or reduced neuronal ﬁring (down phases). Both phases last ~100ms and are accompanied by high power in slow frequencies (<5 Hz). In contrast, these frequencies are
suppressed in desynchronized states and spiking activity is tonic and irregular without
any apparent structure in the population activity. Importantly, the average correlation
between neurons is positive in more synchronized states, while mean correlation in the
desynchronized state is close to zero. Similar diﬀerences in the correlation structure of
spiking activity and cortical state have been found over the course of Halothane anesthesia in the primary visual cortex of the cat (Hahn et al., 2010) and hypothesized to
be the reason for the presence of power law in some and absence in other recordings. In
this study, we further tested this hypothesis and systematically separated diﬀerent dynamical states in dark room recordings from the primary visual cortex of anesthetized
cats (isoﬂurane) and awake monkeys. We found that LFP power highly ﬂuctuated in
both cat and monkey recordings and we delineated four to ﬁve classes of cortical states
which diﬀered in their mean power in the LFP at slower (1-5 Hz) and higher frequencies
(5-15 Hz). Dynamics with high power at slower and faster frequencies were associated
with population bursts in spiking activity followed by periods of silence (synchronized
state), while lower power entailed continuous, irregular and unstructured neuronal ﬁring. As cortical activity moved from more desynchronized to synchronized dynamics,
average correlation and ﬂuctuation depth (measured by the ACH of the population
spike train and the Fano factor) increased to reach a maximum in the most synchronized states. Importantly, the cortex in cats and monkey data spent more than 60%
in more desynchronized states, which were interrupted by occasional periods of highly
synchronized activity. We then conducted a neuronal avalanche analysis and instead
of quantifying the goodness of ﬁt for power laws we estimated the tail of the obtained
cluster size distributions by the scale parameter sigma of ﬁtted lognormal distributions.
As hypothesized, sigma was indeed a function of the cortical state. It was high in
synchronized states coming closer to a power law and smaller in desynchronized dynamics with more curved distributions. Likewise, the tail and coeﬃcient of variation of
population inter-spike intervals increased with more synchronization and was lower in
more desynchronized states. Moreover, we found that despite the absence of correlation
and large ﬂuctuations in short time periods within the most desynchronized state, non103

stationarity of ﬁring rate can signiﬁcantly increase the tail of cluster size distributions.
These ﬁndings not only hold for the anesthetized cat recordings, but were similar in the
monkey indicating that heavy-tailed distributions can be found in the awake monkey,
if synchronized activity is selectively extracted from the data. Note that these tails are
expected to be averaged out if the whole recording is used for analysis, since most activity is rather desynchronized. This may partially account for previous reports of curved
distributions in awake animals, in which epochs of synchronized and desynchronized
activity were not separated (Ribeiro et al., 2010; Deghani et al., 2012). In summary,
these results indicate that the dynamical state and its correlation proﬁle has a strong
impact on various distributions previously used to test for criticality and state diﬀerences may indeed explain the presence of both, power law and subcritical distributions
in spiking data of in vivo recordings.
We also looked for state dependent modulation of correlations and tails in the LFP of
the cat and monkey data. Similar to the spiking data, average correlations between
negative LFP deﬂections across all channels were higher in synchronized than in desynchronized states. However, the overall correlation in the LFP signal was very high
(>0.7). This may explain why we found heavy tails that came close to power laws
in all separated states, even the most desynchronized one. However, even these tails
were modulated by the state, when quantiﬁed by the shaping parameter of a ﬁtted
gamma distribution, with synchronized states being slightly more heavy-tailed than
desynchronized dynamics. A similar dichotomy between the results in spiking activity
and LFP has been described previously by a number of studies (Petermann et al., 2009;
Hahn et al., 2010; Dehghani et al., 2012). An important question is whether the strong
correlations in the LFP are partially confounded by spurious signals originating in volume conduction, as proposed by Dehghani et al. (2012). Alternatively, the LFP might
sample much larger portions of the underlying neuronal signal than the spiking activity
and absence of power law in desynchronized states in neuronal ﬁring is indeed a consequence of sub-sampling as outlined above. In this case, one would expect a decrease of
population ﬁring rate as the synchronization level goes down, which is true for the cat
recordings in this study. However, in the monkey data the ﬁring rate is on average the
highest for the most desynchronized state and thus more spikes are available to capture
potential correlations. All the same, correlations decrease making sub-sampling a less
likely candidate mechanism to account for curved distributions in the monkey.
Our ﬁndings suggest that the cortex can switch between diﬀerent cortical states that
either resemble synchronized dynamics in critical systems or approach a more asynchronous dynamical regime without long range correlations typical for critical cascading dynamics. Several mechanisms have been suggested that enable the cortex to make
transitions between varying states (for review see Harris and Thiele, 2011). Synchronized states have been interpreted within the framework of excitable media (Curto
et al., 2009), in which recurrent excitation builds up and spreads as a traveling wave
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through the network, analogous to avalanches in critical systems. The spread of excitation stops, when it is counterbalanced by various mechanisms that decrease the
eﬃcacy of excitatory transmission between neurons. These adaptation mechanisms include synaptic depression (Tsodyks and Markram, 1998; Rigas and Castro-Alamancos,
2009), depletion of ATP (Cunningham et al., 2006) and increase in K+ conductances
(Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000). Interestingly, several modeling studies have
highlighted the role of resource depletion and synaptic depression in the emergence of
self-organized critical states linking critical dynamics directly with synchronized cortical
states (Levina et al., 2007; Millman et al., 2010). The synchronized up-down dynamics
is also the most prevalent type of activity in cortical slices and cultures (Plenz and
Aertsen, 1996; Sanches-Vives and McCormick, 2000; Timofeev et al., 2000). It is thus
not surprising that the ﬁrst evidence for criticality came from these preparations (Beggs
and Plenz, 2003; 2004; Stewart and Plenz, 2006), as they generate activity with large
spatio-temporal correlations in line with predictions from criticality theory (Jensen et
al., 1998; Chialvo, 2010).
Desynchronization is mediated by various neuromodulators like acetylcholine (Buszaki
et al., 1988; Manns et al., 2000; Goard and Dan, 2009; Lucas-Meunier et al., 2009),
serotonine (Vanderwolf et al., 1986) and noradrenaline (Constantinople et al., 2011).
Studies on criticality in slices so far have not tested the impact of these neuromodulators, but rather inhibited excitation directly to produce hypoexcitable, subcritical
states (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Mazzoni et al. 2007; Gireesh et al., 2008; Shew et
al., 2009; 2011; Yang et al., 2012). Only in one study, acetylcholine was applied to
cultured networks of leech ganglion neurons and a transition was found from synchronized bursting activity with power law distributions to continuous irregular ﬁring with
decreased population synchrony and subcritical distributions (Pasquale et al., 2007).
Another mechanism to reduce synchronous population ﬂuctuations in neural activity
was recently found in a study by Poulet et al. (2012) which reported an increase in
thalamic ﬁring rate as an important driver of desynchronized activity in the barrel cortex of awake rats during whisking. According to the theory of self-organized criticality,
a suﬃciently slow drive is necessary to trigger avalanches with power law distributions
(Bak, 1996). If the external drive is too strong, avalanche dynamics are destroyed and
criticality abolished (Jensen, 1998). Accordingly, a recent theoretical paper observed a
transition from critical to asynchronous dynamics in a neuronal network model, when
external drive to the network was increased (Benajoun et al., 2010). Thus, from the
standpoint of criticality theory, it is not surprising that increased external input from
the thalamus induces a switch from critical to subcritical and desynchronized activity.
A variety of functions have been attributed to criticality in neuronal networks (Beggs,
2008; 2012; Shew and Plenz, 2012), among which enhanced neuronal communication
plays an important role. In this framework, neuronal avalanches create dynamic correlations between remote brain areas and allow for eﬀective exchange of information.
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In contrast, subcritical avalanches would remain too small to link more distant neural networks, while supercritical dynamics would rather spread across the entire brain
and thus prevent selective communication. According to this hypothesis, one would expect that cortical processing and communication is optimized during more synchronized
cortical states. However, evidence form the experimental and theoretical literature suggests a diﬀerent scenario. First, synchronized states in the awake state are prevalent
in drowsy and immobile animals that are not engaged in a task (Petersen et al., 2003;
Luszak et al., 2007; 2009; Okun et al., 2010). In contrast, desynchronization of cortical
activity has been associated with active behavior (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet
and Petersen, 2008; Niell et al., 2010) and reduction of slow frequency ﬂuctuations
in local cortical networks has also been observed during attention (Fries et al., 2001;
Khayat et al., 2010). Moreover, gamma oscillations, a prominent candidate of cortical
communication (Fries, 2005), have been reported to predominately occur during the
desynchronized cortical state (Munk et al., 1996; Herculano-Houzel, 1999). In general,
global synchrony has been regarded as detrimental for coding and information processing (Zohary et al., 1994; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Kumar et al., 2008), while ﬁne
grained synchronization between groups of neurons established within coherent gamma
oscillations might be used to faithfully process and transmit information (Siegel et al.,
2011). Likewise, studies on feedforward networks, another framework for neuronal communication, found that propagated patterns of synchrony can only be read out in other
brain areas during desynchronized states, while these synchronous spiking patterns disappear in more synchronized background activity (Kumar et al., 2008). These results
indicate that large population ﬂuctuations and global synchrony need to be suppressed
in order to allow speciﬁc activity patterns to be propagated and read out by distant
cortical networks. However, it is conceivable that slower ﬂuctuations in cortical activity
modulate the emergence of ﬁne grained activity patterns, a phenomenon which has been
recently studied within the context of frequency coupling. According to this framework
(Buszaki and Wang, 2012), slower oscillations (e.g. in the alpha band) determine the
phase and amplitude of higher frequency oscillations (e.g. in the gamma band). Thus,
larger scale synchronization may determine which brain areas can be coupled through
more precise communication. Further studies are required to disentangle the role of
global synchronization and asynchronous activity in cortical networks.
The present study revealed that only epochs of cortical activity with population synchronization are consistent with criticality and a large part of cortical activity reﬂects
more desynchronized dynamics. Interestingly, a similar conclusion has been reached by
a recent fMRI study that described both critical and non-critical dynamics in resting
state activity of humans (Tagliazucchi et al., 2012). Taken together, these results indicate that the cortex evolved mechanisms to synchronize and desynchronize its activity
according to computational needs, thereby switching continuously between critical and
more asynchronous dynamics.
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8.5

Figures
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Figure 8.1: Separation of cortical states in spontaneous activity of anesthetized cat
and awake monkey. A: Recording position in primary visual cortex (anesthetized cat:
32 channel silicon probes). (B) Spectrograms of two 100s segments computed with
non-overlapping windows of 1s. Bottom: colored bars indicate cortical state as deﬁned
below. C: Coeﬃcient for ﬁrst three principal components as a function of power spectrum frequency. D: Variance explained by the ﬁrst three principal components. E:
Principal component space for two entire datasets (cat: 6000s, monkey: 600s). Each
circle represents a data segment of 1s duration. Colors indicate diﬀerent cortical states.
F: Dunn index as a function of cluster number extracted by k-means. G: Average (+SD)
duration of diﬀerent states across all datasets of a species.
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Figure 8.2: Characteristics of LFPs and LFP-spike relationship for diﬀerent cortical
states. A: Power spectrum of diﬀerent cortical states for a cat and monkey dataset.
Dashed lines indicate standard deviation (+-SD). Inset: same as in main ﬁgure, but in
log-log coordinates to show peak in alpha band. B: LFP, spike raster plots and spike
count for 1s segments of cortical states from one cat dataset. Spike counts were computed with a Gaussian kernel (20ms window). C: Examples of spike-triggered averages
(STA) for diﬀerent cortical states. D: Average (+SD) STA area and amplitude across
all cat and monkey datasets. Area and amplitude are normalized to the dataset with
largest value.
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Figure 8.3: Firing rate and correlation analysis of diﬀerent cortical states. A: Average
(+SD) population ﬁring rate for all recordings of a species. B: Two examples for Fano
factor curves plotted as a function of bin-size. C: Average (+SD) Fano factor across all
cat and monkey datasets. D: Autocorrelation histograms (ACH) of the population spike
train for one cat and one monkey recording. E: Average (+SD) area and peak amplitude
of ACHs computed for all cat and monkey datasets. The values were normalized to the
dataset with maximum area and amplitude within a species.
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Figure 8.4: Neuronal avalanche analysis of spiking activity. A: Spike clusters were deﬁned as a sequence of bins containing at least one spike delineated by bins without
spiking activity. The size of a spike cluster is given by the total number of spikes
within a cluster. t was chosen as the average ISIpop interval of the population spike
train for each state. B: Cluster size distributions of diﬀerent states. Dotted black lines
indicate power law with exponent = -1.5. Dashed lines with gray squares represent an
inhomogenous Poisson process created from the desynchronized I state by spike time
randomization within all 1s segments. Dashed lines with empty squares indicate an
homogenous Poisson process with the same rate and duration as the original desynchronized I state. C: Average (+SD) sigma values of a lognormal function ﬁtted to the
cluster size distributions across all cat and monkey data. D: Same as in C, but with
diﬀerent types of surrogate data constructed from the desynchronized I state.
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Figure 8.5: ISIpop analysis and relationship between tailness of cluster size distribution
and correlation variables. A: Lognormal sigma as a function of area and amplitude
of the STA and ACH of population spike trains for diﬀerent states. Each rectangle
represents one dataset. B: Inter-spike interval distributions of population spike trains
for one cat and one monkey recording. C: Average (+SD) coeﬃcient of variation for
ISIpop distributions across all cat and monkey datasets and two interval ranges.
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Figure 8.6: Neuronal avalanche and correlation analysis of LFPs. A: Z-scored data
were binned with bin-size t and the negative z-score integral (iLFP) for every bin of
each channel was calculated (top).iLF P s for each bin were summed up across all channels (iLF Psum , bottom). B: Average (+SD) of pairwise iLF P correlation coeﬃcient
for diﬀerent cortical states computed with t=25ms. C: Two examples of iLF Psum distributions computed for all states. D: Gamma distributions were ﬁtted to iLF Psum
distributions and the average (+SD) of their shaping parameter alpha is plotted as a
function of t and cortical state.
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9.1

Introduction

During waking the brain receives a continuous stream of input from its environment
through a variety of sensory organs. At the same time, the brain generates meaningful
output which inﬂuences the environment through coordinated muscle movement and
actions. Ever since Donald Hebb (1949), systems neuroscience has tried to understand
the principles of the neural processes that lie in between input and output which humans experience as percepts, emotions and thoughts or remain unconscious. These
processes must extract objects from the sensory inputs, link these objects to behaviorally relevant decisions based on internal goals and map these decisions onto motor
output. A simpliﬁed example of such a perceptual decision making process (Heekeren
et al., 2008; Hernandez et al., 2010; Siegel et al., 2011) is shown in Figure 9.1A, in
which a monkey was trained to indicate the color of a stimulus by a button press (Bak,
1996). To accomplish such a simple task, Hebb proposed the existence of cell assemblies
which reﬂect groups of neurons deﬁned by a speciﬁc connectivity structure. Diﬀerent
cell assemblies may be activated sequentially and form processing cascades, so called
phase sequences, which intercede between the stimulus and the ﬁnger movement.
His framework imposes several requirements on neural activity implementing a cell assembly. First, cell assemblies are selective for a particular stimulus or action, such that
each input or task only activates one speciﬁc ensemble of neurons at a time. This allows
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downstream neurons to distinguish between diﬀerent stimuli or actions. Second, each
time a stimulus is present or an action needs to be accomplished, a cell assembly needs
to be reliably activated. This enables neural activity to repeatedly signal the presence
of a stimulus or perform a given task. Third, neural activity needs to remain ﬂexible to
permit the formation of novel assemblies for new stimuli, actions or their combinations
into diﬀerent tasks. In addition, once new assemblies or phase sequences have emerged
they are stabilized by strengthening their connections through synaptic plasticity (Hebbian learning rule). Importantly, this ﬂexibility necessitates mechanisms by which novel
stimuli and actions can be processed before they are enhanced by synaptic plasticity.
Figure 9.1B illustrates the requirement for neuronal assemblies to be formed by strong
connections (familiar stimuli and actions) and weaker connections (novel stimuli and
actions). According to Hebb, incorporating cell assemblies and phase sequences in the
brain essentially becomes a problem of transmission of excitation from sensory to motor
cortex. This transmission needs to be selective, reliable and yet ﬂexible enough to allow
new representations of stimuli and novel actions to be formed.

9.1.1

Synfire Chains

An elaborate model that implements Hebbian assemblies is the synﬁre chain (Abeles,
1982; 1991; 2009; Diesmann et al., 1999; Gewaltig et al., 2001; see Kumar et al., 2010 for
review) and its generalized versions (synﬁre braids: Bienenstock, 1995; polychronization: Izhikievich, 2006). A synﬁre chain is a feedforward network with numerous layers
which are connected through divergent and convergent connections. Transmission of
excitation is achieved by propagating synchronous volleys of spikes from one layer to the
next. The necessity of synchrony is warranted by the established physiological fact that
single spikes create too small EPSPs to trigger another spike. Only a suﬃcient number
of spikes arriving at the postsynaptic neuron within a suﬃciently small time window
is able to generate a new spike (Abeles, 1982; Azouz and Gray, 2000; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2000; Léger et al., 2005; Rodriguez-Molina, 2007; Rossant et al., 2011). Thus,
synchronous presynaptic spike volleys are particularly likely to have a strong eﬀect on
the spiking activity of downstream neurons (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001; Tiesinga and
Sejnowski, 2008). A suﬃciently strong synchronous input to the ﬁrst layer of a synﬁre
chain will be preserved and faithfully propagated across subsequent layers through well
timed and suﬃciently strong divergent and convergent connections between the layers
(Fig. 9.2A). In a Hebbian sense, one layer might represent a cell assembly and the
propagation of a synchronous volley may be considered as a phase sequence.
Initial models of synﬁre chains were studied in isolation and showed that these networks
can implement reliability as they transmit activity to the end of a chain with high ﬁdelity
(Diesmann et al., 1999). However, ﬁrst attempts to embed synﬁre chains in a neuronal
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background with balanced excitation and inhibition violated the selectivity principle.
Synchrony did not only spread along enhanced connections within the synﬁre chain, but
activated the entire network (Mehring et al., 2003). Later it was shown that synchronous
volleys remain restricted to the chain, when either lateral inhibition is introduced (Aviel
et al., 2003; Vogels and Abbott, 2005) or the chain is embedded in asynchronousirregular (AI) background activity with realistic synapses (Kumar et al., 2008). This
AI activity (Brunel, 2000) prevents synchrony to spread outside the chain by quickly
tracking down growing excitation through inhibition (Renart et al., 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et
al., 2012), while synchronous excitation within the chain remains strong enough to
overcome the asynchronous inhibition and spread along the chain. Subsequent studies
have also demonstrated that a set of interacting synﬁre chains can be used to bind
together simple features to a more complex object (Bienenstock, 1996; Abeles et al.,
2004; Hayon et al., 2005) or perform a variety of cognitive tasks (Izhikievich, 2006).
Synﬁre chains have also been used to explain the generation of bird songs out of single
syllables (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Jin, 2007; 2009) and to construct sequences of motor
actions (Schrader et al., 2011; Hanuschkin et al., 2011). Despite new analysis techniques
(Schrader et al., 2008; Gerstein et al., 2012), experimental evidence for synﬁre chains
remains scarce. Evidence comes primarily from ﬁndings of repeating patterns of precise
spike timing (Abeles et al., 1993; Prut et al., 1998; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Shmiel et al.,
2005; 2006; Long et al., 2010).
Even though the current synﬁre chain models display stable and selective dynamics,
their lack of ﬂexibility remains a problem that has not been resolved yet. Synﬁre chains
require speciﬁc connectivity and strong synapses that need to be explicitly designed by
the modeler and thus rather represent Hebbian cell assemblies that have been already
strengthened by synaptic plasticity after repeated activation. Several studies have investigated how synﬁre chains can emerge in neuronal network with diﬀerent learning
algorithms (Prugel-Bennet and Hertz, 1996; Levy et al., 2001; Izhikievich, 2006; Kunkel
et al., 2011; Trengove et al., 2012). However, in these models stimuli can only be processed after some time until synﬁre chains have been learned. In contrast, novel stimuli
presented for the ﬁrst time are not processed.
Despite the absence of a synﬁre chain for a given stimulus/task conﬁguration, there
may exist diluted synﬁre chains with well-timed divergent/convergent connections, but
insuﬃcient synaptic weights (Abeles, 1991; Abeles, 2009). The anatomical connections
within these diluted chains do not produce enough excitation that can overcome background inhibition and fail to reliably propagate activity across the synﬁre network. The
question arises, if there are mechanisms that can increase excitation and synchrony in
each layer such that activity can spread along weaker connections. At the same time,
this mechanism would also need to induce synaptic plasticity (Markram et al., 1997) to
enhance these connections and transform a diluted into a fully functional synﬁre chain.
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9.1.2

Gamma Oscillations

A suitable mechanism to increase excitation may be represented by synchronous inhibition (Tiesinga et al., 2004; 2008; Börgers et al., 2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Börgers
and Kopell, 2008; Fries, 2009). When excitatory input is fed to a network which has
just been released from synchronous inhibition the response of the excitatory neurons
in the network is larger than an input arriving at times of asynchronous inhibition
(Tiesinga and Sejnowski, 2009). This increased excitation will have a stronger impact
on downstream neurons and might also be ampliﬁed, if it arrives precisely at the time of
release of synchronous inhibition. Thus, coordinating excitation with synchronous inhibition within and between layers of a diluted synﬁre chain may improve the propagation
characteristics of the chain.
Synchronous inhibition in the brain has been found to be linked with oscillation in particular in the gamma frequency range (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Gray and Singer, 1989).
The mechanism of synchronous gamma oscillations have been explored in detail theoretically (Wang, 2010) and experimentally (Bartos, 2007; Cardin et al., 2009; Sohal
et al., 2009; Buszaki and Wang, 2012). At the core of this concept are paralvabumin
(PV) positive basket cells, a subtype of GABAergic interneurons. This type of cell has
special characteristics that allow them to eﬀectively provide synchronous inhibition to
a local population of excitatory cells. Their connections to principal cells are highly
divergent and they mediate their inhibition through perisomatic inhibition (Mann et
al., 2005) which is particularly suited to modulate the ﬁring of postsynaptic targets. In
addition, PV positive basket cells are mutually connected (Buhl et al., 1994; Cobb et
al., 1995; Kisvarday, 1993; Tamas et al., 1998) and interact with strong IPSCs (Bartos
et al., 2002) and shunting inhibition (Fries, 2005; Vida et al., 2007). Moreover, communication between basket cells is enhanced by gap junctions (Galarreta et al., 1999;
Tamas et al., 2000). This strong mutual interaction allows basket cells to eﬀectively
synchronize their ﬁring and locally transfer synchronous inhibition to pyramidal cells.
Theoretical studies have investigated how synchronous oscillations in the gamma frequency range emerge in networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons (E-I networks).
Two diﬀerent mechanisms have been identiﬁed. It has been found that tonic drive
to mutually connected interneurons (e.g. through activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors, Whittington et al., 1995), lead to rhythmic synchronous discharges
of inhibitory neurons which in turn also entrain tonically driven pyramidal neurons.
Importantly, this mechanism does not require direct input from the pyramidal cells
to the inhibitory neurons and is purely generated by the interneuron network (ING
mechanism, Brunel and Hakim, 1999; Brunel, 2000). In contrast, the PING mechanism
(Wilson and Cowan, 1972; Brunel and Wang, 2003) is based on phasic excitatory input of the pyramidal cells to the inhibitory neurons. This input drives the inhibitory
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neurons which in turn feed synchronous inhibition back to the pyramidal neurons. The
latter stop ﬁring until inhibition fades and the process starts again, thereby creating
an oscillation, whose frequency is dependent on the membrane time constant of the
inhibitory neurons. Both mechanisms work independently, but may also cooperate to
create gamma oscillations (Wang and Buszaki, 2012). Another potential mechanism
was described recently (Moca et al., 2012) and highlights the role of resonance properties of inhibitory neurons in the generation of gamma oscillations (resonance induced
gamma, RING).

9.1.3

Oscillation Chains

Rhythmic synchronous inhibition created within gamma oscillations might be a suitable
mechanism to enhance the propagation of excitation in diluted synﬁre chains. The
key idea is that weak external input to a pool of excitatory neurons drives a gamma
oscillation, which in turn increases the gain of the excitatory response cycle by cycle
(Fig. 9.2B). The ampliﬁed excitation of this pool drives a gamma oscillation in a
subsequent pool, which again increases excitation that is sent to downstream neurons.
Since the oscillation in a given pool is driven by the previous one through the PING
mechanism, the excitation always arrives at the time, when neurons are most susceptible
to input, i.e. when synchronous inhibition has decayed. This also guarantees that the
oscillations in these two pools have the same frequency and oscillate coherently with
a phase that is given by the transmission delay between the pools (Fries, 2005). Note
that coherent oscillations are not necessarily restricted to the gamma range, but may
also occur in the beta frequency band (Buehlmann et al., 2010).
One can hence construct a chain of oscillations, in which the oscillation in each pool
of neurons is driven by the previous pool and a coherent oscillatory activity propagates along the chain. We denote this oscillating feedforward dynamics as oscillation
chain. Depending on the frequency, we call this activity gamma or beta chain. The
characteristic of this dynamics is the progressive increase of excitation in each layer,
until it is strong enough to spread to the next pool. Thus, with more oscillation cycles,
the activity spreads further within the chain. An example of the dynamics within an
oscillation chain is shown in Figure 9.2C. The ﬁrst pool receives a rhythmic spike volley
as input which is transmitted to subsequent layers. Due to the weak connections the
volley is not transmitted beyond layer two. However, because of the oscillatory nature
of the input, excitation builds up in layer two, until it is suﬃcient to trigger the same
ampliﬁcation mechanism in layer three. With each oscillation cycle, the initial spike
volley in layer one spreads a little further down the chain. After a suﬃcient number
of cycles, excitation reaches the ﬁnal layer of the oscillation chain and transmission
is completed. Importantly, to establish a coherent oscillation, the input needs to be
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presented for a prolonged period of time either as an oscillation or as a suﬃciently long
increase of ﬁring rate, which is converted into a oscillation (Brunel, 2000). This is in
contrast to synﬁre dynamics, in which the presentation of a single spike volley is enough
for a successful propagation of excitation across the chain.
The dynamics in an oscillation chain is fully compatible with the concept of communication through coherence (CTC, Fries, 2005; 2009). This concept is based on the
notion that two oscillating groups of neurons can communicate eﬀectively, if they oscillate in phase such that the output of one group drives neurons in a second group just at
the time, when inhibition fades. In an oscillation chain, each pool communicates with
other pools further downstream through coherent oscillations and can thus eﬀectively
transmit synchronous spike volleys along the chain. Coherent oscillations in the gamma
range across diﬀerent brain areas have been studied in both multi-site unit recordings
(Roelfsema et al., 1997; Brecht et al., 1998; Womelsdorf et al., 2007) and large scale
recordings (EEG and MEG, Varela et al., 2001). They have been associated with visual (Singer, 1999; Tallon Baudry, 2009) and somatosensory perception (Gross et al.,
2007), consciousness (Engel and Singer, 2001; Melloni et al., 2007) and execution of
movements (Crone et al., 1998; Pfurtscheller et al., 2003; Siegel et al., 2011; van Wijk
et al., 2012)

9.1.4

Transformation Oscillation Chains - Synfire Chains

In the Hebbian framework, a novel stimulus activates a new cell assembly which is
stabilized after repeated presentation through learning. Learning is triggered by consistent coincidences of neural discharges within the assembly and increases the excitatory weights such that even the presentation of an incomplete stimulus activates the
same assembly (Hebb’s learning rule). If an oscillation chain represents the processing
of novel stimuli and a synﬁre chain reﬂects more familiar stimuli, how can oscillatory
dynamics be transformed into a more synﬁre mode of activity? In accordance with
Hebb’s hypothetical learning rule, theoretical (Gerstner et al., 1996) and experimental
studies (Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1997; Zhang et al., 1998) have conﬁrmed
the importance of precise spike timing between pre- and postsynaptic neurons to enhance (long-term potentiation, LTP) or suppress (long-term suppression, LTD) synaptic
strength and the results are formalized within the framework of spike-timing dependent
synaptic plasticity (STDP; Song et al., 2000).
Importantly, coherent gamma oscillations provide an ideal environment to induce LTP,
as the precise phase relationship between two oscillating pools provides a consistent
timing relationship between pre- and postsynaptic neurons. Thus it was proposed
that this correlated ﬁring of neurons within gamma oscillations (Axmacher et al., 2006;
Jutras and Buﬀalo, 2010) activates STDP and thus promotes the formation of memories
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and better communication between diﬀerent brain regions (Fell and Axmacher, 2011).
Since the diﬀerent pools within an oscillation chain oscillate in phase, one might thus
expect that LTP is switched on and strengthens the excitatory connections between the
diﬀerent layers. The more often a stimulus is presented the larger the enhancement of
these connections. As these weights increase, less and less ampliﬁcation is needed and
hence fewer oscillation cycles to propagate a synchronous volley across the chain. After
a suﬃcient number of stimulus repetitions, the weights may become strong enough for
the chain to support synﬁre dynamics such that a spike volley is transmitted to the
ﬁnal layer in one sweep (i.e. in one oscillation cycle). Thus, STDP might strengthen
synapses between the layers of an oscillation chain and reduce the number of cycles
needed for spike volley transmission until weights are suﬃciently strong to allow synﬁre
dynamics.
To test the framework outlined above we constructed a layered feedforward network
with an architecture similar to Diesmann et al. (1999), but added inhibitory neurons
recurrently connected with excitatory neurons in each layer to induce oscillations based
on the PING mechanism. We found coherent oscillations that spread across the network and a decrease in oscillation cycles needed to transmit spike volleys to the ﬁnal
layer with increasing weights. Synﬁre chain activity was established with suﬃciently
strong weights. These results conﬁrm the hypotheses developed above and demonstrate
that oscillatory chains and synﬁre chains are two complementary ways to transmit synchronous spiking activity in neural networks.

9.2
9.2.1

Materials and Methods
Neuron Model

The network was modeled with current-based leaky integrate-and-ﬁre neurons, whose
= − τ1m V + C1m Isyn (t). τm represents the membrane
membrane potential is given by dV
dt
time constant, C m the membrane capacitance and I syn synaptic current. In the simulations τm was 20ms. A spike was elicited, when the membrane potential crossed a
ﬁxed threshold which was set at 20mV above the resting potential. After a refractory
period of 1ms the membrane potential was reset to its resting value of 0 mV (Tuckwell,
−t
1988). Postsynaptic currents (PSC) followed an α-function Iα (t) = τeα te τα with rise
time τα which was 0.5ms for excitatory and 2.5ms for inhibitory neurons in this study.
Synaptic weights J were given by the peak amplitude of the PSC. All simulations were
performed with NEST (see www.nest-initiative.org) using an integration step of 0.1ms.
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9.2.2

Network

Details of the network architecture are shown in Figure 9.3A. The simulated network
consists of 20 layers of excitatory neurons (400 per layer, blue circles) which are connected in a feedforward fashion with weights J syn , connection probability of 0.1 and
a delay of 0.5ms. In the simulations, J syn was varied between 0.7 and 1.9mV.. Each
excitatory neuron connects to other randomly chosen excitatory and inhibitory neurons
within the same pool (100 per layer, red circles) with weights J exc (0.08mV). Each inhibitory neuron is reciprocally connected with other inhibitory neurons and feeds back
to the excitatory pool. Inhibitory connections between the layers were omitted. All
inhibitory weights were set to J inh = g ∗ J exc with g=10. Delays of 2.5ms were given
to recurrent excitatory and inhibitory connections, while transmission between the excitatory and inhibitory pools was delayed by 0.5ms. Recurrent and in between pool
connections were established with a probability of 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. Moreover,
each neuron received an external Poissonian drive with rate νext = 9.8kHz and weight
J exc . Input to layer one consisted of a spike volley with 100 spikes and a Gaussian
temporal proﬁle (sigma = 1ms). After allowing spontaneous network dynamics to settle for 1200ms, we either presented single or oscillating spike volleys with frequencies
ranging between 10 and 30Hz.

9.3

Results

We simulated a layered network (Fig. 9.3A) with 20 layers and 500 neurons per layer
(400 excitatory and 100 inhibitory neurons). The excitatory and inhibitory populations in each pool were recurrently connected and mutual synaptic links between the
neurons within a pool were added. The diﬀerent layers communicated with the nearest
layers through feedforward connections, which were purely excitatory and projected to
excitatory neurons only. Each layer may be viewed as a local cortical E-I network,
which interacts with more remote networks through long-range excitatory connections.
As illustrated in Figure 9.3B, the population activity within each layer displayed asynchronous irregular (AI) activity (Brunel, 2000), when the network was driven by an
external Poisson input.

9.3.1

Amplification of Excitation during Oscillatory Spike Volley Input

We presented single or oscillating synchronous spike volleys to the ﬁrst layer of the
network and studied diﬀerences in propagation between these two types of input as a
function of the connection strength (J syn ) between the layers. First, we investigated
the eﬀect of oscillatory input on the inhibition characteristics of excitatory neurons in
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the ﬁrst layer of the chain. An example of membrane potentials (V m ) and their average
(in color) recorded from excitatory neurons in layer one during an oscillating stimulus
at 20Hz is shown in Figure 9.3C. It demonstrates that an initially weak inhibitory
response to an input pulse is ampliﬁed cycle by cycle until a steady state response
is reached after the presentation of four spike volleys. Thus, oscillatory input at this
frequency leads to progressive recruitment of inhibitory neurons which in turn inhibit an
increasing number of excitatory neurons. Next, we analyzed the impact of the growing
inhibition on the number of excitatory neurons that ﬁred in response to the presented
spike volleys. To this end we counted the number of spikes (alpha) within a short time
window (10 ms) following a pulse in each layer. The onset and oﬀset of the window
was corrected for the conduction delays between the layers. In addition, we quantiﬁed
the synchronization degree between the excitatory neurons by calculating the temporal
dispersion (sigma) of the spikes within the window which we measured as the time
between the ﬁrst and last spike. The temporal evolution of and for excitatory neurons
in the ﬁrst four layers is illustrated in Figure 9.3D, where each dot represents one input
pulse. In general, alpha increased with the number of input oscillation cycles and ended
in an attractor, in which the number of excitatory spikes remained stable at around 300
spikes. Notably, the number of cycles needed to reach this attractor was a function of
the layer index and was smaller for the ﬁrst layers and larger for further downstream
layers. The temporal dispersion sigma decreased, as more spike volleys were presented
to layer one and similar to alpha approached an attractor with values between 1 and
5ms. Interestingly, this attractor was layer speciﬁc with average sigma being higher
in ﬁrst layers and smaller in later layers. These results indicate that repeated spike
volley input not only ampliﬁes excitation in each layer, but also increases the temporal
precision of excitatory spikes, as the oscillation advances in time. In addition, this
precision increases, as the spike volley spreads across the layers in line with previous
studies (Reyes et al., 2003; Rosenbaum et al., 2011).

9.3.2

Emergence of Oscillation-and Synfire Chains

Having established the presence of ampliﬁcation during oscillatory input, we examined
the spread of spike volleys across the network as a function of J syn in more detail. The
raster plots in Figure 9.4 illustrate the characteristics of pulse packet propagation for
three diﬀerent weights J syn after stimulation with either a single spike volley (left) or
a sequence of spike volleys presented with a frequency of 20Hz (right). For small and
medium weights a single pulse packet did not propagate beyond layer two. Only with
strong weights a synﬁre chain emerges (Abeles, 1991; Diesmann et al., 1999) and a
synchronous spike volley is transmitted faithfully to the last layer. When a rhythmic
train of spike volleys is presented to the network with small J syn , synchronous activity
builds up during subsequent cycles and spreads further than in the case of single pulse
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packet input. However, the propagation of synchrony does not reach the ﬁnal layer
and is characterized by a waxing and waning pattern of activity spread and collapse.
This pattern changes, when J syn is increased to medium values. Now, synchronous
volleys spread further and further along the chain, as the input oscillation progresses.
Even though the weights are not strong enough to allow synﬁre propagation, they
are suﬃcient to trigger the ampliﬁcation mechanism as described above in all layers.
As a consequence, excitation can build up in each layer during the oscillation and
spread to subsequent layer, where ampliﬁcation is repeated. In each oscillation cycle,
synchrony spreads further down the network and after a suﬃcient number of cycles
the synchronous volley reaches the ﬁnal layer. The result is a coherent oscillation
that spreads across the network and allows faithful communication between remote
layers through synchronous spike volleys. This type of activity is equivalent to the
oscillation chain hypothesis described above. When J syn is further increased, the initial
pulse packet is propagated to the ﬁnal layer in the ﬁrst cycle without the necessity of
further ampliﬁcation. Oscillation chains are thus transformed into synﬁre chains with
suﬃciently strong excitatory weights between the layers.
In order to further quantify this result, we systematically varied J syn and determined
values for which synchrony did not propagate, spread within an oscillation chain or
supported synﬁre transmission. In addition, we counted the number of cycles needed
to transmit a spike volley in an oscillation chain from layer one to the last layer. The
results are shown in Figure 9.5. For small weights, synchronization did not spread to the
ﬁnal layer of the chain. However, with increasing J syn oscillation chains emerged and
the number of cycles necessary to propagate a volley to the ﬁnal layer decreased nonlinearly with larger values of J syn . Note that if J syn becomes too large, spontaneous
oscillation and synﬁre chains are triggered in random layers of the network that are
independent of the stimulus (not shown).

9.3.3

Oscillation Chains and Resonance

The above analysis was performed with input pulses that oscillated at a frequency of
20 Hz. We next investigated the emergence of oscillation chains as a function of the
input frequency. To this end we presented oscillatory input between 10 and 30Hz to
the network with a value of J syn that supported oscillation chain propagation above.
For each frequency we checked the presence of oscillation chains that transmit synchronous volleys to the ﬁnal layer. An example for a frequency, at which a propagating
oscillation was absent, is shown in Figure 9.6A. At this frequency, the input volley
arrived at a time, when activity in the layer was either too inhibited or has already
returned to baseline activity. Thus, inhibition and consequently excitation were not
consistently ampliﬁed, as shown in Figure 9.6B. Varying the frequency systematically
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revealed that oscillation chains only evolved within a narrow frequency band (17-20
Hz, see Fig. 9.6C), while other frequencies did not support transmission of synchrony
through coherent oscillations. These results indicate that the ampliﬁcation process is
due to a resonance phenomenon, which appears at frequencies that are network speciﬁc.

9.4

Conclusion

In the present study, we propose a new framework to overcome shortcomings of the
synﬁre chain hypothesis by introducing the concept of oscillation chains. An oscillation chain compensates for too weak synaptic links within diluted synﬁre chains by
progressive ampliﬁcation of excitation through oscillating synchronous inhibition. As
a consequence, during the prolonged presentation of a stimulus, a coherent oscillation
propagates across the chain and takes several cycles to transmit a spike volley. Coherent oscillatory activity induces synaptic plasticity which strengthens the synaptic
weights between layers of a diluted synﬁre chain. This promotes faster transmission
and reduces the time a stimulus needs to be presented in order to be processed. In the
limit, only one cycle is necessary for reliable transmission, in which case the oscillation
chain is converted into a synﬁre chain.
We tested this framework in a layered network, in which each layer contained a recurrently connected E-I network. We found that this type of architecture supports
oscillation chains, when input is presented at the resonance frequency of the local E-I
network. Importantly, the number of cycles necessary to transmit synchronous volleys to the ﬁnal layer was dependent on the excitatory weights between the layers.
Our results also show that the network can propagate pulse packets in one cycle only,
when inter-layer weights are suﬃciently strong. Thus, the model supports the idea that
synﬁre chains are a special case of oscillatory chains.
Depending on the parameters, local E-I networks may resonate at diﬀerent frequencies. In our model, parameters were tuned such that the network resonated at beta
frequency (~20Hz). Several studies have indeed reported long-distance coherence not
only in the gamma band, but also at beta frequencies (see Engel and Fries, 2010 for
review). Moreover, a recent theoretical study demonstrated that a local oscillating network can communicate with more distant networks through coherence in both the beta
and gamma band (Buehlmann et al., 2010; Deco et al., 2011). These ﬁndings indicate
that oscillation chains may occur at diﬀerent frequencies and the exact frequency is a
function of the resonance properties of the local networks.
An important prediction of our model is the appearance of coherent oscillations only
during stimuli that are presented during a suﬃciently amount of time. This time is necessary to trigger the ampliﬁcation mechanism and transmit synchrony during a number
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of cycles through the network. In a recent EEG study by Melloni et al. (2007), a stimulus was presented for a brief period time to human subjects, after which it was either
rendered invisible by a mask or remained visible for a larger amount of time. In line
with our prediction, coherent gamma oscillation only emerged during the visible condition with phase synchrony across widespread cortical networks. However, even during
the invisible condition, subjects performed signiﬁcantly better during a matching task
indicating that even the brieﬂy presented stimulus was processed. This is in accordance
with other studies that found a priming eﬀect for short and unperceived stimuli in subsequent tasks (Thorpe et al., 1996; Thorpe and Fabre-Thorpe, 2001; see Fabre-Thorpe,
2011 for review) suggesting that visual information can be already analyzed during
the ﬁrst wave of cortical activity. We hypothesize that brief stimuli activate networks
with already established and strong connections in which synchrony may spread very
fast and without the need of further ampliﬁcation. Only when a stimulus is presented
for a longer time, also previously unfamiliar aspect of a stimulus can be processed by
enhancing the spread of synchrony along weaker connections through ampliﬁcation in
oscillation chains.
Another prediction is the presence of precise temporal ﬁring patterns not only during
synﬁre chain dynamics, but also within oscillation cycles, since the underlying connectivity remains the same in both dynamics. Notably, a recent studies found consistent
ﬁring delays between neurons (Schneider et al., 2006) and precise ﬁring sequences of different neurons (Havenith et al., 2011) within cycles of beta/gamma oscillation evoked
by drifting gratings in anesthetized cat primary visual cortex . Importantly, these
delays and ﬁring patterns were stimulus speciﬁc and changed with the directions of
the grating. Within our framework, these patterns may arise during the generation
of gamma/beta chains and are due to the spread of synchrony along precise, but presumably weak anatomical connections organized as diluted synﬁre chains. Since each
stimulus activates networks with a diﬀerent connectivity, patterns within synchronized
oscillations should change as a function of the stimulus properties.
Oscillation chains may not only arise in neural networks after stimulation by the environment, but may also be created internally. In this case, neuronal networks need
to maintain spatiotemporal patterns of neuronal activity for a limited amount of time,
which provide input to the rest of cortex and may allow the formation of oscillation
chains. Interestingly, there is an increase of coherence in beta/gamma frequencies between areas in the frontal and parietal areas during maintenance of information in working memory (Lutzenberger et al., 2002; Babiloni et al., 2004; see Fell and Axmacher,
2011 for review). Moreover, recent experimental and theoretical evidence suggest that
spatiotemporal activity patterns in the gamma range can be embedded and maintained
in beta oscillations in the absence of external stimulation (Roopun et al., 2008; Kopell
et al., 2011). This opens up the possibility that persistent patterns of beta oscillations
may provide the prolonged input to subsequent processing stages, which allows the
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formation of oscillation chains in the beta range.
In conclusion, we propose a novel theoretical framework for transmission of synchronous
spike volleys and neuronal communication that combines synﬁre chains, coherent oscillations and synaptic plasticity. In this framework, coherent oscillations arise in diluted
synﬁre chains through resonance and ampliﬁcation of weak synaptic input. Synﬁre
chains are regarded as a special case of oscillation chains and emerge after suﬃcient
strengthening of synaptic weights through plasticity induced by the coherent oscillation.
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9.5

Figures
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Figure 9.1: Simpliﬁed version of a decision making process in the brain. A: Two diﬀerent
stimuli (red and green dot) are shown to the animal, whose presence has to be conﬁrmed
by a button push of the respective color. Red and green lines indicate the neuronal
processing cascades for each stimulus/task pair in the brain. B: Scheme of neural
processing for novel and familiar stimulus/task pairs and putative connectivity strength.
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Figure 9.2: Models for propagation of synchronous spike volleys. A: Spread of pulse
packets across three layers of a synﬁre chain with strong connections (arrows) illustrated
at three diﬀerent points in time t. Blue ﬁlled circles indicate spikes from excitatory neurons. B: Ampliﬁcation of a weak, but prolonged excitatory input in layer one of a diluted
synﬁre chain during several cycles of an oscillation as a consequence of synchronous inhibition (red). C: Ampliﬁcation is exploited to transmit input across three layers of a
diluted synﬁre chain with weak synapses (dashed arrows).
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Figure 9.3: Architecture and spontaneous activity of the investigated neural network.
A: The network consists of 20 layers each containing a recurrently connected network
of excitatory and inhibitory. These layers are connected through feedforward connections. In addition, neurons within the excitatory and inhibitory pools of each layer
are mutually connected. All neurons receive an external Poisson drive with rate v.
B: Example of 1s spontaneous activity without spike volley input. Blue dots indicate
excitatory neurons and red dots represent inhibitory neurons. C: Membrane potential
of all excitatory neurons (gray) and their average (blue) during spontaneous activity
and rhythmic stimulation with spike volleys at a frequency of 20Hz. D: Spike count of
excitatory neurons (alpha) and temporal dispersion of spikes (sigma) measured within
a window of 10ms for the ﬁrst four layers of the network. Each dot indicates alpha
and sigma of the excitatory response to 1 out of 20 oscillatory spike volleys (20Hz)
presented to layer 1. The ﬁrst cycle of the stimulus is represented by the arrows and
time is indicated by the colored lines.
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Figure 9.4: Comparison between synﬁre chain and oscillation chain propagation for
diﬀerent excitatory coupling strengths between layers. On the left, layer one receives
a single synchronous spike volley. The pulse packet propagation across a network of
20 layers and for three diﬀerent levels of layer coupling is shown. Note that only with
strong coupling the pulse packet travels to layer 20. On the right, the ﬁrst layer receives
a sustained oscillatory spike volley with a frequency of 20Hz. An oscillation chain starts
to form with suﬃciently strong weights and reliably propagates the initial pulse packet
to layer 20 after a number of cycles.
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Figure 9.5: The number of cycles needed to propagate a spike volley within an oscillation
chain is plotted as a function of the coupling strength. A value of zero cycles indicates
failure of propagation. The dashed line represents synﬁre chain propagation, i.e. only
one cycle is necessary to transmit a pulse packet.
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Figure 9.6: Emergence of an oscillation chain only occurs with oscillatory input at
resonance frequencies. A: The purely feedforward network was given an oscillatory
input with frequency of 25Hz. Note that the same network responded with an oscillation
chain to an input frequency of 20Hz. B: Voltage traces of individual layer one excitatory
neurons and their average during a 25Hz input. C: Oscillation chains only spread for a
small range of input frequencies, but fail to emerge at other frequencies.
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10

The Problem of Neuronal Communication

How do diﬀerent brain areas communicate with each other? How is neuronal activity
reliably and at the same time ﬂexibly routed across diﬀerent brain structures during
neuronal processing? The problem of how diﬀerent neuronal networks communicate
has recently received increased attention and a variety of theories have been proposed
and investigated in neurobiological experiments. The aim of this thesis was to experimentally test certain aspects of neuronal communication and gain new theoretical
insights on how the brain may use complementary strategies to get information from
the environment across diﬀerent stages of neuronal processing.
Several recent reviews have highlighted the importance of understanding the processes
underlying communication between diﬀerent brain areas (Vogels et al., 2005; Kumar et
al., 2010; Beggs and Timme, 2012), but the formulation of the problem already dates
back to Hebb (1949) and Bak (1996). Hebb realized that "The central problem with
which we must find a way to deal can be put in two different ways. Psychologically,
it is the problem of thought: some sort of process that is not fully controlled by environmental stimulation and yet cooperates closely with that stimulation...Physiologically,
the problem is that of transmission of excitation from sensory to motor cortex". He was
interested in the neuronal activity that implements communication between sensory input and the motor output, and introduced the concept of cell assemblies to explain how
excitation is reliably transmitted across the brain (Fig. 10.1A). Another description
of the problem was introduced by Bak (1996) and referred to as the monkey problem.
He imagined a monkey sitting in front of a computer screen and being presented either
with a red or green dot stimulus. The monkey was trained to link the presentation of
one color with a button press of one thumb and the other color with the thumb of the
other hand (Fig. 10.1B). Bak wondered how neuronal networks can learn and achieve
such a precise input-ouput matching and reliably communicate messages through a vast
number of neurons interceding between sensory and motor regions of the cortex.
Evidently, any mechanism implementing neuronal communication must fulﬁll a number
of criteria to solve the monkey problem. First, communication must be reliable, such
that a message that is generated in sensory areas by environmental stimuli is faithfully
processed and transmitted to the motor cortex. This means that the neuronal signal
representing and processing the stimulus must not fade away before reaching the motor
cortex. Second, neuronal communication needs to be selective so that a given input
signal only targets its associated output without activating other output areas. Finally,
the routing of neuronal signals must be ﬂexible to allow learning and the formation of
new input-output links. A number of theories have been developed, which account for
these three prerequisites of neuronal communication in diﬀerent ways. These include
the criticality hypothesis (Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007; Beggs, 2008), the synﬁre chain
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Figure 10.1: A: Sequence of cell assemblies spreading through the cortex. Adapted
from Hebb (1949). B: Block diagaram of brain interacting with the outer world. The
world shows a red or green signal or green signal to the brain. The signal is fed into the
brain at arbritary neurons. The bottom row represents the action resulting from the
processes going on in the brain. This is transmitted to the environment, which provides
a feedback. If the response is correct, the environment provides food; if the response is
not correct, the environment does not provide food. Taken from Bak (1996).
hypothesis (Abeles, 1982; 1991) and the communication through coherence hypothesis (Fries, 2005; 2009). In this thesis, we have experimentally explored the criticality
hypothesis and tested for the presence of critical features in spontaneous activity of
anesthetized cats and awake monkeys. Moreover, we proposed a new theoretical framework that potentially bridges the gap between the seemingly diﬀerent concepts of synﬁre
chains and communication through coherence, and evaluated its validity in numerical
simulations.

11

Neuronal Avalanches and Criticality In Vivo

As reviewed in the introduction, the concept of criticality originated in the ﬁeld of
statistical physics during the last century and was used to characterize peculiar features
of second order phase transitions in thermodynamical systems. These features included
the emergence of complex spatiotemporal patterns with long-range correlations and
power laws in various measures. While the original notion of criticality was restricted
to closed thermodynamical system and required ﬁne tuning of critical parameters (e.g.
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temperature or pressure), it was later extended by Per Bak and colleagues (Bak et
al., 1987; Bak, 1996) and included self-organization as the driving force to achieve
critical states. Self-organized criticality (SOC) attempted to explain the ubiquitous
presence of complexity and power laws in natural and man-made systems. Bak also
speculated that brain activity might be self-organized critical (Bak, 1996) and inspired
neuroscientists to test the applicability of his ideas to brain dynamics. Since SOC
explains complexity through cascading events in a critical system, criticality in brain
activity was henceforth referred to as neuronal avalanches A number of studies searched
for signs of neuronal avalanches in LFP and spiking activity of both in vitro and in vivo
preparations. The results were mixed and depended on the type of preparation and
signal used. Power laws were most often found in local ﬁeld potentials in in vitro and
in vivo studies (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Gireesh et al., 2008; Petermann et al., 2009),
even though some studies refuted the presence of power laws with rigorous statistical
methods (Touboul and Destexhe, 2010; Dheghani et al., 2012). The most ambiguous
results were obtained in spiking activity, where in vitro studies generally displayed
robust critical features (Mazzoni et al., 2007; Pasquale et al., 2008; Friedman et al.,
2012), while power laws were in general absent in vivo (Bédard et al., 2006; Petermann
et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 2010; Dheghani et al., 2012), except during ketamin-xylazin
anesthesia (Ribeiro et al., 2010). The seemingly general existence of criticality in local
ﬁeld potentials prompted some authors to postulate that neuronal avalanches serve as
a substrate for Hebbian cell assemblies (Plenz and Thiagarayan, 2007) and establish
communication between diﬀerent brain areas through spreading neuronal activity and
long-range correlations (Chialvo, 2010; Beggs and Timme, 2012). The widespread
absence of critical features in spiking activity was accounted for by the small number
of neurons recorded by multi-electrode arrays, which leads to signiﬁcant sub-sampling
of the local neuronal population (Priesemann et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 2010). This
problem is less prominent in LFP recordings, as much larger populations of neurons are
sampled and thus reﬂect critical features more faithfully.

11.1

Neuronal Avalanches in Spontaneous Activity In Vivo

In order to further clarify the dichotomous results in spiking activity and local ﬁeld
potentials, we recorded LFP and action potentials in the primary visual cortex of anesthetized (halothane) cats with 16 channel multi-electrode arrays. We performed standard neuronal avalanche analysis as described in Beggs and Plenz (2003) for LFP and
spiking activity, and in addition analyzed inter-spike intervals and computed average
auto- and crosscorrelation histograms of the recorded spike trains. The results showed
clear power laws in cluster size distributions for the majority of datasets in the LFP,
while the analysis of spiking activity had an ambiguous outcome. In about two thirds
of the datasets visual inspection showed power laws with a signiﬁcantly better power
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law ﬁt compared to an exponential function which indicates statistical independence.
Similar results were found for lifetime distributions. Notably, the power law exponent
was similar across these datasets with a value of ~-1.8. A power law also ﬁtted the
inter-spike interval of the population spike trains or averaged across individual units
better than an exponential distribution. However, cluster size and lifetime distributions
of the remaining datasets were visibly curved and power law ﬁts did not exceed ﬁts of
exponential distributions. Similar results were obtained for the inter-spike interval distributions. Another notable diﬀerence between these two types of datasets was visible
in their correlation structure. Peaks in auto - and crosscorrelation histograms of recordings with power laws were higher and broader compared to datasets, in which a power
law was absent. This result indicates that correlations were on average stronger and
spanned a longer timescale, when a power law was present. In order to explain these
diﬀerent results, we proposed two hypotheses. First we considered the sub-sampling
hypothesis (see above), which attributes the lack of power law to insuﬃcient sampling
of the spiking activity generated by the local neuronal network. To test this hypothesis,
we randomly removed a varying number of spikes from datasets with power laws and
indeed the power law was gradually replaced by curved distributions, as the number of
deleted spikes increased. These ﬁndings make sub-sampling a viable hypothesis for the
absence of power laws. However, we also suggested an alternative explanation, which
postulates the existence of cortical states with diﬀerent dynamics. The foundation of
this hypothesis was our observation that the correlation structure between the two types
of datasets was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent, which may be a consequence of fundamentally
diﬀerent dynamics rather than insuﬃcient sampling of spiking activity. The cortex may
display critical activity at one point in time, but can also exhibit activity that deviates
from criticality at other times.

11.2

Neuronal Avalanches and Cortical States

Cortical state has been traditionally deﬁned as the amount of slow ﬂuctuations (1-5 Hz)
in population signals like the EEG and LFP, and varied between synchronized states
with large amplitude in slower frequencies during slow-wave sleep and desynchronized
activity during waking. Recent studies (see Harris and Thiele, 2011 for review) related the synchronized state to population bursts (up-phases) in spiking activity that
are coherent across all recorded neurons and followed by periods of no activity (down
phases) (e.g. Luszak et al., 2007; Renart et al., 2010). In contrast, desynchronized
states and suppression of slow activity in the LFP are accompanied by continuous and
irregular population spiking activity without the burst structure found during synchronization (Curto et al., 2009; Renart et al., 2010). This type of activity resembles the
asynchronous irregular (AI) state found in neuronal network models of cortical activity
(Brunel, 2000). Importantly, synchronous activity is not only found during deep sleep,
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but is also seen in awake animals during immobility and quiet wakefulness (Petersen
et al., 2003; Crochet et al., 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008). Moreover, the degree
of synchronization ﬂuctuates along a continuum and is not restricted to the extreme
ends of synchronized and desynchronized states (Curto et al., 2009). Thus, we hypothesized that synchronized cortical dynamics with its large population ﬂuctuations and
long-range correlations comes closer to the deﬁnition of criticality, while more desynchronized states signiﬁcantly deviate from critical activity.
In order to test the hypothesis that diﬀerent cortical states can account for the presence
in some, but absence in other datasets of our previous study, we conducted more experiments in the primary visual cortex of anesthetized cats (isoﬂurane) and one awake
monkey. We used 32 channel silicon probes in the cat and 96 channel Utah arrays
in the monkey to record spontaneous activity. Cortical states were separated based on
diﬀerences in the frequency composition of the LFP power spectrum averaged across all
electrodes in short time segments of one second. These diﬀerences were evaluated using
principal component analysis and k-means clustering, and resulted in the separation of
four to ﬁve diﬀerent states, which mostly diﬀered in the frequency bands between 1-5 Hz
and 5-15 Hz. These states reﬂected a continuum of synchronization levels with strongly
synchronized and desynchronized activity on both ends. Synchronization in spiking
activity was assessed by calculating auto-correlation histograms (ACH) and Fano factors (FF) of the population spike train. More synchronized states displayed higher and
broader ACH center peaks as well as larger Fano factors compared to more desynchronized activity, where peaks were less prominent and Fano factors smaller. Interestingly,
while the population ﬁring rate decreased with desynchronization in the cat, it increased
in the monkey recordings. Moreover, spike-triggered average analysis yielded an association of spiking activity with large amplitude LFP deﬂections during synchronized
states and smaller deﬂections during desynchronization. Thus, our analysis conﬁrmed
the presence of diﬀerent cortical states with varying degrees of synchronization at the
spiking level in both anesthetized cats and awake monkeys.
Next, we performed neuronal avalanche analysis and quantiﬁed the tail of the cluster
size distributions with the scale parameter (sigma) of a lognormal distribution. Larger
values of sigma indicate heavy tails close to power laws, while smaller values reﬂect
stronger deviation from power laws. Indeed, upon visual inspection cluster size distributions of synchronized states showed a power law and yielded larger values of sigma,
while desynchronized activity was characterized by markedly curved distributions with
smaller values of sigma. However, shuﬄing analysis revealed that even in the most
desynchronized states some synchronization remained, which we attributed to ﬁring
rate ﬂuctuations at longer time scales due to non-stationarity of the spiking activity.
Heavier tails were also found in the inter-spike interval distributions of the population
spike trains during synchronized states as indicated by larger values of the coeﬃcient of
variation as opposed to desynchronized states, in which distributions rather indicated
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statistical independence between spikes.
Finally, we tested the LFP for signs of criticality and devised a new method that
takes the entire signal into account without the need of thresholding as in previous
studies (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Touboul and Destexhe, 2010; Dehghani et al., 2012).
Surprisingly, in contrast to the spiking activity and similar to our previous results,
distributions close to power laws were present in all states, even though the power
law cutoﬀ was shifted to higher values in more synchronous states due to the larger
amplitude of LFP deﬂections. Shape parameter values of ﬁtted gamma distributions
indicated strongly heavy-tailed distributions across all states. Importantly, despite
slight diﬀerences in the LFP correlation structure between states, the overall average
correlation between electrodes remained very high (>0.7).
Taken together, these results show a clear dependence of power law distributions on
cortical state in spiking activity, while the dynamical state of the cortex has little
impact on power law distributions in the LFP due to an overall high level of correlation.
These ﬁndings raise the question about the origin of the dichotomous character of
spiking activity and LFP with respect to signs of criticality. As mentioned above, a
possible answer is the fact that current multi-electrode technology highly sub-samples
the activity of individual neurons, while the LFP records the summed activity of a
much larger neuronal population. The detrimental eﬀect of sub-sampling on power
laws statistics has been shown by theoretical studies (Priesemann et al., 2009; Ribeiro
et al., 2010) and used to explain the absence of power law in spiking activity during
waking and sleep in rats (Ribeiro et al., 2010). Within this framework, all neuronal
activity is critical even during seemingly desynchronized states, but signs of criticality
remains hidden due to insuﬃcient sampling of spikes. Even though Ribeiro et al.
(2010) did not ﬁnd power laws in their spiking data, they found evidence for criticality
even in desynchronized states using a scaling approach and supported the sub-sampling
hypothesis. Our ﬁndings seem to be consistent with sub-sampling as power laws in the
LFP are indeed invariant to the cortical state, while spiking activity has critical features
only in synchronized states.
However, an alternative scenario is that the cortex can switch between critical states
with large-scale synchronization and non-critical dynamics with rather desynchronized
activity. In case of cortical desynchronization, even the sampling of all spikes from all
neurons of a local population would still result in a deviation from power law statistics
as demonstrated in computer simulations (El Boustani et al., 2007). Some studies
suggested that cortical activity is in general non-critical (Bédard et al., 2006; Dehghani
et al., 2012), but they did not separate states at a ﬁne temporal scale like in our study
which reveals short epochs of population synchronization even in the awake monkey.
Importantly, previous reports of power law in spiking activity came from experiments
in reduced in vitro preparations with alternations of up-and down phases (Mazzoni et
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al., 2007; Pasquale et al., 2008) that are associated with widespread synchronization
or rats anesthetized with Ketamin-Xylazin (Ribeiro et al., 2010), which produces a
regular oscillation of up- and down activity. A study by Friedman et al. (2012) tested
other predictions by criticality theory in spiking activity of in vitro experiments and
found robust evidence for a critical state during large-scale synchronization of spiking
activity. Two recent studies have reported asynchronous activity in awake monkeys
(Ecker et al., 2010) and anesthetized rats (Renart et al., 2010), and it was argued based
on theoretical grounds that the cortex has mechanisms that enforce desynchronization
of neuronal activity (Renart et al., 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012). According to these
studies, inhibition plays an important role in preventing neuronal excitation to build
up and hence the generation of spreading neuronal avalanches. Importantly, inhibition
seems to dominate during desynchronized activity (Rudolph et al., 2007; Haider et al.,
2013) and thus destroy the balance of excitation and inhibition found during critical
neuronal dynamics (Shew et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2012). Changes in cortical state are
triggered by neuromodulators like acetylcholine, noradrenaline or serotonine (Harris and
Thiele, 2011), whose eﬀects at the cellular and synaptic level induce state transitions.
In addition, glutamatergic input from subcortical structures like the thalamus plays an
important role in desynchronizing cortical activity as demonstrated by a recent study
(Poulet et al., 2012). Even though it seems possible that the cortex generates genuine
desynchronized activity away from a critical dynamical regime, the presence of power
laws and strong correlation in LFP despite neuronal desynchronization at the spiking
level argues against an asynchronous state in cortical activity. However, it is conceivable
that a considerable amount of correlation between channels in the LFP is spurious and
due to passive spread of electric signals through volume conduction, as already pointed
out by other neuronal avalanche studies (Touboul and Destexhe, 2010; Dehghani et al.,
2012). This claim received support by a recent study based on current source density
analysis which found passive spread of neuronal activity up to 6mm of cortex (Kajigawa
and Schroeder, 2011). This in contrast to previous reports which suggested a purely
local origin of the LFP (Katzner et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2009), not exceeding a spread
of 200-400m. Volume conduction across the entire electrode array may thus explain the
high average correlation in the LFP despite clear signs of desynchronization. However,
pharmacological manipulations during in vitro studies on neuronal avalanches changed
the synchronization proﬁle of the LFP between diﬀerent recordings channels indicating
that volume conduction alone cannot fully account for large scale synchrony in the LFP
(Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Shew et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2012) In summary, our results
on neuronal avalanches in anesthetized cats and awake monkeys are consistent with
both the sub-sampling hypothesis and the idea that the cortex can generate genuinely
desynchronized activity, if volume conduction is considered as a potential source of
spurious correlations in the LFP.
From a functional point of view, criticality has been viewed as a dynamical state which
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creates complex spatiotemporal activity patterns and hence optimizes neuronal network
functions like information processing, storage and transmission as well as the dynamical range of stimulus responses (see Beggs, 2008 for review) . It was argued that large
ﬂuctuations of neuronal activity inherent to critical neuronal dynamics and visible in
the long tail of the power law facilitate neuronal communication across long distances
in the brain (Beggs and Thimme, 2012). In this view, a stimulus would trigger a
neuronal avalanche in sensory cortices, which would spread across the cortex carrying
the stimulus information to other brain areas, where it is further processed. However,
as pointed out by Vogels et al. (2005), this scenario may be too simple to solve the
problem of neuronal communication. Even though criticality makes communication
between neuronal networks highly ﬂexible, as it can easily create new complex activity
patterns and open up new communication pathways, it is not obvious how neuronal
avalanches can solve the problem of stability. Power law distributions of ﬂuctuation
sizes indicate that despite the presence of large ﬂuctuations, most neuronal avalanches
remain small and may not be able to successfully spread across the processing chain of
an environmental stimulus. Thus, trial to trial variability is high leading to successful
transmission of activity, but in many cases also to propagation failure. This behavior
poses serious limitations on the reliability of neuronal communication implemented by
neuronal avalanches. Moreover, as demonstrated by our results, critical features are
mainly seen, when the cortex exhibits large-scale synchronization, which aﬀects large
parts of the local network and presumably the rest of the cortex (Harris and Thiele,
2011). It is likely that freely spreading neuronal avalanches will not only activate areas
representing a particular stimulus, but also spread to neighboring areas which process
other stimuli. Thus, selectivity is not guaranteed by collective avalanche dynamics as
seen during critical states. Rather, neuronal networks must create activity that spreads
along speciﬁc and well deﬁned pathways without aﬀecting the rest of the network. Fine
grained synchronization that aﬀects only a subset of neurons in large neuronal networks
is the foundation of two other theoretical frameworks of neuronal communication: the
synﬁre chain (Abeles, 1982; 1991) and communication through coherence hypotheses
(CTC; Fries, 2005; 2009). Notably, synﬁre chains have been shown to eﬀectively transmit neuronal synchrony either with strong external background noise (Diesmann et
al., 1999) or internal desynchronization generated by the neuronal network itself (Kumar et al., 2008). The CTC hypothesis is associated with synchronous oscillations in
the beta/gamma band which predominately occur during cortical desynchronization
(Munk et al., 1996; Herculano-Houzel et al., 1999). Thus, it is possible that the cortex actively suppresses large-scale synchronization and enforces desynchronization to
allow the formation of precise patterns of synchronization that will process incoming
stimuli selectively and with high ﬁdelity. It remains to be seen, whether desynchronized cortical activity still has critical features (Ribeiro et al., 2010) or represents a
truly asynchronous dynamical regime as suggested by various theoretical models (El
Boustani et al., 2007; Renart et al., 2010; Tetzlaﬀ et al., 2012).
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12

Synfire Chains and Coherent Oscillations

The classical model for neuronal communication and information transmission is the
synﬁre chain ﬁrst introduced by Abeles more than 30 years ago (Abeles, 1982). Given
the small eﬀect of individual action potentials on postsynaptic targets he postulated
that volleys of presynaptic spikes will drive downstream neurons most eﬀectively, if they
arrive nearly synchronously. He constructed a layered network, in which excitatory
neurons of each layer are connected to neurons of the next layer through divergentconvergent connections with similar delays. This connectivity structure enables the
network to faithfully propagate synchronous activity along its layers. A stimulus would
trigger enough synchrony in layer one of a synﬁre chain, which is stably relayed to
other cortical areas, represented by the various layers of the chain. Synﬁre chains were
successfully implemented in a variety of theoretical studies (e.g. Diesmann et al., 1999;
Gewaltig et al., 2001) and precise spatiotemporal spiking patterns, a consequence of
the successive activation of neurons with stable delays in the chain, were reported in
experimental studies (e.g. Shmiel et al., 2006). The synﬁre chain model reﬂects a
highly stable way of neuronal communication and in addition can also provide selectivity, as synchronous volleys only spread within the organized synﬁre chain structure
without aﬀecting the asynchronous background activity, ﬁrst shown by Kumar et al.
(2008). However, a synﬁre chain is a rather inﬂexible structure, as the connections
and their weights need to be set by the modeler and no convincing learning mechanism
is yet known that would ﬂexibly create a synﬁre chain architecture with suﬃciently
strong synapses as a function of ever changing computational needs imposed by the
environment.
While synchrony in synﬁre chains is generated by common drive from previous layers,
synchronization in the communication through coherent oscillation model (CTC; Fries,
2005; 2009), another framework for neuronal communication, is thought to arise from
very diﬀerent mechanisms. The basis for the CTC hypothesis are local oscillations generated by the interaction of excitatory and specialized inhibitory neurons (basket cells)
which provide synchronous spiking activity that can eﬀectively drive neurons in other
local networks. In order to establish communication between two brain areas, oscillations in both areas need to create a consistent phase relationship, such that excitatory
spike volleys of one oscillation arrive at the receptive phase (i.e. when inhibition is
weak) of the other oscillation. The resulting coherent oscillation allows the exchange of
information between diﬀerent neuronal networks (Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Buehlmann
et al., 2010). The role of such coherent oscillations in the beta/gamma band in cognition and mental diseases like schizophrenia has been shown by a variety of studies
(Varela et al., 2001; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006; Siegel et al., 2011).
In this thesis, we asked the question, whether there is a link between the synﬁre chain
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and CTC hypotheses, since both operate with synchronization of excitatory activity. We
hypothesized that synchronization in these frameworks may have a common origin and
both types of communication are a manifestation of diﬀerent computational demands.
More speciﬁcally, we put forward the idea that a spreading coherent oscillation may arise
in diluted synﬁre chains, with a connectivity that is insuﬃcient to faithfully transmit
synchrony. Recurrent interaction between excitatory and inhibitory neurons in each
layer of the synﬁre chain ampliﬁes excitation generated by small common drive from
previous layers through a resonant oscillation. This mechanism compensates for the
weak connections in the diluted chain and leads to the stable propagation of a coherent
oscillation across the network, a process, which we call “oscillation chain”. Notably,
these oscillation chains can spread along weak connections and thus have access to
a large number of diluted synﬁre chains (Abeles, 2009), thereby allowing for more
ﬂexible routing of synchronous activity. Moreover, we conjectured that the precise
spike timing relationship between neurons within the coherent oscillation may induce
synaptic plasticity and potentiation, which would reduce the number of oscillation cycles
required to propagate synchrony. Once the excitatory connections between the layers
of the network are suﬃciently strong, oscillation chains are transformed into synﬁre
chains, i.e. synchrony can be transmitted through a single synﬁre wave without the
need of ampliﬁcation in several oscillation cycles. Thus, oscillation chains can exploit
weak connections in neuronal network, which are initially inaccessible to synﬁre chains,
and process novel stimuli hitherto unknown to the neuronal network. However, they
require a temporally prolonged presentation of the stimulus, so that excitation can be
ampliﬁed and transmitted within several oscillation cycles. In contrast, synﬁre chains
transmit synchrony even with a brief presentation of the stimulus and process already
familiar stimuli learned previously within the coherent activity of an oscillation chain.
We tested this framework by simulating synﬁre chain networks of integrate and ﬁre
neurons which in addition contained a population of inhibitory neurons in each layer.
These neurons were driven by the local excitatory population and provided feedback
inhibition to the excitatory neurons. The ﬁrst layer of the network was stimulated with
either rhythmic or single synchronous spike volleys, and the propagation characteristics
of the chain were investigated as a function of the input and the synaptic strength of the
connections between the layers. We indeed found spreading coherent oscillations, when
rhythmic input was provided at the resonance frequency of the network and connections were suﬃciently strong. As predicted, the number of cycles needed to propagate
synchrony to the end of the chain decreased with increasing synaptic weights and resulted in complete transmission of the spike volley within on cycle with strong synapses.
Hence, synaptic potentiation resulted in the transformation of oscillation chains into
synﬁre chains. In summary, the simulation results bridge the gap between the seemingly diﬀerent concepts of synﬁre chains and the communication through coherence
hypothesis, and link both of them through synaptic plasticity.
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13

An Integrated View of Neuronal Communication

Neuronal communication is thought to be based on ﬁne-grained spatiotemporal patterns of activity (Siegel et al., 2011). This may allow the brain to eﬀectively code
and process diﬀerent stimuli without interference between them. As shown and discussed in this thesis, the brain is able to generate both large-scale synchronization of
activity, which aﬀects large parts of the brain, and potentially also precise patterns
of synchronization through synﬁre chains and coherent beta/gamma oscillations. Importantly, precise neuronal activity is associated with globally desynchronized cortical
states, as shown theoretically for synﬁre chains (Kumar et al., 2008) and experimentally for oscillations in the gamma range (Munk et al., 1996; Herculano-Houzel et al.,
1999, Rodriguez et al., 2009). In addition, studies have provided evidence that natural
scenes are best represented during desynchronization in rat visual cortex (Goard and
Dan, 2009), and stimuli evoke cortical desynchronization (Poulet et al., 2008; 2012)
and widespread inhibition that only allows very local spread of excitation (Haider et
al., 2013). In contrast, neuronal activity associated with absent or reduced cognitive
abilities during, e.g. during slow wave sleep and drowsiness, shows patterns of global
synchronization linked with slow oscillations of up- and down phases (Petersen et al.,
2003; Nir et al., 2011). Thus, eﬀective cortical processing and cognitive functioning
seems to require cortical desynchronization and suppression of large ﬂuctuations of activity. Note that this desynchronization could be realized as an asynchronous-irregular
state (Brunel, 2000) or as synchronous chaos with local broadband synchronization and
global decorrelation (Battaglia and Hansel, 2011) Desynchronized activity might enable
the brain to route activity along speciﬁc pathways that can escape the strong inhibition
found during desynchronization (Rudolph et al., 2007; Renart et al., 2010; Haider et al.,
2013). According to the synﬁre chain model, these pathways are endowed with specialized connections that create strong and synchronized excitatory activity and allow the
faithful and selective spread of excitation along a processing hierarchy despite the inﬂuence of inhibition. Alternatively, in case these connections are insuﬃcient, excitation
may be ampliﬁed within a resonant oscillation and propagate as a coherent oscillation
chain across the network, as suggested in this thesis.
However, the question remains how criticality can be reconciled with the notion of cortical desynchronization and precise communication with synﬁre-and oscillation chains.
Most studies of criticality in neuronal networks are based on the notion of a critical
sandpile, in which individual avalanches slide down the pile separated by periods of
silence, during which new sand needs to be supplied. Not surprisingly, these studies are mostly based on synchronized states found in vitro (Beggs and Plenz, 2003;
Pasquale et al., 2008; Shew et al., 2009; Friedman et al., 2012), in vivo during anesthesia (Ribeiro et al., 2010) or in silico (Benayoun et al., 2010; Millman et al., 2010),
in which each up-state can be conceptualized as a single neuronal avalanche that is
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separated by another avalanche by down-phases. Thus, avalanches are triggered at the
beginning of an up-phase spread across cortical areas, which are in an excitable, but
silent down-phase. This enables avalanches to access widespread parts of the brain,
which is seen as global synchronization. In contrast, during continuous and desynchronized activity, avalanches soon encounter inhibition and are prevented from spreading
unselectively across the entire cortex, unless relayed across organized and strong connections or propagated along resonant and coherent oscillations, as argued above. Hence,
these precise avalanches (synﬁre- and oscillation chains) are embedded in desynchronized background activity, unlike those found during cortical synchronization, which
spread across inactive cortical areas. It is conceivable that these ﬁne-grained patterns
of cortical synchronization still reﬂect critical activity, in a sense that their patterns are
complex and enable the brain to ﬂexibly process and represent ever changing input from
the environment. In this context, global desynchronization would be necessary to make
these patterns stimulus speciﬁc and prevent cross-over of activity to neuronal networks
that represent other stimuli, as presumably seen during large-scale synchronization.
However, since these patterns are formed within desynchronized activity, power laws
and large-scale synchronization, as predicted from criticality theory, are lost due to
the mixing of ﬁne-grained correlations with decorrelated background dynamics (Hahn
et al., 2011). In line with the criticality hypothesis, evidence for critical dynamics in
spiking activity beyond power laws was found in desynchronized activity of awake rats,
when scaling approaches were used (Ribeiro et al., 2010). In this thesis, we also found
power laws and strong synchronization during epochs of desynchronized activity in the
LFP, while spiking activity showed clear signs of decorrelation. This seems to be consistent with the idea that the LFP preferentially picks up local synchronized activity,
which might reﬂect ﬁne-grained spatiotemporal patterns of synchrony, which cannot be
easily detected by spiking activity. It is also in accordance with a variety of reports
based on other macroscopic signals like the EEG or MEG which found evidence for
criticality in the brain (see Werner, 2010, for review). However, it remains to be seen
how much the LFP is contaminated by spurious correlation due to volume conduction
which was recently shown to be signiﬁcant across large patches of the cortex (Kajigawa
and Schroeder, 2011).

14

Outlook

In this thesis we have investigated critical features of cortical activity as a function
of cortical state and attempted to ﬁnd a common theoretical framework for precise
neuronal communication through synchrony. Our results clearly indicate that classical
critical features such as power laws and long-range correlations are state dependent in
spiking activity, whereas they are still present in the LFP during all observed states.
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Further studies need to explore, whether seemingly desynchronized cortical activity is
still compatible with the notion of a critical state as pioneered by Ribeiro et al. (2010).
These studies will also have to establish, whether absence of power law is due to subsampling or may be interpreted as a result of mixing ﬁne-grained correlation potentially
created by synﬁre-or oscillation chains and decorrelated background activity. Moreover,
the exact role of volume conduction for large-scale synchronization and the presence
of power laws need to be determined in population signals like the LFP, as already
pointed out by Dehghani et al. (2012). Signiﬁcant long-range volume conduction as
described by Kajigawa and Schroeder (2011) may necessitate a reevaluation of power
laws reported in the LFP of multi-electrode recordings in vivo (e.g. Petermann et al.,
2009).
Furthermore, our novel theoretical framework and modeling results suggest an intimate
link between synchronization provided by synﬁre chains, coherent oscillations in the
gamma/beta range and synaptic plasticity. However, our simpliﬁed simulation needs
to be extended in several ways. First, we used biologically unrealistic current-based
synapses, which need to be replaced by more biologically plausible conductance-based
synapses. Second, in our study we mimicked synaptic potentiation by increasing the
synaptic weights between diﬀerent layers of the network externally. Thus, synaptic
plasticity should be implemented directly in the network and it remains to be seen,
whether realistic plasticity rules can transform coherent oscillations into synﬁre chains.
Third, gamma oscillations in the brain are subject to cycle skipping, i.e. that excitatory neurons only ﬁre during a fraction of the entire oscillation. However, in our
study excitatory neurons discharged at almost every cycle, a ﬁnding, which requires
further investigation. Moreover, we used purely feedforward connectivity in our network, which seems unrealistic given the dense network of feedback connections in the
brain. However, there is growing evidence that feedforward and feedback connections
do not originate in the same cortical layers (Wang, 2010) and more importantly do not
use the same spectral signature to transmit neuronal signals. While gamma activity
is mainly found during feedforward processing (e.g. Roelfsema et al., 2012), feedback
signals are carried through beta (Engel and Fries, 2010; Siegel et al., 2011) or alpha
band activation (Roelfsema et al., 2012). Thus, unidirectional oscillation chains may
not seem unrealistic and further research needs to be undertaken to study the interaction of bidirectional chain activity with diﬀerent frequencies. Finally, the oscillation
chain hypothesis needs to be tested in experiments using large-scale recordings and
manipulation techniques (e.g. optogenetics) by studying the role of precise excitatory
synchronization patterns in the generation of coherent oscillations.
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